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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to establish a theory-based process for the 
improvement of the English oral competency of Thai tourism industry students and 
determine how far practical needs superseded theoretical demands. It was done 
firstly, by examining an{: blending genre and ESP theories in order to establish a 
genre-based ESP oral English teaching method, and secondly, identifying the 
specific features of the most common genres in the target language used by Thai 
tourist guides by means of genre analysis. Thirdly, the perceptions of the personnel 
managers of tour agencies and tourists towards the oral competency of Thai lour 
guides were explored before reaching the final stage of developing and teaching the 
course for teaching English for tour guides in Rajabhat Universities. 
The first step in the course design process was to adopt a genre-based ESP 
teaching method, which included four stages: background to the genre, modeling the 
genre, construction of the genre, and assessment. Then field data of selected tour 
guide commen taries were identified. The results revealed four essential spoken 
genres, namely itinerary, description, narrative and procedure. The organization and 
featv!"'!s of these genres were utilized to implement a genre-based approach in the 
semester program for "English for Tour Guides" at Pibulsongkram Rajabhat 
University. In addition, a more general picture of the spoken competency of Thai 
tour g uides was obtained from two sources: tourists from different countries and 
personnel managers of tourism agencies, and was introduced in the course. The 
thirty-four students, who participated in this study, were third·year tourism industry 
students. 
At the end ofthe training course, student performances were assessed in two 
ways. Results from both these testing processes and student feedback to the course 
revealed that this tourist training course could improve the organization and language 
features of student commentaries and hling about some changes to overall 
competence. 
Ii 
ii 
Positive attitudes towards the course and its implementation were also 
produced. At the same time, it is evident that greater concessions should be made in 
the course to modifying the theoretical basis in the light of student needs for greater 
assistance witr\ grammar and pronunciat;on. It is recommended that the adaptation of 
genre-based teaching and the !earning cycle for this ESP course be employed by 
other teachers in similar situations. 
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CHAPTER ON'!: 
INTRODUCTION 
)I 
The growth of the tourism industry in Thailand in the past twenty years has 
triggered an increasing demand for employees who can speak English well e· .. ough for 
communication in this service business. Both state and private agencies recognize that 
their employees need competence in English language skills for success in their jobs. As a 
state u .. �ivcrsity in the lower northern region, Pibulsongkram Rajabhat University is
responsible for the development of qualified personnel for this industry in that area. 
This chapter introduces the reader to, firstly, general Thai education system, 
secondly, English language education in Thailand, thirdly, the demand for the English 
language in the tourism industry, fourthly, difficulties in learning and teaching English in 
Thailand, highlighting problems of Thai learners' speaking English for communication, 
fifthly, the genre approach to teaching that might alleviate problems in the teaching and 
learning of English for tour guides, that is the subject of this dissertation.The last four 
sections introduce the significance of the study, the purposes of the study, the research 
questions, and the structure of the thesis respectively. 
1. I The Thai education system
The Thai education system has a major role to play in the development of the 
country. Educational institutions are respected as sources of knowledge and guidance that 
Thai students carry with them throughout their lives. The teachers and schools arc 
considered generators of student futures, taking on the responsibility to ensure that 
children learn and that young adults will mature and contribute to the national 
development (Srisa-an, 1998). 
In Thailand, education is divided into four levels; pre-primary education, primary 
education, secondary education and higher education. Pre-primary education is optional 
for children between three to five years of age and is provided in the form of childcare by 
both private and publir: sectors. The curriculum at this level of education aims to develop 
physical, psychological, mental, emotional, personal, and social aspects of children before 
they enter the first year of primary school. According to the 2001 Basic Education 
Curriculum (Ministry of Education, 2002) the twelve years of basic education are 
provided free of charge as guaranteed by the l999 National Education Act (Ofnce of the 
Educational Commission, 1999). Basic education can be provided in threo ways: formal, 
non-formal, and informal education by parents, organizations and institutions and are 
divided into two periods. The first nine years of formal school are compulsory for every 
Thai child The first six-year compulsory period (for children from 6-11 years old) is for 
primary school and another compuslsory three-year period (for children from 12-14 years 
of age) for lower secondary school. Students can !eavo school after they have finished the 
lower secondary school. The last three years of basic education for upper secondary 
school (for learners from 15-17 years old) prepare the learners to further their study in 
higher educntion. Higher education is organi�cd by both private and public institutes and 
universities. Thai students who wnnt to study at the tertiary level have to take entrance 
examinations and their choices depend on their examination results. Most students have 
to pay full tuition fees in higher education. 
1.2 English education in Thailand 
The structure of foreign language in the Basic Education Curriculum 2001, in 
which English is the main foreign language, is categorized into four sections known as 
substances. These substances arc: language for communication, language and culture, 
language within other disciplines, and language and society (Ministry of Education, 2002, 
p. 20).
Sub.ltance I: Lang11age/arcammm1icalian 
Standard LI. Understand the listening and reading processes, be capable 
of interpreting what is heard and read, and apply knowledge critically 
Standard 1.2. Have communication skills for exchange of information, 
expression of ideas by using technology and suitable management for 
long-life education 
Standard 1.3 Understand the speaking/writing processes, and transforming 
of information, ideas and concepts creatively, efficiently and aesthetically 
Subslunce 2: language and c11/r11re 
Standard 2.1. Understand and apply the relationship between language and 
culture of foreigners and apply them appropriately 
2 
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Standard 2.2. Understand the differences between Thai language and 
culture and those of foreigners and apply it critically 
Substance 3: Lrmguag<! in other disciplines 
Standard 3.1. Use the language as the basis for learning olher subjects 
Subs/ance 4: Language and .w1ciety 
Standard 4. I. Be capable of using the foreign language in a variety of 
situations both inside schools and in the society 
Standard 4.2. Be capable of using the foreign language a s  a tool for 
learning, working, and initiating cooperation in the society. 
This new syllabus is different from the old one, which focused on only the four 
macro skills of language, i.e. rending, writing, listening, and speaking, in that it provides 
clear goals of learning such as the use of the language in a variety of situations as a tool 
for working in the society as mentioned in Standards 4.1 and 4.2. These last two 
standards which so clearly relate to the topic of this thesis and were integrated in this 
tourist guide training course. However, this syllabus has been fully used only since 2004 
and thus the students part icipating in this study hac'1 been taught by using the old syllabus 
before entering the university. They have therefore gencm!ly been unable to benefit 
previously from approaches which concen!rn!e on language use in the community. 
These four substances are to be taught at all levels of basic education during the 
twelve year basic education period. Students graduating from high school take entrance 
examinations to colleges and universities for tertiary education. An English test, which is 
part of U1c entrance examinations, must be t:iken by all students. Universities require that 
the English language be studied as a compulsory subject. The Rajabhat universities use a 
semester system based on credits and grades : a four-year degree requires 130-140 
credits, including English courses. English is compulsory in the first year of all Rajabhat 
universities. All students must take at least two general English courses, of which one 
emphasizing speaking and listening skills and the other focusing on reading. Then each 
Rajabhat University program can choose a particular English course to meet particular 
student needs such as English for Science, English in Mass Media, and English for 
Tourism. 
3 
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1.3 The tourism industry and English 
The tourism industry is n major source of revenue for Thailand. According to the 
2004 Tourism Authority of Thailand report, in the year 2003 alone, 10,004,453 tourists 
visited Thailand and spent over 300 million baht. The origins of these tourists vury. More 
than 6 million tourists were from Asia and over 2 million tourists were from Europe. 
Most of these tourists are from the countries where the first language is not English; for 
example, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Korea, Japan, and China. Tour agencies in 
Thailand cannot provide enough Thai tour guides who can speak the languages of the 
tourists because the major foreign language taught in every school in Thailand is English, 
although some universities offer programs in Chinese, Japanese, French, Spani�h. and 
Korean. In the case that Thailand cannot offer sufficient tour guides in every language, 
English is considered the major foreign language used for communication with these 
foreign tourists. Jn order to make their commentaries comprehensible for these particular 
groups of tourists, the tour guides should use English that is clear and simple, because 
most tourists are not native speakers of English. 
The forty or so Rajahbhal universities throughout :rt-:_;'iland have been made 
responsible for regional development and the provision of several educuticm programs to 
serve the community. As a direct consequence of this, the Pibulsongkram Rajabhat 
University is one of :he eight Rajabhat universities in the northern region which offers a 
program to serve the needs of the tourism industry in the local area, especially 
Phitsanulok and Sukhothai. In these two provinces, there are a number of tourist 
attractions such as the Sukhothai Historical Park, the Srisalchanalai Historical Park, 
general and specialist museums, and ancient temples with famous Buddlm images. 
Although the tourism industry needs more employees, some students who have 
finished their specialist training al the Rajabhat Institutes remain unemployed. This may 
be because of their poor language proficiency. One of the factors thal employers value 
when they recruit new employees is English language proficiency (Lafrenz, 1991). 
Businessmen need employees with the ability to communicate effectively (Dannels, 2001, 
p.l). Applicants with limited English pr oficiency, if accepted, will be put in low-guest
contact positions where opportunities to be promoted to higher ranks are rare. A rc,;cnt 
' 
";:: . .; 
study by Boonyavatana (2000) revealed that personnel in the tourism industry still had 
problems in using English in a way that was adequate for their employment. The two 
most important problems faced by these people have been identified as listening and 
speaking. Therefore, the provision of training to improve student English proficiency is of 
particular concern to the northern Rajabhat universities and is a major reason for this 
study. 
1.4 Difficulties in teaching and learning oral English 
English has been regarded as essential for the improvement of the quality of !ifo 
and national development (Srisa-an, 1998a). Therefore, it has been taught in schools for 
many years. However, even after learning English in schools for twelve years, most 
students still cannot use it effectively. This is especially the case with oral English as 
stated by Tongra-ar in the introduction to his report (2000, p. 25). 
According to a national quality assessment of education at upper secondary !eve I, 
which was conducted by the Department of Curriculum and lnstruction Development 
(Office of the National Education Commission, 2001, p. 51), the average score in English 
was lower than 50 percent. There are many factors responsible for this low proficiency. 
The first factor affecting the quality of English language learning may be the Thai 
teachers themselves. Many factors affect teacher performance. One of these is the !ack of 
time. Most teachers have little time for or interest in understanding and adjusting to the 
requirements of the National Education Act or tlw Ministry of Education standards. 
Therefore, they often use the materials for teaching and assessment found in commercial 
textbooks (Watson Todd & Keyuravong, 2004, p. 37). Another example of this is shown 
by a recent investigation of Metropolitan Bangkok schools by Vacharaskuncc in 2000. 
Her results reveal that many teachers of English in Bangkok avoided the use of English in 
the classroom because of the low proficiency of both teachers themselves and the 
students. The problems can be more serious in schools in the rural areas because many of 
the more proficient tea<!hers in English arc likely to move to work in big cities where the 
pay and working conditions are better (Smyth, 2001). A study by Promsiri, Pmphal and 
Vijchulata (1996) investigated the problems of English teachers and the needs of in-service 
teacher training in a provincial upper-secondary educational region. This investigation 
revealed that the communicative approach, introduced in the 1990s, had not been  
successful due to  the lack of trained teachers. 
The second factor contributing to the failure may be the students' learning 
strategies which rely too much on rote-memorization and spoon-feeding (Tongra-ar, 
2000, p.25). Many Thai students, especially upper secondary school students, begin 
preparing for the university entrance examinations for years in advance. The English test, 
which is a part of these exams, is not communicative i n  nature. Furthennore, the test is a 
pen and paper test where oral competence is not assessed. This kind of test encourages 
rote-learning among Thai students, because they know that spoken English is not relevant 
to the university examination. Thai students' lack of confidence to use spoken English in 
class may be another cause of failure. They tend to use their own native language, the 
Thai language, in response to the teacher instead of using English. 
Another factor affecting the quality of Thai learners is the lack of appropriate 
textbooks for Thai classrooms. Well-designed books may be available but their costs may 
be difficult to meet for underfunded schools in the rural areas. Furthennore, according to 
a comparative study of commercial textbooks by Watson Todd and Keyuravong, some 
textbooks do not cover all the objectives issued by National Education Act (Walson Todd 
& Keyuravong, 2004, pp. 25-29). 
A brief history of the type of undergraduates encountered in this study w ill 
highlight these problems. Before these students participated in the project, they had taken 
two courses in Business Communication English, two courses in English for Hotel and 
two courses in English for Tourism. Jn addition, they had studied general English for only 
six years in secondary schools and high schools in accordance with the aims of the 
previous syllabus. As a consequence of these various studies, their knowledge of English, 
particularly in grammar and reading could be considered at high intennediate level al the 
start of the second semester of the third yenr, when they began the course of study under 
investigation in this thesis. From this the conclusion needs to be drawn that these students 
have a [;reater degree of need for effective oral/aural skills than those who have been the 
subject of such research as there has been reported in the journals. If those English majors 
are having difficulty, how much greater is the case with these vo cational !evd students. 
6 
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As has been stated they study only four courses in English throughout their �egree and 
even the ones that they enrol for do not sufficiently target the spoken skills necessary for 
employment. 
Although the students' earlier English for Specific Purposes (ESP) courses 
provided the knowledge base for their future careers in the tourism industry, the emphasis 
in the courses was not on speaking but on infonnation content and integrated skills. Even 
the original English for Tourism in Year 3, the focus of this curriculum renewal study, 
contained strong knowledge components such as reading itineraries and brochures, and 
describing interesting pluces. In addition, most ofthe other Year 3 courses are delivered 
in the Thai language by Thai instructors. As a consequence of this rather fractured 
training in English, the graduating tourism industry students' spoken English is not fluent 
enough to qualify them for acceptance into tlrn tour guiding field as indicated by the fact 
that most later work in the hospitality rather than the tourguiding field. Understanding 
how to remedy this situation is the basis of the task undertaken in this research. 
1.5 A genre�based approach to teaching English 
The particular aim of this study is to investigate the use of a genre-based approach 
to develop tourism industry students' English oral competency in the foreign language 
teaching environment in Thailand, Several reasons have been taken into consideration for 
the selection of this method. First, genre theory indicates that the purpose of 
communication dctennines both the content and form of the language. This is supported 
by Substanc� I (language for communication) in the Basic Education Curriculum 
(Ministry of Education, 2002) which states that the learners should have communication 
skills for exchange of information. The language used in the tourism industry, particularly 
the language for leading tours, a!so has a particular communicative purpose, Swales 
(1990, p. 58) defines genre as follows. 
A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share 
some set of communicative purposes. These purposes arc recognized by expert 
members of the parent discourse community, and thereby constitute the rationale 
for the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the discourse und 
influences and constrains choice of content and style, 
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According to this definition of genre, the communicative purposes of a particular 
discourse community are realized in certain culturally conditioned discourse forms. 
Consequently, if the Rajabhat students wish to join the discourse community associated 
with the tourism industry, they should develop the idea of the role of the genres used in 
that culture and this should be one of the tasks of the tourism trainer. 
Second, genre teaching has been accepted as a successful approach to teaching 
students of all ages in Australia for several decades (Christie, 1985), It may therefore be 
an appropriate teaching approach for this study. This genre-based approach can be used 
as a means of scaffolding structures for students as suggested by Kamberelis and Bovino 
(1999). These authors argue that genre teaching provides a way to introduce students to 
target cultural artifacts: 
One of the hallmarks of an effective speaker or writer is the ability to produce 
fonns of discourse that adhere to cultural conventions and that accomplish 
specific rhetorical or aesthetic goals. These forms of discourse, typically referred 
to as genres, are open-ended cultural frames that embody relatively stable 
constellations of sentence and text level features. These constellations encode the 
practice and ideologies of particular discourse communities and are used to enact 
relatively specific communicative purposes within typical rhetorical situations. 
(Knmberclis & Bovino, 1999, p. 138) 
Kamberclis and Bovino further state that students should be taught explicitly at the 
beginning in class so that they can apply their knowledge appropriately in real life 
situations. The development of student oral competency through genre is a form of 
cultural transmission, where learners become members of a society in order to learn how 
to function within it appropriote!y. This means they have to know the cultural frames of 
texts and their language features. In the case of tourism students, they should learn the 
target language in their specific culture, that is, the tourism industry, so that they can use 
the language to communicate effectively and appropriately. Thus, an alternative genre­
based rhetorical structures method, as used in this study, could lead to the achievement of 
better English oral competency, even though the course itself would not be able to allow 
for real participation in the actual situations of employment. 
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1.6 Significance of the study 
By law, tour guides who lead tourists in Thaillllld require Thai nationality. 
Therefore, Thai people who Wllllt to follow careers as tour guides are required to be 
proficient in a foreign language. Up to this point, however, studies of tourism in Thailand 
have not focused on the employees' communicative competency in languages other than 
Thai. Therefore, this research aims to study the development of the English proficiency of 
tourism industry students, especially those who intend to be tour guides. This group of 
students will have to use their oral communicative skills to describe interesting places, 
narrate stories related to these places and help tourists to solve their problems while, at 
the same time, carrying out their other tasks. 
The s tudy described in this thesis has been planned in the hope that it will be 
useful for educators or instructors, who want to develop their curriculum or teaching and 
learning materials for English for tour guiding. Its aims therefore are to explore student 
needs by investigating the perceptions of the personnel managers of tour agencies and 
tourists toward tour guiding English, to collect and examine authentic usage of English in 
Thai tour guiding !llld to develop a teaching model for developing tour guiding oracy in 
universities based on the most common genres found in this data. 
1.7 The purposes of the study 
The purposes of this research arc the following: 
• To consider how relevant theory relating to the teaching genre can be applied in
Thailand.
• To explore the perceptions of the personnel managers of tour agencies and
tourists of Thai tour guide English.
• To discern the most common spoken genres used by Thai tour guides.
• To design and present a genre-based English course for tour guides.
• To investigate the tourism industry students' oral competency at the end of the
course.
• To examine the student attitudes towards the English for Tourism course.
• To develop guidance for future such training courses for Thai tour guides.
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1.8 Research questions 
The following research questions have been formulated from the study purposes 
outlined above. 
Research question I 
What are the perceptions of key tourism stakeholders in northern Thailand concerning the 
oral competence of Thai tour guides? How does this informaUon assist in the formulation 
of course for tourism students? 
Research question 2 
How can the course designer adapt genre theory to identify and utilise the common 
genres used for leading tours in developing a tourism oracy course? 
Research question 3 
H0w does the use of a genre-based approach in a teaching course reflect on student 
performance? 
Research question 4 
How does the use ofa genre-based approach reflect on student attitudes? 
Research question 5 
What guidance can this study give to reformulating courses for Thai toUrist guides? 
1.9 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis consists of eight chapters and several appendices. Chapter one 
introduces the reader to the background of this study such as the Thai education system, 
the English language education in Thailand, the importance of English in the tourism 
industry, and the relevance of a genre-based approach to teaching oral English. Chapters 
two and thn:e contain literature reviews and give the theoretical background of this 
research. Chapter four highlights why and how authentic data of Thai tour guides' 
English was collected for use as the basis for the course design and authentic materials. 
Chapter five contains the research methodology, which includes a survey of tourists and 
travel agency managers' perceptions of the Thai tour guides' English, and the teaching 
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program. Research results of the pretest and the posttest are discussed in chapters six and 
seven. Chapter eight, is concerned with the results from the student reports on the lessons 
and the attitude questionnaire, presents the students' perceptions of the implementation of 
the syllabus and their attitudes toward English language !earning as a whole and the 
teaching process. The discussion of findings and recommendations are given in Chapter 
nine prior to the conclusion in Chapter ten. The complete lessons can be found in the 
appendices. 
', <i 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW I 
This study aims to develop Thai tourism students' oral competence so that the 
students will be appropriately trained to work with tourists from different parts of the 
world. In order to develop a suitable syllabus for this particular group of students, it is 
important to study how 'learners learn English as a second fonguage, how teachers teach 
communicative language worldwide, what type of English should be taught, and how the 
latter impacts on the development of their oral competence. In addition, when considering 
the course design, in what way the role of English used around the world should be 
investigated as well as student attitudes. 
With a view to activating these ideas for the purposes of my study, the first 
section will discuss how theorists suggest English as a second language is learned and 
taught. The second section investigates the type of English language used around the 
world, particularly in Asia, and in Thailand. The 
attitudes towards English teaching and lcaming. 
2.1 Second language acquisition theories 
finaf Section w'ili discuss !earner 
/( 
In tenns of the difference between second language acquisition (SLA) and first 
language acquisition Ellis (1997, p. 3) provides a clear description as follows: 
At first sight, the meaning of the term 'second language acquisition' seems 
transparent but, in fact, it requires careful explanation. For one thing, in 
this context 'second' can refer to any language that is learned subsequent 
to the mother tongue. Thus, it can refer to the learning of a third or fourth 
language. Also, 'second' is not intended to contra�\ with 'foreign'. 
Whether you are learning a language naturally as a result of living in a 
country where it is spoken, or learning it in a classroom through 
instruction, it is customary to speak generically of 'second' language 
acquisition .... L2 acquisition', then, can be defined as the way in which 
people learn a language other than their mother tongue, inside or outside of 
a classroom, and 'Second Language Acquisition' (SLA) as lhe study of 
this. 
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According to Krashen (1981, p. I; !982, p. 10), second language acquisition is 
similar to the process which children use in acqlliring a first and second language. The 
latter is a unconscious process, in which language learners do not know that they arc 
acquiring language. They know only that they are using the language for communication. 
1l1us first language competence is acquired through learning of an implicit and natural 
kind. 
The development of second language competence, however, must be considered 
difTerent from this as the language is acquired by learning in a formal situation. To 
describe how second language learners acquire language, Krashen (l 982, pp. 20-21) used 
the input hypothesis, which claims that the !earners move from stage i (current 
competence in relation to input) lo the next level (i+J) whenever they understund input 
that contains i+l. This means that acquisition occurs when students understand language 
which is a lillle more difficult than their current level. Kramsch (1990, pp. 20-21) 
supports Krashen when he says that learners need access to input that is communicatively 
and/or meaningfully oriented and comprehensible in nature in order lo accomplish 
language acquisition, whether in the classroom or outside. 
JflH(Input Hypothesis) is correct, it predicts, first, that more 
Comprehensible input, aural and written, results in more l anguage 
acquisition ... Belter second language acquisition, as measured by a variety 
of tests, is associated with more comprehensible input in the second 
language outside of school (Krashcn, 1989, p. 411). 
However, Swain (1985), Larsen-Freeman (1991) and Markee (1997) have argued 
that although comprehensible input is necessary, it is insufficient for language learning to 
occur. Therefore, students should be active not passive learners. That is, they should be 
able to negotiate the infonnation or input and then combine the new knowledge with their 
own in producing new language output. Rather than being the result of input alone, the 
process ofSLA is a wider one, which occurs in a sequence. Ellis (I 997, p. JS) introduces 
his model of SLA as follows: 
1l 
\,.\ 
input - intake ---,. L2 knowledge --,. output 
Figure 2.1 A computational model ofL2 acquisition 
First of all the learner is exposed to input and stores it in the short-term memory, 
which is then referred to as 'intake'. Then some of lhe intake becomes long-term L2 
knowledge through psychological processes. Finally, the learner uses that knowledge lo 
produce spoken and written output in the target language. However, in classrooms in 
which learners arc exposed 10 the same input at the same time, the input may not suitable 
for everybody because each !earner processes the input at his/her own rate (Finch, 1999). 
Jn the case of adult second language learners, Brown (1987, p. 54) asserts that they have 
similar ability to children in acquiring a second language in the classroom. 
What we do is that adults and children alike appear to have the capacity to 
acquire a second language at any age. If a person docs not acquire 
a second language successfully it is probably because of intervening 
cognitive or afTective variables and not the absence of innate 
capacititics .. .ln the case of adult second language learning, parental input 
is replaced by teacher input. 
Brown suggests here that teacher should communicate with the learners in 
meaningful ways, as if a parent were talking to a child, because the input is as important 
to the second language learner as it is to the first language learner. 
Teachers should therefore be aware of the following notions proposed by Larsen­
Freeman (1991, pp.\53-156). First, individuals learn a language in difTerent ways so a 
teacher should apply a variety of ways to teach them. Second, language learners gradually 
grasp forms, meaning, and use of a language. Third, ]earners learn a language from the 
input as chunks not as separate parts. Fourth, teachers should know the learner's level of 
proficiency or stage of development so that lessons can be prepared to suit the level or 
stage. Fifth, second language learner background knowledge and experience help the 
learner learn new concepts. Sixth, feedback can be given to the learners when they are 
ready and have time to consider it. Seventh, it may be impossible for adult learners to be 
native-like speakers. Finally, most second language learners want to learn a new language 
so that they can communicate with members of the target language group or to participate 
in their institutions. These last two notions are necessary for EFL teachers and learners to 
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understand, in that they support Brown's ideas regarding the importance of teacher input 
as a substitution of parental input, and that adult learners, like children, can ]cam second 
language at any age. 
As an illustration of these principles, Swain (! 985), for example, consid ered the 
case of students in the Canadian French Immersion Program. These students received 
abundant comprehensible input in French but had still not fully acquired grammatical 
competence. Since the learners could understand the input but were unable to replicate its 
syntactic structure, Swain suggested that the learners also needed to practice producing 
comprehensible output. Doing so would force them to move from semantic to syntactic 
processing. Swain maintains that comprehensible output, or language production, 
provides the opportunity for meaningful use of the learner's linguistic resource (Swain, 
2000, p. 99). 
Output may stipulate learners to move from the semantic, open-ended, 
strategic processing prevalent in comprehension to the 
completegrammatical processing needed for accurate production. (Swain, 
2000, p. 99). 
Finch (1999) supports Swain in the case of output by claiming that in order for the 
students to know how they are progressing, feedback on their performance is needed in 
order to illustrate their !earning needs and help them to evaluate their communicative 
competence. 
According to Swain and Finch, therefore, second language learners can acquire L2 
through the learning process which embraces comprehensible input, intake, and output. In 
the case of input, Alcon (1998) proposes three features of this process as part of 
interaction where learners are exposed to input simplification, input enhancement, and 
intcractional m odifications. The importance of simplified input has been cmphasi7.cd by 
theorists because it is believed to make the input more comprehensible. The use of 
comprehensible input consequently enhances learning. In terms of input enhancement, 
attention should be directed to the formal properties of the language in order to develop 
second language knowledge. It is assumed that by focusing deliberately on the formal 
properties of language, the learners' mental slate is altered (Alcon, 1998, p. 437). 
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The remaining benefit from the input process is interactional modification. 
Theorists such as Long { 1983) and Pica {1994) argue that the process of second language 
acquisition is hastened through conversational irileraction. 
that: 
For instance, the intcractional hypothesis, as proposed by Long (1983), states 
! . internctional modifications that are directed al solving a communication
difficulty help to make input comprehensible, and 
2. comprehensible input promotes acquisition.
According to this hypothesis, intcractional modification promote., ac,1uisition. In Lang's 
view, the learners need not only to hear the language forms at I.heir own level of 
competence, but also to have an opportunity lo interact with other speakers until they 
negotiate for message meaning and comprehension (Pica, 1994; Lightbown & Spada, 
1999). Lightbown and Spada (1999, p. 43) support this idea by writing: 
Modi food interaction docs not always involve linguistic simplification. 
It may also include elaboration, slower speech rate, gesture, or 
the provision of additional contextual cues. 
Examples of conversational modification given by Lightbown and Spada are, 
firstly, checking comprehension, secondly, asking for clarification and thirdly, repeating 
or paraphrasing. The learner can check if the listener has understood what was said by 
asking a question, e.g. 'Do you understand?' The learner can check her/his 
comprehension of the message by asking the interlocutor to clarify the message, e.g. 
'Could you repeat that please?' after which the speaker may repeat or paraphrase the 
original language input. Pica (1994, p. 270) suggests that transactional modification also 
provides feedback on the output which in turn ean be used by the speoker to improve 
language performance. 
This participation in negotiation also offers learners feedback on the 
comprehensibility of their own production. Such fecdl;ack can then be 
used to modify their production in ways that are important to restructuring 
work they might need to do to advance their interlanguage development.. 
However, interaction with peers may a!so result in negative input {Pica, 1994, p. 
274). This is because if the learner interacts too much with class peers he may have 
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limited access to target-like second language input. Therefore, she suggests that to obt.1in 
better models students should interact with the teacher. Alternatively, peer interaction 
may have a positive impact on second language pcrfonnancc. Learners may help one 
another by sharing infonnation and lexical items in  their first or second language and 
continuing to negotiate until some resolution is achieved. 
Another perspective on (be role of interaction in second language acquisition is 
the sociocultural theory of human mental processing held by the psychologist Lev 
Vygotsky, who worked in the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s. Vygotsky assumes 
that all cognitive development, including language development, occurs as a result of 
social interaction between individuals. The notion of the wne of proximal development 
(ZPD) is an essential part ofVygotsky's theory. The term ZPD refers to the mental space 
between present and presently potential cognitive levels, where a more capable 
interlocutor gives guidance in an interactive context (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). lt is the 
level of performance, which a learner is capable of reaching, when there is support during 
interaction from more advanced speakers. These arc the people, teachers or other class 
members, who create supportive conditions for the second language learner to 
comprehend and produce language. While sociocultural theorists assume that language 
acquisition actually takes place at the point of interaction between learner and 
, interlocutor, intcractionists assume that input modification provides learners with the 
linguistic knowledge which they will process internally (Lightbown & Spada, 1999). 
In sum, in order respond to the question how second language learners acquire 
English, the literature indicates tliat they must be exposed to comprehensible input and 
then process that input when called upon to produce the language as output Second 
language acquisition will be facilitated by means of interaction with more advanced 
speakers, with such interaction taking place in the home, the classroom, and the 
community. The next section will discuss how these theories are currently translated into 
teaching practice for the second language classroom. 
2.2 Communicative Language Teaching 
This section discusses the origin of Communicative Language Teaching (CLT), 
what the communicative approach means, and how teachers' and students' roles differ 
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from those in traditional tenching approaches. 1l1is leads into a discussion of the current 
situation in regard to CL T implementation in Asia and thus for this project. 
2,2,l Origins of Communicative Language Teaching 
CL T began as a methodological revolution to achieve a move away from a focus 
on the form of the language to a focus on its meaning potential (Clarke, 1989, p.119). 
This shift from earlier methods, such as Situational Language Teaching, began in the 
1960s. In the Situational Language Teaching approach, language was taught by practising 
basic form or structure in meaningful situation-based activities. Butjust as the linguistic 
theory underlying Audiolingua!ism was rejected in the United States in the mid·1960s, 
British applied linguists began to reconsider the theoretical assumptions underlying 
Situational Language Teaching. This occurred partly in response to the American linguist 
Noam Chomsky's criticisms of structural theories of language. Chomsky had shown that 
the normal structural theories of language were not capable of accounting for some 
fundamental characteristics of language, that is, 'the creativity and uniqueness of 
individual sentences' (Richards & Rodgers, 2001, p. l 53). Other influences for the change 
came from the theories of British functional linguists, such as Firth and Halliday, as well 
as American sociolinguists, such as Hymes, Gumperz and Labov and the writings of 
Austin and Searle on philosophy (Howatt, 1984). 
2.2.2 Development of CLT 
CL T has developed from two strands, one in Europe and the other in North 
America In Europe, the Council of Europe developed a 'notional-functional' syllabus in 
order to match the language needs of immigrants, overseas employees and the British 
traditional concept of language in terms of sociolinguistic and behavioral activities 
(Savignon, 2001, p.15). According to this concept, language is viewed as ·meaning 
potential' (Savignon, 2001, p. 15) and the focus is on the context of situation, where 
learners use language to function or do something. A needs analysis is required to provide 
infonnation about functions of language for specified purposes of the learners. Another 
focus of the European strand is on the communicative classroom learning, which depend.� 
on the development of materials to match learner needs. 
.. 
A major scholar in this first strand is M.A.K. !-lalliday, an applied linguist who 
systematised a functional approach to language development. Halliday (1978, p.19) 
argues that 'language is as it is because of what it has to do'. He defines language as a 
means of expressing meaning or interacting with other people in the society: 
Language is being regarded as the encoding of a 'behaviour potential' into 
a 'meaning potential'; that is, as a means of expressing what the human 
organism 'can do', in interaction with other human organisms, by turning 
it into what he 'can mean'. (Halliday, 1978, p.19) 
That is, what a speaker or writer can mean (or the semantic system) is changed into 
what he/she can say (or the language system consisting of grammar and vocabulary). 
Halliday (1978, p. 33) suggested tbal there are three variables, field, mode and tenor, 
within any context of situation that detennine the language choices made to produce any 
language text. Field is the social setting where the use of language takes place. Tenor 
means the relationship between participants. Mode is concerned with the channel of 
linguistic communication adopted which can be written, spoken or even other 
possibilities such as gesture. These three variables function together to determine the 
choices that the speaker or writer makes from the systems in the language of discourse. 
vocabulary and grammar in a conteKt of situation (Hammond, Bums, Joyce, Brosnan & 
Gero\, 1992). 
In relation to the other strand, the United Slates form, Hymes (1971), reacting to 
Chomsky's linguistic competence, coiacd the term communicative competence to 
describe the appropriate use of language in social context (Savignon, 2001). Hymes 
focused on native speaker cultural nonns, not on the second language learner's efforts, so 
the application of this strand in a foreign language situation may be difficult. However, 
later in 1972, the term communicative competence was modified by Savignon lo describe 
'the ability of classroom language learners to interact with other speakers, to make 
meaning' (Savignon, 2001, p.16). According to this description, communicative 
competence includes strategies used in interaction such as asking for infonnation and 
seeking clarification. 
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From Howatt's view (Howatt, 1984, pp. 273-289) lhe development of CL T began 
after 1970. At the beginning, a project which was funded by the Nuffield foundation to 
extend the teaching of foreign language in Britain brought together the representatives of 
the language teaching professions. After Nuffield, a group working nt Leeds University 
began to produce a series of Materials Scope, which was designed to change from the 
teaching of a linguistics approach on!y to a combination of the sociolinguistic model of 
leaching using activity-based techniques based on children's needs for language 
functions. Another project directed by M.A.K. Ha lliday at London University produced 
the materials Breakthrough lo Lileracy (1970) and Language in Use (1971). These two 
publications were examples of the teaching of En glish as a mother tongue. Then in 1976, 
Hasan wrote Cohesion in English which was published in collaboration with Halliday. 
Halliday and Hasan used cohesion to relate elements of grammatical stmclure in 
discourse. Another important contributor to the growth of CLT was H.G. Widdowson, 
who wrote papers and articles in a book Teaching Language m· Communication (1978), 
which summarized the trends of the seventies. These ideas provide teachers with ways to 
organize classroom activities and materials based on register, discourse and learner needs 
analysis. CL T focused on determining both language needs and learner needs to prepare 
lhe way for the situations in which the learners might have to use the language, the role 
they might play, and the types of communicative activities they might have to take part in 
(Howatt, 1984, p. 281). ln 1975, Van Ek wrote Threa·hold Level, which listed language 
functions separately and outside Europe, there was a project directed by N.S. i'rabhu in 
South India. In Prabhu's view, CL T depended upon the kind of instructional technique 
employed-group work, task accomplishment, meaning negotiation, caring and sharing, 
and so forth (Rodgers, 2003, p. 6). Jn Prabhu's method, communicative tasks were groded 
in order of conceptual difficulty, beginning with very simple tasks and moving to more 
complex ones (Howatt, 1984, p. 288}. 
However, CL T has continued to develop since that time. Just EIS the origins of 
CLT are many, so one teaching methodology tends to influence another in order to suit 
the particular learning and teaching contexts. The communicative approach could be said 
to be the product of educators and linguists, who had grown dissatisfied with the 
audiolingual and grammar-trans!atio11. met hods of foreign language i nstruction. Its 
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supporters believe that in the modem context students should leam enough realistic, 
whole language in order to communicate in the culture of the language studied, using 
appropriate social language, gestures, and expression. But should stress be placed on the 
context or the language? It is now helpful to realize that within CL T itself there arc two 
versions, a weak version and a strong version. The firs: one focuses on learning activities, 
that allow learners to use their English to communicate purposefully. This version is 
experiential in nature because the learners are encouraged to try out their language in real 
communication. The second focuses on the use of the language itself used in the 
communication. This version provides learners with assistance to analyse the linguistic 
features from the language use in communication. This duality was noticed first by 
Howatt (I 984, p.279) who wrote in the early l 980's: 
The weak version which has become more or less standard practice in the 
last ten years, stresses the importance of providing learners with 
opportunities to use their English for communicative purposes and, 
characteristically, attempts to integrate such activities into a wider 
program of language teaching .... The strong version of communicative 
teaching, on the other hand, advances the claim that language is acquired 
through communication, so that it is not merely a question of activating an 
existing but inert knowledge of the language, but of stimulating the 
development of the language system itself. If the former could be 
described as !earning to use English, the latter entails using English to 
lcamit. 
The results of communicative language teaching studies can also be said to 
illustrate two trends (Stern, 1993, p. 202), which mirror to a large degree the previous 
distinction as noted by Howatt. The first trend emphasizes activities, topics, or tasks in 
order that the learners can be involved in real communication in which the focus is nol on 
the language forms and functions. The second, which leads to a functional syllabus, is 
developed on the understanding of sociolinguistics and pragmatics and utilises a 
curriculum based on situations, social roles, and language functions. It is argued that both 
approaches arc' useful for language teaching but in this research the major influence 
comes from the strong CL T version, which links language form to function. 
The next section will discuss the current features of CL T used to guide the 
development ofa syllabus for tourism students in Thailand. 
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2,2.3 Fenture8 ofCLT 
This section discusses the main features of CL T in relation to the teacher roles, 
student roles, resources, tasks, collaborative work, and assessment. 
Teacl,er roles ilz CLT 
As language teaching and learning has shifted to a communicative approach, the 
roles of the teachers have had to be adjusted to fit the change. Cohen (I 992, pp. 248-250) 
and Stern (1993, p.320) suggest that teachers should take the role of facilitators or 
helpers. A teacher may act as a 'change agent, a diagnostician, a learner trainer, a coach, a 
coordinator, a language learner, and a researcher' (Cohen, 1992, pp. 248-249). Teachers 
should be able to identify their learners' individual ways of learning and learning 
difficulties they face and then train the learners how to use learning strategies coaching 
them in specific areas needed for effective use of those strategies. Hammond {2001, p.28) 
agrees wi1h Cohen and Stem by suggesting that teachers should take a direct role in 
assislirg students to develop the necessary knowledge, understandings and skills until the 
studeJts develop greater control over their own performance. Then they can gradually 
withdmw support and encourage ]earner independence. Jn addition, teachers should do 
their own research by keeping records of the learning and teaching process to determine 
where the learners arc experiencing success and failure nnd use the results for planning 
future lessons. Furthermore, Breen and Candlin (1980, pp.99-100) recommend other 
minor roles, such as an organizer of resources, a resource, a guide, and a feedback 
provider. 
This change in the teacher's roles is echoed in Deckert' s (2004, p. ! 7) study of7S 
instructors in a university on the Persian Gulf. Although he found that some of the 
students of those instructors considered a good teacher as one who constantly corrects the 
spoken and written errors of students, he suggests that: 
CL T in EFL settings need not be elusive; teachers can take the critical step 
toward raising the !eve! of authentic classroom communication by sharply 
reducing the amount of talking they do. To take this step. however, 
presupposes the belief of their part that real communication promises a 
greater pay off than extensive teacher commentary and frequent corrective 
intervention. 
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Therefore, traditional styles which arc normally found in the Thai clas�rooms 
such as error correction, grammatical emphasis, extensive use of the first language, 
separation of the macro-skills, and fixed status for students and teachers should be revised 
in the syllabus planning for tourism industry students. How�;cr, some explicit teaching 
of the language particularly in the Thai classrooms may result in acquisition of very 
specific content if learners are developmentally ready and involved in authentic tasks 
(Freedman, 1993a, p. 243). 
Sl11deut roles in CLT 
!n view of the changes affecting teachers, the students need to be informed about
their roles in CL T classrooms; otherwise, they may expect to see the old environment 
where teachers provide them with texts, grammar rules, and error correction (Richards & 
Rogers, 2001, p.166). Jn CLT, learning should be seen as the expansion of students' 
potential to construct meaning not only tbe transmission of knowledge. Therefore, 
learners should be involved in an active process of learning (Hammond, 2001, p.21). 
Breen and Candlin (1980, pp.100-101) suggest that the learner should take the role of a 
'negotiator between the self, the learning process, and the object of learning' because any 
knowledge is shared and confirmed by communicating with others in the community. Jn 
this sense, if the communication fails, both the speaker and the listener should accept 
responsibility (Richards & Rodgers, 2001, p.166) as the learners take the role of 
'interdependent participant' in a social environment where !earners support one another 
(Breen & Candlin, 1980, pp.JOO-IOI). Jn addition, the learners may take on the task of 
monitoring and guessing when they are unsure of form or meaning of their own and 
others' speech (Larsen-Freeman, 199!, p.150). Learners may be both teacher, sharing 
knowledge with other learners, and teacher assistant, informing and giving progress 
reports and even suggestions to the teacher about learning development. They should also 
take on the role of researcher discovering the knowledge and skills that arc necessary for 
membership of their particular community. This means that they should be able to ask 
themselves about the teKts they are required to produce and the contexts in which these 
texts occur (Johns, 1997; Paltridge, 2001). 
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CLTresources 
As the roles of the teachers and the learners have changed, the resources for 
classroom learning should match this change, particularly the shift in the focus from form 
to meaning. CL T materials should be selected which depict the use of language in the real 
world. The resources that may be used in communicative classrooms arc published 
textbooks, audio and video taped materials, or authentic materials from real life in 
relation to language usc such as newspapers, magazines, advertisements, graphic or visual 
sources such as maps, pictures, graph and charts (Richards & Rodgers, 2001 ). 
Clarke (1989) suggests that the use of authentic materials is an important feature 
of CL T materials design. In supporting this, Widdowson (I 978) claims that authentic 
materials should be selected or produced to match the learner needs. They should be real 
in terms oft he learner's level of competence and interest, rather than merely the nature of 
the materials themselves (Clarke, 1989; Paltridge, 2001). Because the learners are 
expected to be able to use the infonnation gained from the authentic materials to perform 
their own task, such materials need to be suitable in terms of comprehensibility. 
Otherwise it may be difficult to e:i1tract information from them. 
Tasks a11d activities 
Tasks and activities completed by students arc an important aspect of these 
changes in the CL T classroom. Doughty and Pica (1986, p. 305) suggest that 'a task with 
a requirement for information e:i1changc is crucial to the generation of conversational 
modification of classroom interaction.' During the information e:i1change, the learner and 
interlocutor have to work together and use the language in order to achieve II goal or 
outcome of a task (Pica, !994, p.270). Stern (1993) suggests that communicative tasks 
could be divided into seven types, giving and following instructions, information transfer, 
information gap, the jigsaw principle, problem solving, informal talk, and role-play and 
drama techniques. However, Pica (1994, p.270) states that in order for the learners to 
achieve language outcomes they need to go beyond mere activity. They should be 
assisted with both hlnguage features and communication skills. Ulichny (1996, p.739) 
also argues, based on the results of her study, that second language learners normally 
expect lessons to give them information about language use in addition to language 
practice. 
Kramsch (1990, p.29) points out, however, that foreign language learning in 
classrooms is affected by a large number of variables that influence the way learners 
acquire the foreign language and the rate of their acquisition. faamples of those many 
factors which affect language learning are error correction, teaching methods, favoured 
versus disfavoured commuoication patterns between teachers and students and between 
students, statuses, roles, previous foreign language learning experience of learners, and 
social background of learners and their level of literacy (Kramsch, 1990, p. 29). 
In the case of the Thai context, communicative tasks may not be easily adjusted 
to the Thai classroom teaching because of the difference in culture, especially the use of 
group activities classroom atmosphere. Students are used to receiving knowledge 
passively and may think they are not learning if the teacher bas the students work in 
groups and does not teach them grammar on the blackboard (Smyth, 2001). Therefore, in 
order to reach a successful outcome with student performance, teachers should give the 
learners confidence that authentic language activities, requiring the selection of language 
options and the negotiation of meaning among participants, will lead to the acquisition of 
fonnal features of the language. 
Comnmnicative Assessme11t 
Since CL T has accepted the difference between communicative competence 1md 
communicative performance (Canale & Swain, 1980, p. 34), assessment should match the 
theory underlying it. That is, assessment should deal with both what the learners know 
and how they use this knowledge in a meaningful communication: therefore, it can be 
integrated in the learning !IIld teaching process (Breen and Candlin, 2001) where learners 
can perfonn their tasks and be assessed. As Canale and Swain (1980, p. 34) point out, 
"pencil-and-paper" tests may not be able to indicate the learners' skills in actual 
communicative performance, therefore, performance tasks (tests) are recommended to 
assess this area o'r competence. Breen and Candlin suggest that there are four areas to be 
assessed, 'grammaticality', appropriateness', 'intelligibility', and 'coherence' (Breen and 
Candlin, 2001, p. 22). The learners can both evaluate themselves and others, using the 
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assessment as a part of classroom activities. This ongoing or fonnative assessment ean 
provide the learners useful feedback from both other learners and the teacher. The criteria 
for the assessment could be established in relation to how successful the learner's 
performance is in the four areas mentioned above. 
However, in order to evaluate course implementation, a summative assessment 
should be administered. Underhill (1987) suggests that teachers or testers can design their 
own evaluation rather than follow a procedure from someone else. Underhill argues that 
test designers can seek validity of their test by \l,sking themselves if 'the test works 
properly or it docs what it's supposed to' (Underh'iu, 1987, pp. 104-105). They can ask 
different people who use the test if it looks good, if it matches the aims of the course, and 
if it matches the theory behind it. 
In the case of the evaluation of the English for Tour Guides course, which aims lo 
develop students' oral competency, testers include external people such as a native 
speaker of English, a teacher from ;mother institute, and the author himself. These people 
are asked to give comments on the test before administering it. The scores given by all the 
testers are compared to seek reliability because in oral testing it is not appropriate to use 
such statistical procedures as corrclat_ion and Kuder-Richardson formulae (Underhill, 
1987, p. 107). 
An oral test is a person encounter between two human beings: it is 
designed by humans, administered by humans, taken by humans and 
marked by humans, and it would be a surrender of the test designer's 
responsibility to allow the evaluation and development of this wholly 
human activity to be dictated by lhe statistical sausage-machine. 
(Underhill, 1987,p.105) 
In the case of the evaluation of English for this Tour Guides course, which aims to 
develop students' oral competency, test tasks should be developed based on target 
language use for leading tour group3 e.g. introducing nn itinerary,- describing an 
interesting place. Douglas (2000, p. 15) gives a definition of specific purpose language 
testing as follows: 
A specific purpose language test is one in which test content and methods 
are derived from analysis of n specific purpose target language use 
situation, so that test tasks and content arc authentically representative of 
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fosks in the target situation, allowing for an interaction between the test 
taker's language ability and specific purpose content knowledge, on one 
hand, and the test tasks on the other, Such a test allows us to make 
inferences about a test taker's capacity to use language in the specific 
-� purpose domain.
Douglas (2000, p. 15) also suggests that specific language testing should be 
"criterion-referenced (CR)" rather than "nonn-referenccd (NR)" because CR tests arc 
designed to represent levels of ability or domains of content. Results in such a case are 
based on the criterion levels which test takers might achieve and pass, while in NR tests 
ranking within a particular group determines the passing. An example of CR tests 
proposed by Kent (2004) consists of five levels of criteria, which can be used to evaluate 
Korean EFL students' planned communicative pcrfonnance in five areas: fluency of 
speech, grammar use, listening comprehension, pronunciation, and vocabulary 
appropriateness and complexity. Performance in each criterion is rnnke<l from 1 to 5: I 
(poor), 2 (below avernge), 3 (average), 4 (above average), 5 (excellent). Kent (2004) 
suggests that listening comprehension can be tested through question/answer tasks and 
pre-planned conversation, centered on a theme of student interest. In the case of the 
English for Tour Guides course the focus is not on students' listening comprchcnaion but 
on their oral competency; therefore, ',j:nly oral assessment is administered. 
In sum, the course evaluation of this project was designed by this researcher to 
cover the required oral communicative competence by comparing the pre and post 
assessment results given by the different testers. The next section of the chapter includes 
discussion of the communicative competence, that should be cleveloped among tourism 
students. 
Cof/aborative feamltig 
Towards the latter part the twentieth century, at the sawe time as CLT has 
emerged to be an important theory in the teaching of second or foreign languages, 
educational processes, which enhance achievement by means of active thought, have been 
emphasized by educational theorists and cognitive psychologists. As Swain (2000) in the 
EL T field points out, negotiation leads to greater comprehensibility of input and the 
comprehensible input achieved through negotiation assists second language learning. This 
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means that the learners should have opportunities to be involved in interaction with others 
for understanding of the massage conveyed. Furthennore, in EFL contexts, the classroom 
is the major environment not on!y for learning but also for using foreign language 
(Littlewood, 1981). It is all the more necessary, therefore, in these contexts, for learners 
to be actively involved in the classroom. The notion of active learning closely relates to 
the collaborative learning process because this procc�s helps students become members of 
the knowledge communities (Oxford, l997) in which they can share their knowledge with 
one nnothcr through classroom interaction. 
According to Vygotskyan theorists, social interaction is a prerequisite to learning 
and cognitive development, provided tlmt the internclion occurs within the wnc of one's 
potential development (Vygotsky, 1978). Interacting with more capable interlocutors 
gives the learners opportunities to not only engage in genuine and realistic 
communication (Canale, 1983, p.18), but also to deal with 'linguisti c raw material', 
which they will process internally and invisibly (Lightbown & Spada, 1999, p. 44). 
Through this social process, the more competent students can benefit through discovering 
missing information and developing different means of understanding (Nyikos &
Hashimoto, 1997). Therefore, both the low and high proficiency Jcmncrs can benefit from 
group negotiation (Breen & Candlin, 1980, p. 92). 
In such a classroom environment, the !earners should not be segregated by 
supposed ability, achievement, interests, or any other characteristics, because segregation 
deprives al! students of opportunities lo learn from and with each other (Bruffee, 1993, p. 
3). In EFL contexts, where the opportunity to interact with native speakers of English is 
rare, the teacher should take the role of a more capablc interlocutor because he can be a 
useful source of language information for the learners. However, the teacher should 
gradually decrease his speech input so that the students can have more opportunities lo 
use the target language themselves. 
Another way of indicating necessary conditions for language learning i� to think 
in terms of overt activity, emotional involvement, and absence of stress (Ferguson, 1998). 
Overt activity means that as the learner learns to speak by speaking, so each learner 
should have the opportunity to speak. In addition, the learning process should not only -J:
engage the learners in tenns of emotion but should also avoid creating stress on the 
learners by setting tasks within their abilities nnd expectations. 
The positive impact of collaborative activities on language learned is summed up 
by Michael Long (I 990, pp. 37-38) in this list of five benefits based on his research: 
l. Group work increases the quantity of language practice opJ-,Urtunities.
2. Group work improves the quality of the student talk in several ways. They
can engage in what Barnes (1976) calls ''exploratory" talk and practice a
functionally wider speech repertoire.
3. Group work helps individualise instruction, po tentially allowing students
to work at their own pace, perhaps using difTerent materials.
4. Group work can help improve the affective climate in the classroom, the
intimacy of the small group setting is often especially valuable to shy or
linguistically insecure students.
5. Finally group work can help motivate learners because of the advantages
referred to in (1) through (4) and because of pedagogic variety it brings to
a classroom.
As a consequence, the tourism students studying English for Tour Guides arc 
expected to gain better oral competence through the addition of collaborative learning 
processes within the language teaching program (See page 91). 
2,2.4 Communicative competence in a second language 
The term 'communicative competence', coined by Dc\J Hymes in 1966 to give a 
wide interpretation of langunge ability, means the 'intuitive knowledge of social, 
functional, and contextual features' of language (Stem, 1985, p. 344). Scholars in the 
field of foreign and second language teaching commonly use the term 'communicative 
competence' to mean the ability to use language appropriately in communicative 
interaction (Saville· Troike, 1992). This competence is present in those who express 
themselves in language with correct grammar, appropriateness, intelligibility, and 
coherence {Breen & Cand!in, 2001, p. 22). This applies to all four main language skills, 
but of these, speaking is very important in intemationnl contexts, especially for students 
seeking successful professional careers in such fields as business {Dannels, 2001). 
Conversation, interviewing, story-telling and speech making are examples of spoken 
forms which need to be acquired (Chafe, 1992). 
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In terms of oral language competence, second language speakers do not have to be 
able to speak like native speakers of English because 'complete competence is hardly 
ever reached by second language learners' (Stern, 1985, p. 341). However, this is not 
meant to negate the fact that some non-native speakers can have better control of spoken 
English than native speakers (Brown, 1987, p. 47). Saville-Troike (1992, p. 273) claims 
that speakers' communicative competence includes 'knowledge of rules (i) for the 
appropriate choice of variety or language, given a particular social context and 
communicative intent; (ii) for switching between varieties or languages; or (iii) for 
maintaining silence when that is the most appropriate mode.' 
The communicative and functional purposes oflanguagc arc the most necessary to 
be acquired. Therefore, the main competence that second language learners should 
acquire consists of the following three characteristics. First, the learner should have 
enough knowledge of language forms and meanings carried by those forms in order to 
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accomplish the communicative functions oflimguage (Brown, 1987, p. 202; Stem, 1985, 
p. 346). Second, the learners should be able to use the language to communicate with the
emphasis on knowledge of the social, functional, and contextual features, not on language 
forms. Third, language learners should have the ability not only to conform to existing 
rules but even create new forms (Stern, 1985, p. 346). 
Jn relation to a closer analysis of the productive processes involved, Cohen 
(l990) discusses the two demands the average !earner should meet in order to produce 
spoken utterances: planning an utterance, and executing the utterance. !n the planning 
stage, there are four activities to be considered: 'selection of elements, ordering of 
elements, agreement of elements and pronunciation' {Cohen, l 990, pp. 53-54). To select 
the elements, the learners have to use their knowledg e in relation to four aspects: 
linguistic, discourse, sociolinguistic and content knowledge. First. they have to know how 
words, phrases and sentences arc fonned. Then they should know how these linguistic 
elements arc linked to one another to form meaningful text. After that, they have to know 
the rules for the appropriate uso of such fonns. Dannels (200 I) supports Cohen on this 
issue by suggesting that students require additional help with acquiring the 
communication skills they will have lo use in the workplace. She suggests that these skills 
can be learned through the classroom practice within the learners' disciplines; these 
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would include acquiring and selecting the infonnation to speak about, organizing the 
information effectively, and pronouncing the utterance so that it will be intelligible to the 
listeners. After the selection of the language choices, Goulden (1998, p. 94) adds that 
speaker s should practise their oral language before executing the utterances. 
In order to produce the appropriate word choices and senten'.;e structure 
for the listening audience as opposed to the reading audience, the easiest 
method to ensure authentic oral langtiagc is by oral drafting and 
presenting the speech in an extemporaneous manner. 
During the second stage, that is, executing the utterances, second language 
speakers may need communication strategics such as borrowing, literal translation, 
approximation, description, word coinage, mime, and avoidance (Cohen, 1990; Stem, 
1985} to supplement their s��ch when they are not sure of what to say and how to say it. 
Stem (1985} claims that the speakers willing to use these communicative strategics seem 
to be more successful. Jn addition, because speech is normally produced quickly and in 
unpredicted situations, they may make some errors while they are speaking. 
Con sequently, these speakers may have to know how to correct their oral errors either by 
themselves or with help from the interlocutors without interfering with the speakers' 
thinking process, Goulden (1998, p. 94) suggests that if the speakers' errors affect the 
meaning oft he message, teacher s should make them aware of their errors. 
According to Canale (1983, p. 5) knowledge of both language and communicative 
knowledge needs to be acquired and coupled with practice in targe t situations in the 
classroom before communicative competence is ach ieved. In order to evaluate the learner 
achievement, this research will take the view that grammaticality, appropriateness, 
intelligibility and coherence in communicative performance should b e  used as criteria for 
judging (Breen and Candlin, 2001. p. 22). These criteria arc similar to those already 
mentioned by Cohen (1990) and Canale (1983) in that they include linguistic, 
sociolinguistic, and discourse competence. However, both of the letter writers add an 
additional feature, with Cohen mentioning content knowledge as required for ability to 
communicate, and Canale adding strategic competence to his list. These two arc not dealt 
with specifically in this project because content knowledge is taught as a separate unit 
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and strategic competence relates more to those sections of the TAT requirements, which 
will be dealt with in future courses. 
2.2.5 CL Tin EFL contexts. 
Although CL T has been widely accepted as an approach for teaching English as a 
foreign language in Thailand, many educators, who have studied the application of CL T 
from non-English speaking areas, question its use. Jn 1989, 13urnaby and Sun investigated 
24 English teachers' perceptions on the appropriateness and effectiveness of western 
language teaching methods in China. Then in 1993, Anderson, who trained young 
Chinese middle school English teachers for six weeks to use CL T, studied those trainees' 
attitudes towards it. Later, in 1995, Li examined 18 South Korean secondary school 
English teachers and in this same year Hird observed and interviewed his own clnss in 
China. One year after that Ellis studied the situation of CLT in Vietnam. Recently 
Deckert (2004) studied the notions and practice of 75 EFL instmetors teaching English in 
Arabian universities. According to these studies, the difficulties can be divided into four 
major types, those relatinc to teachers, learners, different educational systems/policies, 
and CL T itself. 
In relation to the first area of difficulty, the teachers are mentioned as presenting a 
major problem affecting CL T usage. Many teachers of English, pmticulmly in EFL 
contexts in Asia, are not proficient English speakers. These teachers have low linguistic, 
strategic and sociolinguistic competence (Burnaby & Sun, 1989; Hird, !995; Li, 2001). 
Because of a lack of communicative competence, they are not confident to answer the 
students' questions and consequently the value of the interaction between teachers and 
students, which is a crucial component of CL T, decreases. In addition, many teachers lack 
opportunities to be trained or retrained in CL T; therefore, they may have misconceptions
abolll it. As a result, some teachers focus too much on appropriateness and fluency of oral
English and neglect the importance of language features (Hird, 1995: Li, 2001), while
others spend too much time correcting students' errors (Deckert, 2004). Furtheimorc,
some teachers are not able to develop their own materials because of limited access lo
authentic texts or lack of time and expertise in CL T (Burnaby & Sun, 1989; Li, 2001 ).
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The second type of problem in relation to CL T application is caused by lhe 
learners' low proficiency and motivation. Learners in EFL classroom arc perhaps 
reluctant to speak English because they lack communicative competence in English. In 
addition, learners care more about grammar than speaking (Li, 2001) and may not have 
the motivation to participate in classroom interaction. When [earners arc assigned to work 
in small groups, they tend to shift from English to their first language (Deckert, 2004). 
Bccmisc of the learners' tradition and cullun: in which teachers are respected as socially 
higher than the learners, many students prefer to learn passively from the instructors. 
However, a study of small group work in Cambodia in the l 990's indicates that a whole 
prograra consislcat approach implemented over several years could have a di!Terent 
approach (Bllwering, 1998) 
The third type of proble:n concerns the education systems and policies of certain 
areas, where the application of CL T is not acceptable. In China, for e:rnmp!c, teachers 
have to follow the curriculum developed by the government (Burnaby & Sun, 1989) so 
they have limited possibilities for the use of CL T (Hird, 1995). In South Korea, teachers 
find CL T implementation difficult because of large classes, insufficient funding to buy 
books and materials, and lack of support from colleagues and administration (Li, 2001 ). 
Some teachers in China, for example, find themselves having no status and no 
professional development if they use English for communication (Burnaby & Sun, 1989). 
The final problem is caused by the nature of CLT application in EFL contexts. 
CLT focuses on teaching stud�nts to communicate in real-life situations, but in Asian 
countries when: English is learned as a foreign language only in the classroom, there is 
Jiule real-life communication for the learners outside the classroom. Therefore, students 
have few opportunities for interaction with more competent speakers (Burnaby & Sun, 
1989). In this particular context CLT docs not suit the learners' aims because most of 
them learn English in order to pass examinations (Ellis, 1996; Li, 2001). !n addition, 
grammar-based examinations, which arc commonly used, are not appropriate for 
communicative a�sessment. 
In this author's view, problems and difficulties faced by teachers vary from 
country to country. TI1e teachers should be ready to adjust their teaching methods to suit 
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their learners' needs and their own cultural situations (E!lis, !996). In response to 
teachers' low proficiency, they may find other ways to improve their communicative 
competence and gain a better understanding of CL T either by in-service training or doing 
practical experiments. They should encourage themselves to feel confident to 
communicate with their students in English without being native-like, hecausc they can 
be a good model of a successful learner of English and a provider of language knowledge 
and learning strategies for the learners by using their own direct experience (Mcdgycs, 
1992). They may even comb;nc CLT with their traditional methods if the context of 
situation i s  appropriate. If they cannot a ccess authentic materials, they can collect their 
own. They can also use second language speakers as models, if the teachers encourage 
the learners lo have positive attitudes lo second language users (Cook, 1999) and their 
own culture. In relation to the learners' proficiency and motivation, teachers can select 
activities to match the level of learners' competence because teachers know their learners. 
TI1ey also know what the learners like or do not like so they can choose activities or tasks 
which will motivate the learners. In terms of the educational systems and policies, 
teachers may not have the power to change them, but they can nonetheless adjust their 
own lessons to promote communicative competence. 
Related research i1l Tflaila11d 
Studies have been undertaken involving communicative language learning in 
Thailand for over a decade. Such studies cover external factors, classroom activities, and 
surveys oftcachcrs. 
lo relation to the study of external factors, Krongb oonsri (1989) investigated the 
relationships between student background and motivation ;vith English communicative 
competence of Year 12 students in Bangkok. He found that the number of years studying 
English, experience in foreign countries, making use of media in English learning, family 
members' talk in English at home, social-economic status, and parental support in 
English learning fostered the learners' communicative competence. He also discovered 
that Thai learners' integrative motivation and instrumental motivation played an 
important role in developing communicative competence. If a learner has integrative 
motivation she/he is encouraged to interact with speakers of lhe second language and 
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therefore obtains intake. While having instrumental motivation. a learner desires to 
achieve proficiency in a language in order to utilize it "as a means for attaining 
instrumental goals; e.g .. furthering a career, reading technical material, translation, and so 
forth" (Brown, 1987, p. 115). Learners with instrumental motivation tend to interact with 
speakers of second language to practise using the target language (Krashen, 1981 h). 
In regard to CLT classroom activities, Sukprasurt (1993) studied the effect of 
using selected activities on the achievement of communicative English usage of Year 6 
students in Payno Province. The subjects were divided into two groups, the experimental 
group being taught through selected activities while the controlled group followed a 
regular instructional lesson plan. Sukprasert found that the learners' achievement in the 
experimental group was higher than that of the control group. 
Rallanapitakdhada (2000) investigated English oral communicative proficiency of 
Year 11 students in Samutprakam Province using interaction strategics. She taught both 
the experimen1al group and the control group by herself. After six weeks of teaching, she 
found that students !aught by using interaction strategies gained higher proficiency than 
those 1aught using conventional methods. She a!so found that students in the 
experimental group continued to use interaction strategies io the classroom after the 
experiment. A similar study was conducted by Khunmanec (2000) using the 4MAT 
system of instruction to teach Year 6 students in Bangkok. The finding was that student 
communicative competence in the experimental group was significantly higher than the 
control group. In addition, the students in the experimental group were highly motivated 
to participate in classroom activities and they also had positive attitudes toward studying 
English. Vudhanamra (1996) studied the effects of task-based activities and group work 
to promote communicative competence of second year students at the Royal Thai Air 
Force Academy. She found that the students' communicative competence in four skills 
significantly improved. Similarly, Chayarathee (2004) compared two types of cooperative 
learning to improve primary school students' English reading comprehension in 
Ratchaburi province. She found that students improved their reading comprehensi(ln 
under both teaching methods, but those in the cooperative group where students were 
given separate roles to fu!fill in the group showed a greater improvement. In addition, the 
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students in that cooperative group had more positive attitudes towards learning English 
than the other group. 
Through suiveys of Thai teachers, Lnngla (1999) examined the English 
curriculum development of primary schools in Bangkok. The results showed that most 
teachers in Bangkok used the communicative approach in the classroom by ndapting 
activities, contents, teaching nids to match the local needs. However, these teachers had 
too high II workload and lack of knowledge of locnl curriculum development. The school 
administrators provided teachers with lexts but curriculum implementation was not 
evaluated. A similar study was conducted in Udonthnni Province by Sribunruang (1990) 
to investigate primary school teachers' teaching techniques. The results indicated llml on 
the average teachers seldom used the appropriate techniques in teaching communicative 
English because half of them had never participated in in-service training related to 
English instruction. Moreover, more than ninety percent of the teachers had not majored 
in English. 
A!though similar studies in relation to CLT have been conducted in Thailand for 
many years, the focus to dnte has not been upon oral competence at the tertiary level. The 
situation in Thailand may be different from other countries in Asia. Currently, 
government policy focuses on students' communicative competence in at least two 
foreign languages, despite the difficulties the publishers and educators have to adjust to 
new methods of teaching. The learners, especially tourism students, have chosen to study 
English so that they may find a job in the tourism industry. Therefore, they have the 
motivation to learn English to communicate with foreigners and they arc bringing 
pressure on the teachers to teach communicatively. 
As a consequence, it is essential that this project should align itself with the basic 
theory and practice ofCLT, which is well known for its capacity lo prepare students for 
communicative goals. It docs this, according to Ellis (1992), by involving teachers and 
learners in certain activities. Teachers can give learners simplified input and questions 
while learners c11n actively participate in controlling, producing and analysing their own 
L2 production when they arc ready to do so. Ellis suggests that CL T classrooms should 
consist of the following characteristics: 
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• Teacher-talk is simplified to a level that makes it possible for the learner to
process input for communication.
• Classroom interaction provides opportunities for learners to observe the way
utterances arc constructed in the process of building discourse and to
ma nipulate chunks of language in the expression of meaning content.
• Referential questions that encoumg e [earners to express their own content in
their own way in extended responses are used.
• Lcami:rs have opportunities to nominate their own topics and to control the
development of these topics.
• Learners arc given opportunities to participate actively in the classroom
communication but arc not required to produce until they are ready to do so.
Advanced learners may need opportu nities for extended production.
a The use of the L2 is not re stricted to pedagogic functions but is also used for 
organizational and social functions. (Ellis, 1992, p. 177) 
2.3 Learner attitudes 
Learner attitudes arc commonly studied in the field of education. An attitude is 
defined by Greder (1997) us a capacity that influences an individual's choice about the 
kinds of actions to take, the habit of a person's thinking toward a certain object or action, 
and a "state of mind, potentiality, or preparation for action" (Gredlcr, 1997, p. 113; 
Musgrove, 1998, p. 85). This me ans that attitudinal research considers the system of 
students' beliefs, values, and tendencies to act in certain ways. If students believe that 
their vocational area is a good one, with opportunity for growth and advancement, they 
will tend to come to class on time, complete their assignments conscientiously, and look 
for additional things to do. If they value their spoken English, they will keep improving il. 
For example, Kuhlcmeier, Bergh and Meise (1996) conducted a study of the relationship 
between students' attitudes toward the subject of German, the course material, and the 
teacher and students' achievements in German as a foreign fonguagc. Attitudes and 
achievements were measured at the beginning and end of the first year of German (i.e., 
the second year of Dutch secondary school). The results revealed that students who had a 
positive attitud� rated higher in achievement than those having ncgativ� attitudes, both at
the beginning and �t the end of the second year. 
Mantle-Bromley (1995, p. 372-386) asserts that there are three main components 
of attitudes; affective factors, cognition, and behaviour. 
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If, as research and theory suggest, attitudes in11ucncc the efforls that students 
expend to learn another language, then language teachers need a clear 
understanding of attitudes nnd nttitudc-change theory in order to address 
these issues in the classroom. Common to psychological theories on altitudes 
is the notion that attitudes actually have three components: afTect, cognition, 
and behavior. (Mantle-Bromley. 1995, p. 373) 
An affective factor is an evaluative emotional reaction such as the feeling of like 
or dislike. Cognition refers to what students know or believe about the language and the 
!earning of it. Behaviour refers to actions related to language learning. However, Krashen
(198 l, pp. 21-22) states that there arc two main factors in relation to attitudes: intc1:1rativc 
motivation and instrumental motivation. Brown citing Gardner and Lamber proposed that 
integrative motivation is "employed when learners wish to integrate themselves within 
the culture of the second language group, to identify themselves with and become a part 
of that society" (Brown, l 987, pp.115-116). If a learner has integrative motivation she/he 
is encouraged to interact with speakers of the second language and therefore obtains 
intake. As mentioned earlier, instrum�ntal motivation is the desire to achieve proficiency 
in a language in order to fulfi!I personal practical goals such as to obtain promotion in 
employments and/or new skills such as trnnslntion (Brown, 1987, p. 115). Learners with 
instrumental motivation tend to internet with speakers of second language to practise 
using the target language (Krashen, l981b). Larsen-Freeman (1991) claims that altitudes 
affect motivation, while Brown (1987) states that motivmion is made up of certain 
attitudes, which in tum a!Tects second language acquisition. Mantle-Bromley ( 1995) 
supports these claims by confirming the significance of motivation. 
lt seems obvious then, that motivation is a major problem in achieving greater 
numbers of proficient speakers of second languages. Both research and common sense 
conflnn the importance of motivation in L2 acquisition. Allhough theoretical models of 
motivation continue to be examined and debated, most researchers now agree (and most 
teachers intuitively know) that students' attitudes and motivations have a great effect on 
their achievement. In fact, participation in class, pronunciation, accuracy, and ultimately, 
persistence in language study, have all been authoritatively linked to attitudes am! 
motivations in the language class. 
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Jn addition, Brown (I 987, p. 127) suggests that the learners should have positive 
attitudes toward their learning environment. 
It seems intuitively clear, nevertheless, that second language learners benefit from 
positive attitudes and that negative atlitudes may lead to decreased motivation and 
in all likclihoed, because of decreased input and interaction, te unsuccessful 
altainment of proficiency. Yet the teacher needs to be aware that everyone has 
both positive and negative atlitudes. 
If students believe that their occupational area (in this ease, a tourist guide) is a 
good one, with opportunity for growth and advancement, they will tend to come to class 
on time, complete their assignments consciously, and look for additional things to do. If 
they value their spoken English, they will keep improving it. 
In relation to negative attitudes, some learners may be frustrated about their 
learning, feelings which may hinder their learning. For instance, a survey of 346 college 
English learners in Taiwan conducted by Lin and Warden (1998) showed that most of the 
students had either fear or unpleasant memories about their past English learning 
experience, and that students of different majors had different perspectives on English 
learning. It is suggested that teachers should be aware of the different atlitudes of their 
learners, so they can encourage individual learners to change their negative attitudes in 
order to learn English more effectively. This is because n11itude change is a significant 
aspect of any pedagogical innovation (Karavas-Doukas, I 996, p. 188). !n the case of Thai 
tourism industry students, instrumental motivntion, particularly, should be present or 
promoted, so that students will be encouraged to practise speaking English. Furthermore, 
negative attitudes such as the fear of making mis takes or the feeling that English is 
irrelevant need to be eliminated. Mus�rove ( ! 998, p. ·SS) suggests that knowing that a 
student's resistance is caused by fear or by indifference, should help teachers decide what 
supplementary activities should be included for each student. This is the reason why this 
study aims to investigate the students' attitudes towards the training provided by this 
particular course. 
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2.4 Regional Englishcs 
The English language originated in England but nowadays it has increasingly 
become a global language. The type of English used in each country or region may not be 
the same but people can generally understand each other without serious difficulty. This 
section will discuss current theories on regional Englishcs, especilly Asian English and 
Thai English, lo provide a background to the differences, which are already widely 
accepted and which affect the type of English recommended for our tourist guides. 
2,4.1 Current theories on regional Englishes 
According to Kachru ( I 995} there arc three concentric circles of English users 
around the world: the expanding circle, the outer circle, and the inner circle. Jn the inner 
circle such as the. U.S.A., the U.K., Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, English is used 
as the first language and the people arc generally native speakers of English. In the outer 
circle, particularly in posteolonial countries like Malaysia and Singapore, English is an 
institutionalized additional language. Many of the people in this circle arc bilingual 
because English is an official language. In the expanding circle such as China, Japan, and 
Thailand, English becomes a foreign language often used for specific purposes such as in 
the tourism industry, in business or in education. 
There are several reasons why the use of English has moved from the inner circle 
to other regions. First, English spread into various regions where Britain established 
overseas colonies and where new forms or varieties of English or new Eng!ishes 
gradually developed (Crystal, 1997b; Vavrus, 2002). Second, over the last four decades 
English has become an international language, because it is used worldwide in education, 
in business, in tourism, and in persona! communication (Crystal, 1997; Koscielecki, 1994; 
Phillipson & Skutnabh-Kangas, !996). In addition, in the post-communist states, English 
is being fostered as II path to democracy, the market economy, and human rights 
(Phillipson & Skutnabb-Kangas, 1996). Rajagopalan (2004, p. 11 l), who also accepts the 
use of English as an international language, states that: 
World English (WE) belongs to everybody who speaks it, but it is 
nobody's mother tongue. Although today ever more people accept the 
idea that there is such a thing as WE. 
The result of this spread is that now there are many times more non-native 
speakers of English than native speakers (Ronowie;,; & Yallop, 1999, p. 14). According 
to Crystal (1997), the number of native speakers of English in 1997 was around 400 
million, but there are now more than 700 million non-native speakers of English around 
the world ( Shgh, 2004). Therefore, the overall total is more than 1,000 million English 
language speakers including speakers with lower levels of language nuency aod 
awareness (Crystal, 1997, p. 360). Non-native speakers use English to communicate with 
other uon-native speakers from other countries or 1·egions. For example, the Japanese use 
English lo do business with Singaporeans or Thais aud even when there is an Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) summit among the Soulheast Asian governments, 
the only language used in this confcre!lce is English. This means that many different 
forms of English such as that spoken in Thailand arc now acceptable and Thai speakers 
arc not forced into conformity with native speaker nonns. 
As the number of people who use English in different parts of the world is 
increasing rapidly, it seems that the varieties o f  the English language will become more 
apparent in the next quarter ofa century (MeCarthy,1998, p. 215). Kachru (1995, p. 5) 
describes the foci that the concept of variations of English is now accepted. 
English has become a pluricentric language. That is, English has a 
multiplicity of norms, both endocentric and exocentric, multiple identities in 
creativity, and distinct sociolinguistic histories and contexts of functions. !n 
other words, it is new more apt to use the terms "Englishes" than "English." 
Koscielceki (1994, p. 61) also argues that English as an international language is 
'multiform' involving the use of both native and non-native international forms. The 
native nonns can be described as British English, American English, Australian English, 
New Zealand English or South African English. Ronowicz and Yallop (1999, p. 26) 
describe the basic differences in the English language used by native speakers in Britain, 
the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, pointing out that even among 
these five countries there arc variatior,s in spelling, pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary 
and idiom. Consequently, English cannot be described as a single form since there arc 
already a few distinctive non-native uonns of English. The varieties can be said to be 
different dialects or Englishes in different regions. Rajagopalan (2004) suggests that 
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educators dealing with English language teaching have to review thdr methodology in 
order lo suit this trend, particularly the role of native speakers' English in the language 
classroom. In the future, nativc·speakcr English may not be used as the measure or norm 
for learners. 
2.4.2 Asian varieties of Engli�h 
Many dilTerent factors explain why people in Asia use English. People in some 
countries, such as India and Singapore, commonly use English. As they were British 
colonies in the past (Brillon, Shafer, & Watson, 1990, p. 249), English had become un 
integral part of the national framework. Some countries such as Japan, Indonesia, China 
and Thniland usc English as a foreign language. English is used in these countries 
because of economic. political and educational reasons but its usage is nc,ncthckss 
peripheral to the nation. For example. Koscielccki (1994, pp. 10-11) claims that the 
Japanese use English as a medium for their international business. Kirkpatrick {2000) 
ar11ues that in East �nd South·L'IISI Asia, English has an important role .is a lingua frnnct\ 
or tbu political elite m iinporlant inectings, such as ASEAN. us well as between 
professionals nnd the business community in this rc11ion. 
Ahhough the variety of English spoken by Asian people is different from the one 
spoken hy natil'c speakers of English. it has been argued that it should he accepted as it is 
and even taught in sdmols (Cook, 1999: Kirkpatrick, 2000). 
2.4.J Thai E11i:lish 
Thai pnrcnts nnd Thai employees us well as tbc Tlmi government sec nihw in 
c11cour,1ging students to bu proficient in English. Tilcrdiirc. English is taught us lho.: main 
foreign language in Tlmiland both in the puhlk sector und the pril', te sector [x:ginnins 
from the primary school lcl'cl to the teninry level. 
1:nglisb as used in ·11i;1il,1nd is dif1�1�·111 lh,m uthcr varieties nl' l:'nglish in the two 
pmdt1cti"c area, ur "ri1i11g ,1nd spc.il..ing. (J'S11l]i\·n11 & Tnjarncnsuk ( \'l'/7, p. 8(1) note 
that I hui pc<>ple use the 'i11tlirc·,!' ,q,prnad1 i11 writing ll'ith their �cntcnccs cirdillg 
,m,uml 1hc h1pic and a1,1idi11g ,111} C-�1,lki1 judg1nent or c<incll1sion. Thi.I c,nura.s\s "ill\ 
lhc· 1sc·,lcl'II idc,1 ol' li11<:11r <lr di1.;ct "rga11i;;itio11 .iml 111<1)' cunl'u�e \\C's\erncrs. 
l·1trli1cnm,1c·. 1lw hie•li,h l;1n)!LJCl)!c' spuh·n b) mosl ·1 hais i., .slmn)!l)· inlluc·nc>.�I h)' 1hc 
Timi language system relating to both grammatical structure and pronunciation. Smyth 
(200!, p. 344) describes the process of creating a Thai accent whereby certain influences 
counternct the effects ofattcmpls to reproduce American or British accents: 
Thais speak English with a Thai accent because they try to lit every English word 
into the Thai phonological system. While this is to some extent true or every 
foreign accent, there docs appear lo be a peculiar rcluctrmce among many Timi 
speakers to shed their accent. 
According to Smyth, lilcrc arc many factors underlying lhe development or the 
Thai ncccnt. First, the pressure from peer groups discourages Thai students from 
appearing lo be using standard English in the classroom. Second, 1 L'.\i speakers 
pronounce English words in a Thai way to avoid leading to misunderstandings or 
sounding pretentious. Finally, this certain pronunciation is reinforced by Timi teachers 
and English-Thai dictionaries that describe the English sounds using Thai scripl. 
Consequently, Thai speakers pronounce English consonants and VO\Vels in relation lo 
their closest Timi equivalents. 
ln the case of these prommciation deficiencies, the results from this researcher's 
irwesligation of primary school teachers in the northern provinces of l'h\tsanulok and 
Sukhothai in 2000. results reveal that most such teachers of English have problems with 
the pronunciation of English emm111ant sounds which do not e.�ist in tlu: Thai system. e.g. 
Iv! mid 171. They lmvc more problems when such crn1sonants appenr al the end or the 
words bccm1sc Thai h,1s only eight !lnal consonant phonemes ,md no finnl clusters. The 
English initial clusters /drl. /fr/, 1111. lijl. /twl, lsll. lswl. Ism/. /spl. /ski nnd ls!l do not 
occur in Tlmi. t\-hiny Thai speakers insert a short vowel helwccn the consommts or even 
create anntlwr full syllable (Smyth. 2001). For c;,;amplc, .l'll"im becomes sa-wim. and 
.l'/1'''1k becomes .w1-1wt1k. In the word linul position, Thais may either nol pronounce lhe.,c 
cll1sters or replace th e111 with a single Timi consonunl sound. For example. tlexk becomes 
de.1· ur de•/. Another problcnmtic consonant for Timi speakers is /r/, because this ommd is 
ustrnlly s11bsti\uted by Ill Cl'Cll in their own language. 
i\s Thai is n tonal langlmgc, each Thai syllable has a fixed lone. This means thnl 
ehu11gi11g the tone can change the 111enning or a word. Thai speakers n!so tend lo give 
equal weight to every English syllable, nol realizing that English is a stress-timed 
language. As a rcsull of this, a common mistake produced by Thai speakers is stress on 
the final �yllab!e in words with more than one syllable such as slwp'ping, /(l'hlc, and so 
on. !'articular difficulty with word stress for the majority of Thai learners of English can 
thus be predicted. 
Looking at this issue of speech variation in more general terms, Jenkins (2000, pp. 
19-20) maintains that the most important factor that threatens intelligibility is
pronunciation bccm1sc non-native speaker varieties of pronunciation differ nmrkcdly. In
addition, Ronowie1. and Yallop (1999, p. 25) emphasize tlmt there is more variability in 
spoken English than written; therefore, phonological i11tel igibility and acccplabilily
should be emphasized in relation lo situations where other nationals arc involved. From
the analysis of her data, Jenkins (2000) proposes that students master lhc follm\ing most
important areas to preserve intelligibility in international English teaching:
1. Mosl consommt sounds
2. /\pprupr,iutc consonant cluster simplification
3. Vowel length distinctions
4. Nuckw stress
Jcokins Pr.edicts particular difficllll)' with the English sounds mentioned nbovc for 
the majority of ll!arncrs of English. Identifying the sounds which arc likely lo prove 
especially dinicult for learners can guide planning for the course. Therefore, Jenkins 
(2000. pp. 133-l 34) recommends that course planners include her Lingua Francn Core for 
teaching pronunciation: 
1. The consonantal inventory with the following provisos:
--rholic l.U rather than other varieties of /r/
--intervocalic It I rut her than I r I
-·mm;( �ubstilution uf ID/, 10 I, and I l ] permissible
--close appro:dmutions to core consonant sounds generally permissible
-·certain upproximalions not permissible (i.e. where there is a risk they
will be hemd as a dill'crcnt consonnnl sound from that intended)
2. Phonetic requirement.�:
--aspiration following the fortis plosivcs /p/, /11, and /kl
--fortis/lcnis diffcrcnliul effect on preceding vowel length
3. Consonant clusters:
--initial clusters not simplified
--medial and final clusters simplified only according to L l rules of elision 
4. Vowel sounds:
--maintenance of vowel length contrasts
--L2 regional qualities pennissible if consistent, but I 9: f to be preserved
5. Nuclear stress production and placement and division of speech stream
into word groups.
The above areas require pedagogic focus for classroom activities because they 
have the potential for error. Other areas should be regarded as pertaining to a regional 
accent and not essential. Jenkins also asserts that insistence on 'correctness' (i.e. native· 
likeness) in the other areas can be described as insistence on conformity rather limn on 
accuracy. 
In terms of grammatical structure, the Thai language is very different from 
English, e.g. iL docs not have the past form of verbs. This !cuds Timi speakers to use the 
present form of verbs to talk about the past events as seen in lhc pilot study of tour 
guiding conducted by lhc researcher. In addition, plural nouns iii Thai arc unmarked, 
unlike English. Thai speakers normally use the singular fonn of an English noun where a 
plural should be used. 
Ahhough it hus been argued that it is not necessary for Thai learners lo adjust 
completely lo a British or North American native speaker model, lhe teaching of English 
for Thai tourism industry students should certainly enhance inlclligibilily and 
acceptability of their presentation for foreign tourists in the ways envisaged by Jenkins. 
/\s a consequence of this, the present study incorpornles assessment und evaluation 
processes based on the latter criteria rather than on complete conformity and accuracy. 
2.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has described Second Language Acquisition (a theory of how to 
learn a language in general), the revolution of Communicative Language Teaching (the 
major current approach to language teaching), and the variety of Englishes, all of which 
provide guidance for the development of tourism students' oral competency. The 
liternture review in relation to these three areas has revealed that there has been 
educational change in terms of the teaching and learning approaches and attitudes lo the 
form of the English language itself. Although these changes of emphasis arc supported in 
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principle by the Thai Government national education policy, it is difficult for teachers lo 
introduce these new trends. As a consequence, Thai teachers need to promote 
modifications to suit Thai contexts, particularly in terms of Thai learner attitudes, 
classroom procedures and the type of English to be taught. To date although some 
research has shown that CL T methods can be effective in relation to oral competence at 
the school level, the tertiary sector has been neglected. 
For all these reasons, the present study relating to tourism students could provide 
valuable evidence. However, before this can be done, the theories related to the detailed 
requirements and planning for such a course need to be reviewed. This is done in the next 
chapter. 
CHAPTER THREE 
LITERATURE REVIEW II 
Discussion ofthc language training of tour guides and the contribution of ESP and 
genre theory to this training brings the literature review in this chapter closer to the EFL 
classroom. The first section explains the requirements for tourist guide t raining in general 
and the place of langunge within this. The English for Specific Purposes theory and 
research will then be described as a guide for teaching specialist English for tour guides. 
The last section discusses the theory of genre teaching from both the Australian and 
North American perspectives and its relationship to English for Specific Purposes with a 
view to developing support for the explicit teaching of spoken genres for tour guiding as 
well as to using this method, rather than a strict ESP approach. The nature of spoken 
English and its significance for tour guiding is the last sectio11 in the chapter. 
3.1 Tourism training research 
The tourism industry has become increasingly important for the economic 
development of many countries. As a result, schools, institutions and universities provide 
training to ensure the effectiveness of the tourism industry. Since such courses arc a 
re latively new phenomenon, research to date has been slim. 
Not a grent deal o!' published research exists in this area. An c;,;nmple of such a 
study at the high school level was conducted in 1994 by the Institute of Contemporary Art 
in Philadelphia (Witmer & Borst, 1999). This program was designed to train high school 
students to lead tours of art galleries, in the belief that high school guides possessed the 
desired level or aesthetic development. The results reveal that the program hclpci.l the 
students develop critical thinking, visual literacy, and public speuking skills by me,;ins of 
peer-facilitated discussions. Similarly, Gesek (2000) claimed that a tour guii.ling program 
al Montgomery High School in New York which involved the four steps: clnssroom 
simulation, field trips with an adult trainer, field trips with a student trainer, nnd a 
student-led lour for the public, could develop self-confidence and improve speaking 
skills by applying the knowledge about the topic students had studied before. To sum up, 
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tour guide training in high schools can not only foster the students' public speaking skills 
but also supplement their knowledge of the tourist attractions in their communities. 
[fowcver, these two studies carried out with native speakers give lillle assistance on how 
lo teach the language of tour guiding to second language speakers. 
Some studies in Tlmi!nnd deal with these issues more directly. In vocational um.! 
higher education in Thailand, tourism training is offered as short-course training or a 
four-year degree program provided by both the private and govcrmne11t sectors. 
Mukpradaptho�.g (2001) investigated the level.of satisfaction of undcrgruduutcs with the 
tour guiding curriculum of the Hotel and Tourism Training Institute. She found that the 
trainees were dissatisfied witb tile short period of time for practice and she also suggested 
that a further study of the satisfaction of tourists with the tour guides' perfornmnce and 
the industry's needs for tour guides should be conducted. Furthermore, a specific course 
about tourist attractions should be offered. 
A study on the demand for English language in the touri�m imlustry conducted by 
Boonyavatana (2000) indicated that although almost all personnel in this field agreed 
strongly that English was essential for their jobs, hair of them thought English was 
difficult. The ones who considered English difficult said that the difficulty was cnused by 
the differences between Timi and English grnmmar and pronunciation, lack of English 
language knowledge, lack of time to practise, lack of confidence. and few opportunities lo 
use English in cve1yday life. Among the four language skills, they con,idercd speaking 
the nmst important, but when they spoke English, most ofthe111 did not possess enough 
vocabulary. J-lowcvcr, a study of tourist perceptions in Chiangrai, Thailand, conducted by 
Duangsanit (2003) revealed that most foreign tourists thought the Thai tour guides' 
English was beller than they had expected. It may be assumed these studies indicate that 
although Thai tour guides arc not happy with their English, foreign tourists can 
comprehend and be satisfied with it. 
In relation to the teaching of tourism students in tertiary education. several studies 
have been conducted in Thailand. Jn northern Thailand, Aphichai (2000) developed an 
experimental course with tourism students at Maejo University, l'hrac Campu�. by using 
a content-based approach. 111e results revealed that most students obtained information 
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presented through English at an average level by combining the new knowledge gained 
through reading with their own knowledge. Jn Chinngmai, !nthanark (2002} studied the 
effect of using a problem-solving approach to teach English to fourth-year tourism 
students al Chiangmai Rajabhat University. She found thal more than sixty per cent oft he 
students could speak English quite well and the motivation to learn increased through the 
teaching and learning process. Earlier in north-eastern Thailand, Sriwongtrakul (2000) 
investigated trends in the teaching and learning improvement of the tourism industry 
program in Nakhonrachasima Rajabhat University. The results suggested thal studc11ls 
should be trained more with a focus on service attitude, ethics and language competence. 
A study of the potential of traditional tourist guides to become cco-tourism 
leaders conducted by Kannasombat (2000) in Thailand, revealed that most tour guides did 
not have positive attitudes tov,rards eco-tourism's focus on travelling lo natural and 
cultural mtractions. She suggested that tour guides should study in detail how to perfonn 
their tasks properly in different places such as caves, beaches, mountains and historical 
parks so that they could give correct information to tourists. 
The conclusion can be drawn from the research review that tour guide training 
could develop students' abilities in such areas as public speaking skills, knowledge of 
tourist altrnctions, positive attitude to spoken English, and self-conlidencc. In addition, 
the research of the learner needs indicates that that tour guide trainers or instructors 
�hould make allowance for the details of prominent tourist attractions, the attitudes of the 
students and the development of the appropriate language skills that will lead the students 
to perform their tasks appropriately. This project aims to take such mallets into 
considerution. 
3.2 Stakeholder requirements for the tour guiding course 
According to Johns and Price-Machado (2001), stakeholders such as an 
employer, an agency, a government, an educational institution, or the students arc the 
clients of an ESP program. Such programs arc commonly developed on the basis ol' the 
demand of these stakeholders; this section, therefore, describes the requirements of the 
two main stakeholders in this case, the Rajahhal University and the Tourism Authority of 
Thailand, since they arc the two bodies, whose guidelines need lo be taken into account 
for the course dcsib'Il. 
Rajabhat U11iversity (previaus/y fostitute) req11ireme11/s 
According to the Rajabhat Institute Council Curriculum (1997), every student is 
required to take at least two General English courses within the first year of study. They 
arc: English for Communication and lnfonnation Retrieval, and English for 
Communication and Study Skills. The first course aims to develop students' 
communication skills in everyday life and strategics for searching for information in 
English through many sources such as the internet, newspapers, journals, and electronic 
data base. The second course aims to develop the students' four macro language skills bu t 
focuses more on reading and presenting what has been read. 
After the completion of the two courses above, each individual program chooses 
selective courses to match the students' discipline. for e)(ample, the students in the 
Tourism Industry Program have to study many English for Occupational Purposes (EOP) 
courses such as English for Tourism, English for Hotels, and Business Communication in 
English. In relation to English for Tourism, there arc four consecutive courses to be 
studied within the period of four years. The first is designed to give the students an 
overview of the tourism industry and basic vocabulary and expressions needed in the 
tourism industry. The second aims to develop more specific language features used in 
different aspects of tourism, e.g. accommodation, itinerary, and description of tourist 
attractions. The third provides practice in language skills and language features 
appropriate to the tourism industry, both domestic and international. This course is 
designed to train the students to use spoken and written language in various situutions. 
The fourth provides for the development of skills in all aspects of leading a tour, such us 
planning, organizing and conducting tours and giving descriptions and information about 
the tour sites. 
The third-year students in the Tourism Industry program, the subjects of this 
research, have already taken two English for Tourism courses, English for Tourism I and 
English for Tourism 2. As the use of English for tour guiding, a major part of English for 
Tourism 3, has specific functions and purposes, the course must be organized to help the 
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tour guides communicate with foreign tourists. This project aims to develop the course 
and materials �u that the learners can study the appropriate language functions identified. 
Tourism A11tltority of Thai/am/ req11irements 
Any course planned for tourist guides in Thailand needs to follow the foreign 
language standards issued by the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TA1). According to 
TAT tourist guide training manual (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 1998), a tourist guide 
should be able to perform the following communicative tasks: 
(1) describing and explaining (50%),
(2) giving i11structions (20%),
(3) answering and asking informative questions (10%),
{4) interacting appropriately and courteously in social situations (10%), 
{5) dealing with complaints (10%). 
Jn relation lo these five tasks required by TAT, because of the need to lit the 
course within the overall course pattern of the Rajabhat as well as limitations of time, this 
course will deal only with task (\), which covers fifty percent of the requirements. In 
addition to e;,:plaining and describing tasks, a narrative task is added because the pilot 
field data (see Chapter 5) indicates that tourist guides narrate when they describe the 
history of important places and people in the north of Thailand. Tasks (2) to (5) will be 
taught in later courses in the fourth year. 
The ne;,:t section will discuss theory in relation to English for Specific Purposes, 
the branch of linguistics which deals with the type of English used for specialist purposes. 
The application of these theories to the development of the syllabus and teaching 
materials is also considered. 
3.3 English for Specific Purposes (ESP) 
ESP as a major area of language prnctice first appeared in the early 1960s 
(Swales, 1992) because of the demands of new technological and business world, the 
revolution in linguistics, and the new focus on learners and their needs. Hutchinson and 
Waters (I 987b, pp. 6-8) note that the Second World War also influenced its growth due to 
a sudden expansion in scientific, technical and activity on an international scale. Because 
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of the economic power of the United States afler the war, capital and knowledge were 
transferred from western countries to the oil-rich countries during the Oil Crisis of the 
early 1970s and the language used to transfer this knowledge to other countries was 
English. Consequently, English became a subject not only for language teachers and 
students but also for those people who wished to achieve prosperity. At the same time as 
the demand arose for English courses for different groups of people, a shift from using 
the rules of English as a basis lo ways lo use language in rea! communication was 
occurring in language courses. Thus, the second cause of ESP's emergence, as mentioned 
by Swales, was the linguistic revolution. While linguists began to describe language 
features, researchers started to develop theories about how language is used in separntc 
areas of communication. This idea Jed to the teaching of English for specific groups of 
learners, because in real communication the situational usage varies. As Swales had 
indicated, learners had different needs and interests, and as a result, course developers 
had lo develop the courses to match lhe factors in particular contexts. When the language 
is used in different situations with different people, the features of the language change 
and this new language fonn is what must be taught. 
Defi11itio11s of ESP 
ESP has been defined as 'the technique of teaching English to students who need 
it for a particular job or profession or for some o ther purposes' (Sinclair, 1987, p. 478). 
This definition corresponds with that of Hutchinson and Waters (l 987b, p. 19) who 
desclibes ESP as 'an approach to language teaching which is directed by specific and 
apparent reasons for learning'. In Swales' view (Swales, 1992, p. 300), Language for 
Specific Purposes (LSP) or ESP is 'the af'!a of inquiry and practice in the development of 
language progrnms for people who need a language to meet a predictable range of 
communicative needs.' A similar definition is given by Johns and Price-Machado (2001, 
p. 43):
English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is a movement based on the proposition that 
all language leaching should he tailored to the specific learning and language use 
needs of identified groups of students-and also sensitive to the sociocuhuml 
contexts in which these students will be using English. 
lt is therefore argued here !hat at some point English courses at the tertiary level, 
which are aimed at enabling students to use the language for their professional purposes 
(Srisa-an, J 998a, p. 165), would benefit from an ESP approach. 
ESP deve/opmellf 
Since the number of ESP practitioners, both teachers and learners, has increased, 
more specialist courses have been developed to match the needs of the learners. This is 
particularly so in ErL contexts where adult learners arc cager to !earn English for their 
future careers in such areas as international business (Johns & Price-Machado, 2001). 
Dudley-Evans and St John (1998, pp. 4-5) suggest that the teaching of the English of a 
specific profession or discipline should utilize different approaches and methods from the 
ones used in general purpose English teaching. Strcvcns (1988) also supports teacher 
righ\S to adopt new ways for successful teachin[!; of ESP. 
ESP can be successful when teachers are given special preparation, when special 
teaching materials are produced, and when it is accepted that a considerable initial 
investment in time and money is required in order to a<S:1ieve cost-effectiveness. 
(Strevens, l 988, p.2) 
Jn developing this idea, Hutchinson and Waters (1987b, pp. 9-14) state that there 
arc five stages in ESP course development. At the early stage, register analysis is used to 
identify grammatical and lexical features of English for certain subjects such as science. 
These linguistics fe�turcs at the sentence level are then used to develop leaching 
materials. The second stage of ESP development moves on to discourse analysis, 
focusing on how sentences combine to produce meaning. The organizational patterns 
found arc then used to form the framework of the syllabus of the ESP course. At the third 
stage, a needs analysis of the target situation in which the learners are expected to use the 
language is done to identify the language features of that situation. However, as Swales 
(1992, p. 302) pointed out, the needs analysis is used to discover both teachers' and 
students' wishes. The fourth stage attempts to discover skills and strategics underlying 
language use, which arc then commonly integrated into reading or listening courses. The 
last stage of ESP focuses attention on the understanding of the process of language 
learning within the course. 
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In relation to the development of English for Tour Guides course, this research 
applied to the first of the three stages involved with the identification of the language in 
lhe lllrget situation, while the course assessment tools were used to throw light uµon the 
final two stages. 
Criteria of ESP 
Although ESP has undergone many stages of development, it is still relatively new 
and many of its actual features arc still under consideration. Strevens (1988, pp. 1-2) 
defines the distinctions between the four absolute characteristics of ESP and two variable 
characteristics of ESP: 
The absolute characteristics of ESP consist of English teaching which is 
(i) designed to meet specified needs of the learner;
(ii) related in content to particular discip lines, occupations and activities;
(Hi) centred on the language appropriate to those activities in syntax, lexis;
discourse, semantics, etc., and analysis of this discourse; and 
{iv) in contrast with General En glish. 
The ESP variable churactcrislics may be, but not necessarily, 
(i) restricted as to the language skills to be learned (e.g. reading only); and
(ii) not taught according to any pre-ordained methodology.
Anthony (2004) notes that there has been debate about what ESP means, 
referencing particularly the 1997 Japan Conference on ESP, where the main guest 
speaker, Dudley-Evans, extended the definition of ESP. This modification adds more 
variable characteristics, claiming that ESP is not necessarily related lo specific 
disciplines. Dudley-Evans (1997) removed the absolute characteristic that "ESP is in 
contrast with General English", perhaps to indicate that ESP is inclusive of some 
elements of English for General English and added additional variable characteristics in 
order that ESP could ex lend its meaning to cover the leaching of English for both adults 
and young adults who already have some basic knowledge of the language system at 
tertiary level and secondary school level. In this modified version, it is important that 011c 
absolute clrnracteristic has been added. The new list of absolute characteristics includes 
genre, which should be treated in company with grammar, le)(is, register, study skills, and 
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discourse. This project adopts both the absolute and variable charocteristics of Dudley­
Evans in that it is designed to meet specific needs of the learners and uses a genre-based 
methodology which is described in the next chapter. At the same time, however, aspects 
of CLT as it relates to the teaching of General English have also influenced the research 
design. Dudley-Evans' full list of variables is as follows: 
Absolute Charueterstics 
• ESP is defined lo meet specific needs of the learners.
• ESP makes use of underlying methodology and activities of the discipline it
serves.
• ESP is centcrcd on the language appropriate to these activities in terms of
grammar, lexis, register, study skills, discourse and genre.
Variable Characteristics 
• ESP may be related to or desinged for specific disciplines.
• ESP may use, in specific teaching situations, a different methodology from
that ofGcncral English.
• ESP is likely to be designed for adult !earners, either at a tertiary level 
institution or in a professional work situation. It could, however, be for
learners at secondary school level.
• ESP is generally designed for immediate or advanced students.
• Most ESP courses assume some basic knowledge of the language systems.
(Anthony, 2004, p. 2)
ESP program pl111mi11g 
As ESP programs are developed because of increasing demand of many people 
involved, course developers should tuke many factors into account. Johns and Price­
Machado (200!, pp. 45-49) recommend five factors for consideration: stakeholders in the 
project, availability of teachers, authenticity issues, curricular decisions, and assessment. 
Jn relation to the stakeholders, course developers should bear in mind who that 
wants the program and what they want the program to provide. These: people can be 
employers, an agency, a government, an educational institution, or the students 
themselves. The business organizations, institutions, and the government may want their 
employees or students to be trained in specialized language skills and often these people 
will also be the source of funding. For example, in Thailand, TAT wants Thai citizens to 
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become tour guides, and it therefore sets its own course requirements, and asking 
institutions und universities to offer training courses using the TAT criteria. Institutions 
and universities also offer scvcml English for Specific Purposes programs such as English 
for Secretaries and Business English, bul in these cases the stakeholders would be 
different. 
The second factor to be considered relates to the teachers who will be involved in 
the program. These teachers should be qualified in tcm1s of the ability to analyse the 
language knowledge and skills needed for the specific areas they arc going to teach. Some 
teachers may nol be familiar with ES!• content including the particular vocabulary and 
discourse, and the processes lhat are necessary for training the students in a particular 
context. Teachers may also have to conduct some needs analysis by researching target 
situations ifthcy have to design the syllabus themselves. 
The third factor involves authenticity issues because ESP is concerned with 
special English in particular contexts. It is therefore beneficial if the learners can learn to 
use the language in the real contexts. However, if such on-site courses cannot be possible, 
teachers should seek other ways to provide the learners with authenticity. Dile' of the ways 
is to analyse the target situations where lhe learners will be using English in the future 
aod bring the results into the curriculum so that the learners can study in the classroom. 
An example of this successful practice is illustrated by the work of MacDonald, Badger, 
and White (2000) who used leacher simulated videotapes of presentation within an E/\1' 
clnssroom in comparison with audiotapes of authentic data to promote student listening 
competence, The research found that lhe use of simulation videotapes was more 
bcndicinl than the real data. 
The fourth foctor concerns making curricular decisions. Course developers have 
to choose the teaching approaches which are relevant to their [earners' specific linguistic 
and pragmatic needs, as well as suitable resources and materials for use in the classroom. 
Teachers can use the commercial materials and/or develop their own materials to match 
the languuge and skills needed for the particular careers, that arc available to their 
students. 
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The last factor to be considered is assessment. Because the clients and students 
want to know the results of the specific goals of learning, the assessmcnl should be 
carried out in the form of both fonnative and summative evaluation (Douglas, 2000, 
Johns & Price-Machado, 2001). Douglas' suggestion that ESP assessment should be 
appropriate to the target instructional context has influenced this project's use ofa direct 
fom1 of oral assessment to evaluate the students' performance. 
The development of this specialist course has thus taken five factors into 
account. First, the design responds to the combined demands of bolh the students' 
institute and the TAT. Second, the course design utilises the a needs analysis conducted 
by the researcher to examine target situations. This study found thal the most common 
spoken genres needed in students' future careers were the itinerary, descriptions of places 
and animals, narratives about famous people, and places and explanations or procedures. 
Third, the 1cacher provides the learners with authenticity by using modified versions of 
tour guides' spoken language in real sites in the classroom. Fourth, the assessment is 
appropriate to the target situation context because the student speaking performances in 
those particular genres is assessed both prior to the learning process and at the end of the 
course. 
Research in ESP 
Most research in ESP orucy to dale has involved the survey of target situations 
and needs together with competency assessment either or the learners or people in a 
particular profession and e:-tpcrime11tal teaching in the hospitality and business areas. 
In relation to hospitality, Nammamuti (1999) studied the problem of the English 
used in communication between hotel receptionists and guests in Bangkok. Tlmilnnd. The 
results showed that hotel staff strongly agreed that English lunguage training in the four 
skills should be given !O them lo improve their language ability to do their job, and this 
despite the fact that almost al! the guests were satisfied with the language skills of the 
hotel staff. A similar study in the fidd of hospitality was conducted by Blue and Minah 
(2003), who investigated the English hmguage used by hotel receptions at four hotels in 
Southampton in 1998. They recorded front desk conversations for one month for lutcr 
unalysis and found that the conversation between the receptionists and the guests had 
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particular language pattems. They suggested that some hospitality skills such as 
communicative skills could be developed through in-service training, as these were 
considered very essential by hotel resources managers and researchers in the field of 
hospitality management. 
In relation to research in regard to English for business communication, Crosling 
and Ward (2002) conducted a survey of employees who graduated in the field of business 
and commerce from Monash University in Australia in 1988. Crosling and Wnrd found 
that those employees required strong oral communication skills without which they would 
be disadvantaged in the workplace. These researchers suggested that teachers should 
provide experience and instruction in a range of ornl communication sellings including 
communicative skills in dealing with cross-cultural matters such as gender, age, and 
slntus group. Another business English study was conducted by Louhiala-Salmincn 
(2002) in Finland. She tape-recorded most of the discourse activities of a business 
manager oc�urring in one day and interviewed this manager to confirm the data. She 
found that the English language used by the nmnager had a particular characteristic, that 
is, it belonged to a specific language culture. In addition, the results show that sometimes 
both wriUen and spoken forms were used simultaneously; e.g. talking on the phone and 
reading email. 
Two recent courses have gone beyond recommendations about specialist needs to 
the actual development of courses. 111 additional to research on learner needs, Shi, Corcos, 
and Storey (2001) developed a course for medical students at the University nf Hong 
Kong based on the taping of six ward-teaching sessions over a period of three months. 
The linguistic analysis of the tapes revealed that the doctors were using both evcl)•day 
and technical terms lo translate informmion from doctor-patient to doctor-doclnr 
discourse, for example, using verb tenses correctly to establish chronology in case 
reports, and describing location and procedure aGcuratcly in reporting physical 
examinations. The cnd-of-coi.lrse evaluation revealed that the students found the course 
helpful and enjoyable, because it covered appropriate content and allowed them to deal 
with real data from the videos. In a further study, Sullivan and Girgincr (2002) used the 
discourse analysis of the recordings of the communication between pilots and air traffic 
controllers, observation in the airport lower, and questionnaires and interviews with 
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Turkish pilots and traffic controllers as a basis for developing course material�. They ,, 
argued that this process could help ESP teachers, who had little knowledge of the special 
language needs of their studqnts, to gain more knowledge and understand the target 
situations. Moreover, the proJCssiona!s involved in the recording and interview could also 
gain more knowledge and understanding ofthdr own discourse. 
In sum, the research in both the hospitality and business areas indicates that 
personnel need help to improve their English communicative skills to do their jobs. Other 
research using discourse analysis reveals that the English used in particular fields has 
specific characteristics, that need to be taught and included in the planning of cmuscs. In 
addition, research reveals that using data, such as videos of real use of English, can be 
helpful. However, it has not been possible lo locate studies which utilize spoken genres 
in the area of tour guiding, which this project aims to teach. 
3.4 Genre and genre teaching 
This section will describe the genre approach to teaching English for Specific 
Purposes, as well as specific spoken genres used for leading tours with a view lo using a 
genre approach to analyse samples of authentic data. 
The term 'genre' has norm!ll!y been used widely to refer to fictional and non· 
fictional written texts, but in the last twenty years it has become common to use genre as 
a term, when rcrcrring to "complex oral or written responses by speakers or writers to the 
demands of a social context" (Johns, 2002, p. 3). To develop the application to (caching, 
the theoretical basis of gcme and in particular the ideas of Australian School of genre arc 
described. This Australian approach, which has been adopted in this research, will then be 
contrasted with that of the North American School, before ESP genre-based research is 
used lo give weight to the use in this study of explicit genre.based teaching, as proposed 
by the Australian school. 
Defi11il1g Geme 
Despite the fact that 'genre' is a tcnn commonly applied to categories of texts, 
which po5scss similar fonnal features, scholars do not always agree on what a satisfactory 
definition of genre would be. Allhough all definitions contain similarities, variations in 
focus pr o\'ide teachers with ideas for the implementation of theory in teaching. 
From the \\lritings of Aviva Freedman, an American genre scholar, comes the first 
view that although both social and linguistic factors influence the emergence of genres, 
prior place needs to be given to the nature of the entire text, the product of 1m acllml 
context. She writes: 
Situation, motive, substance, form-each plays a part in defining genre. 
But the whole is greater than and different from the sum of these parts. 
(Freedman, 1991,p. 192) 
On the other hand, Christie (1989, p. 168) an Australian linguist, highlights the textual 
shape itself more than the context and motivation in the following definition. She defines 
genre as: 
A text may be said to have 'generic structure' because it has an overall 
characteristic pattern of shape, making it identifiably different from some 
other genre, whose functions will of course be of a different kind. 
Other Australian writers, Knapp and Watkins, {1994, p. 20) define genre a� the social 
process: 
Genres arc the ways in which we make texts to get particular things done 
through language-the way we exchange information and knowledge and 
interact socially. 
In the United Kingdom, John Swales (1990), the scholar noted for developing the 
theoretical basis for ESP, in the next definition takes the view that each genre represents a 
known communicative event, its purpose determining both content ond fonn. This means 
if the members of any group of people have the same communicative purpose, they build 
up the fundamental basis for the genre, which then determines the discourse structure, 
content and style of each genre. Swales defines genre us follows: 
A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of 
which share some set of communicative purposes. These purposes arc 
recognized by the expert members of the parent discour�c community, and 
thereby constitute the rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes the 
schematic structure of the di scourse and influences aml constrains choices 
ofcontent and style. 
These definitions, which indicate that particular genres emerge from a social 
process with each having a purpose and special structure and language features, arc the 
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basis for the discussion which follows on the two major approaches to tJnrc study, as 
found in the Australian, North American schools. 
Tl,e Australian Approucl, lo Ge11re 
One outcome of Micha�[ Halliday's teaching of systemic functional linguistics at 
the University of Sydney after 1975, has been the work of such people as Jim Martin, 
Joan Rothery and Frances Christie in developing a genre-based theory of writing and its 
teaching. !t is their view that through the teaching of genre, the disanvantagcd can be 
assisted to acquire both oral and written genres (Hyon. 1996, p. 700). 
This approach has been developed through extensive research, conferencing and 
publication of materials over the last two decades of the twentieth century. As a result, 
genre-based teaching has become very influential in relation to literacy teaching for 
primary and secondary school students. It has also extended to adults within the further 
education and migrnnt streams in Australia. Guidelines have been made available for 
leaching the most common factual and narrative genres, although the former have 
received greater attention (Richardson, 1994, p. 127). Freedman and Richardson (1997, p. 
141) summarized the work of several Australian studies and suggested the following
genres to be taught in schools:
,) 
factual genres: procedure (how something is done), description (what 
some particular thing is like), report (what an entire class of things arc 
like), explanation (a reason why a judgement is made), argument 
(arguments why a thesis h�s been produced); 
nnrrath-c genres: recounts, narrative based on personal e);pcricncc, 
narrative based on fantasy, the moral tale, myths, spoofs, serials and 
thematic narratives. 
Notwithstanding this, the approach has been criticized in Australia (Johns, 2002, 
p. S). For example, Sawyer and Watson (1987, p. 47) claims th�t the teaching of
authoritative and fixed genres silenced the voice of the individual. It is their belief that
students become familiar with a new genre by grappling with ideas rather than with the
language and that teachers should use the less intcrv1mtionist and directive process
writing method (Sawyer & Watson, ! 987, p. 54).
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In response to such opposition Martin, Christie and Rothery (1987, p. SS) argued 
that the use of process writing is beneficial only for the few, while at lhc san1e time it 
peoalizes the disadvantaged students. Other educators, Callaghan, Koapp and Noble 
(! 993, p. 180) supported this, since their view was that writing is similar to reading in \hut 
it requires instruction and cannot be left to ncur natural processes. Answering the 
criticism thut student ability to express themselves will be damaged because of the close 
uttcntion lo textual unalysis, Martin, Christie and Rothery (1987, p. 76) replied thut 
studcn1S most first acquire basic skills because young students are not yet proficient. In 
their view, these learners have to learn familiar meaning through the genre approach at an 
early stage before they can become creative. 
As a result of this movement, genre pedagogy has come into wide use in 
Australian schools with disadvantaged students, aboriginal students, und second language 
students since the 1990s (Hyon, 1996; Johns, 2002), and Christie (1999) has given the 
following argument to back the genre approach in teaching English as a second language. 
She argues that genres: 
(!) offer a principled way to identify and focus upon different types of 
English texts, providing a framework in which to learn features of 
grammar and discourse; 
(2) offer students a sense or the generic models that arc regularly revisited in
an English-speaking culture. illuminating ways in which they are adapted
or aceommoda(cd in long bodies of text in which several distinct genres
may be found;
(3) offer the capacity for initiating smdents into ways of making meaning that
are valued in English-speaking communities; and
(4) form a potential busis for reflecting on and critiquing the wuys in which
knowledge and information arc organized and constructed in the English
language. 
(Christie, 1999, p. 762)
In going beyond the definitions of genres and their foa tures, Christii: in this 
quotation leads her readers into the second language classroom, where le arners can !cam 
to understand and produce the language of specific genres. It is argued in this research 
that this reference to specific genres includes the genres of specific disciplines. 
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Tl,e North America11 Ge11re Appraacl1 
Genre studies in North America have developed in a different way to those of the 
Australian School. While the latter have emerged from Halliday's theory of the social 
functions of text, the North American approach to rhetorical context is much broader 
(Freedman & Medway, !994; Van Lier & Corson, 1997) and depends on the writings of 
prominent scholars in Europe and America. These researchers have analysed specific 
mm.tern genres in science, business, technology and politics at a professional and tertiary 
level (Freedman, 1993b). Freedman claims that the use of e11plicit instruction as 
recommended in the Australian school is quite unacceptable, on the basis that genres arc 
variable and subject to change according to context. For example, Freedman (l 993a, p. 
225) asks the question of supporters for the e11plicit teaching of genres;
... if genres are responses to conte11ts, can they be !earned out of context by 
explicating features and specifying rules of either form or context? 
This group of North American educators by rejecting explicit teaching of language 
features concentrates instead on the central role of the context of the genre rather than its 
form (Freedman & Medway, 1994, p. 9). However, the fact that an English speaking 
context, such as they envisage, does nol exist at present in the tour guiding field in the 
north-east of Thailand suggests that belier results in this project would proceed from a 
decision to adopt an e11plicit approach along the lines of the Australian approach. 
Even in America some g�nre scholars would agree with lhe view that genre 
features can und should be taught. For example, Fahnestock (1993, p. 269), giving the 
example of learning a craft as an apprentice, said that "no craft is ever rnught without a 
conscious awareness of technique". He n!so adds that for the succcssflll acquisition of any 
genre, instruction in the "building blocks" of that genre is required. Williams and Golomb 
(1993, pp. 258-259) at a similar time c11pressed the opinion that in their experience the 
detailed treatment of genre features is very helpful. Citing the e11ample of learning to 
swim, Coe stated a preference for modern teaching methods of teaching people to swim 
rnther than leaving it to nature. On this basis, Coe put forward a two-stage process in the 
development of genres, first lo develop the notions of purpose and audience in students 
and then to help them to acquire the formal structures, either by instruction or discovery 
r.·;
(Coe, 1994a, p. 165).
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The conclusion that can be drawn from this discussion is that lhe mainstream 
North American genre-based approach is better suited to advanced users of the language. 
However, opinion is divided even in the United States with researchers such as Coe being 
much closer in their views to the Australian School. American scholars such as Coe 
would see the situation in this project as needing an approach which will assist those who 
arc merely learning the craft. 
Gc11re-based ESP Researcfl 
Although genre-based research is not as common in the ESP field as in General 
English, the approach has proved useful in several specialist areas over the last lcn years 
or so. 
Most such studies however have reported on efforts to improve student writing. 
Bhatia (1993) applied bis analyses of business and scientific genres to create self-access 
English for business and technology materials for several polytechnic universities in 
Singapore. These sets of materials provided students with models of genres nod 
worksheets in order to enable students to construe\ their own written texts. Something 
similar was done by John Flowcrdew (1993) in Hong Kong. His genre-based multi­
purpose program in English for Professionals was meant to give the students practice in 
various genre forms in such a wide range of circumstances as marketing, broadcasting 
and tourism. Jn Hong Kong too, Lynne F]owerdew (2000) took a genre-based, holistic 
approach in her study of the organization patterns of engineering reports. Her final year 
students, she stated, were assisted in their writing by having an opportunity to discuss and 
study genre samples in which the linguistic !evcl clmllenged did not overwhelm them. 
She argued: 
It would probably be more motivating for students .. .ifthcy could be 
exposed to good 'apprentice' generic exemplars which can provide 
a realistic model of writing performance for undergraduate students. 
(Flowerdew, 2000, p. 370) 
The Flowcrdcws' position is supported by the earlier work of Ken Hyland at the 
University of Papua New Guinea in 1990. Alier his analysis of the genre of argument, 
and the teaching of these features in a writing course for EFL students, Hyland concluded 
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that student understanding of the elements of argument in text and production of their 
own written arguments arc enhanced by the use of the genre p_?proach (Hyland, 1990).
Other evidence for the value of this method comes from ESP reading studies. 
Concerned about the extent of the academic challenge given to second language students, 
Paltridge in 1995 created a new EAP reading and writing course at a New Zealand 
university. In order for the students to be able to recognize differences in the readings 
first Paltridge felt that they first needed assistance in reading and discussing genre and 
text type (Paltridge, 2002, pp. 88-89). Results from Hyon's genre-based course for ESL 
students in academic reading, in which the students carefully examined the features of 
four genre texts, were positive as indicated by qualitative interview results (Hyon, 2002, 
p. 139). However, il was evident that when applying their knowledge to new texts,
student understanding of the organisational and linguistic features had improved more
than their grasp of features such as purpose and context. For future courses, Hyon
recommended that two new components, covering the areas of content and lexis, should
be added to her course on the understanding that the teaching would relate to the same
texts (Hyon, 2002, pp. 137-139). In any case she wanted her readers to realise that genre
teaching, however valuable, cannot solve all the problems of reading and that students
need individual, sustaine<i practice as well.
The view of ge11re-based ESP i11 this st11dy 
The consideration of the area of genre-based ESP brings us in close contact with 
our area of interest. ESP in all its various manifestations, including English for the 
professions, the vocations and the advanced student requiring academic learning skills, 
has developed to serve the particular need for specialist discourses among those learners. 
In many instances, lhcsc studies have identified the key role of genre in those 
communities as well as the necessity for newcomers to the discourses to become aware of 
the appropriate genres. Swales' definition of genre given earlier provided the basis for 
accepting thal genre teaching would prepare ESP students to participate in the key 
communicalivc events needed by their discipline. This point of view is supported in a 
recent article by Belcher who comments that the distinction between ESP and genre 
studies in becoming blurred (Belcher, 2004, p. 167). 
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!t might seem that genre analysis in this Australian approach would differ lillle
from t he North American school. However, the ESP approach differs from the latter in
two main ways. Firs t Swales has a view of the genre community which is not as high
status as that of Freedman (Freedman & Medway, 1994, p. 7). This enables ESP
resemchers to introduce simulated situations for the purpose of illustrating context within
the classroom. Secondly, ESP studies to date have emphasized formal properties of text
rather than their actual context (Hyon, 1996, p. 695). Organisational and sentence·level
grammatical analysis of lectures, abstracts, journal articles, meetings and conversations
has provided the data for the teaching of mainly academic genres. ESP has therefore used
both the context and the form of genres to enable L2 learners to acquire mastery of the
oral and written genres, associated with work and study in the modern world. To that
degree, therefore, the the ESP genre school which aims to make the form of genres
explicit to !he learner through teaching, has more aspects in cnrnmon with the Aus(mlian
genre schoo\\than the North American (Hyon, !996, p. 701). Therefore it can provide a
suitable framework for the genre-based focus of this study.
To sum up, genre thcnry is basically used for exploring and explaining language
and its roles in social contexts (Christie, !999, p. 761). It further provides teachers with
the knowledge of how language in those situations works to build particular genres. This
knowledge will enable teachers to guide their students to acquire these genres. In
addition, the analysis of the speech genres identified in the audio taped transcripts and
utilised in teaching programs offers students a principled way to identify and focus on
differc.�t types of texts. In this way, students arc given a framework to learn how to
orga�ise and construct their knowledge to be used in tour guiding discourse. 
The nature of the speech of tour guides and specific spoken genres found by the
analysis of tape transcripts will be discussed in the next section.
Use of ge11re tl,eory for fl,e a1111/ysls of E11g/isl,for fo,,r guides. 
Genre analysis has been used as an effective tool for first analysing and then
teaching the spoken and wrillcn language, needed by language \earners in academic and
professional settings (Bhatia, 1993; Swales, 1990). As is the case most generally in
communicative language teaching, the focus is on analysing the language actually used in
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different situations or contexts and then applying the results as a model to materials used 
in the teaching and learning process. Harvey (1993, p. 25) argues that analysing texts has 
many benefits. It can help teachers select appropriate texts for teaching and assessing 
students' writing. Furthermore, it can assist students to understand how language 
functions and to construe! appropriate texts in specific contexts. Although much of genre 
analysis, following Swales' work, has focused on the analysis of the moves (Dudley­
Evans, ! 994) or organisation of ideas, other language features such as tense usage, lexical 
frequency, and specific verbs are important for the analysis of the conventions of genres 
(Dudley-Evans, 1994, p. 220). Therefore, the materials produced this way focus not only 
on the language but also on the conventions and procedures, that shape the genres. In this 
way they promote awareness ofthe linguistic system underlying a certain genre and also 
o!Ter an explanation as to why certain features of language realize specific values in 
individual genres. By learning this process students should be able to use language more 
efficiently in their tasks. 
To date, however, genre analysis has focused on written language because of 
easier access to that fonn, and analysis of written form of the language, although useful, 
is not appropriate to the oral medium which is the focus of this research (Carter, Goddard, 
Reach, Sanger, & Bowering, 1997, p. 248). Although little has been studied in terms of 
the rules of specific spoken genres, Dannels (2001, p. 147) suggests that oral genres are 
important sites where the knowledge of a particular discipline can be learned. In the case 
of the tourism industry, students should know what grammatical features and vocabulary 
are common in very specific as well as more general spoken genres, so that they can 
develop fluent and natural speaking skills. In addition, English language instructors 
should be provided with models of spoken language in tour guiding so that they can 
produce authentic materials for their learners. 
But what are these model genres of English for tour guides for Thailand? And 
how do they fit with existing speech research? The English spoken by tour guides, as 
indicated by the researcher's pilot study of the speech of the Thai tour guides, is mainly 
planned speech of a transactional nature. The planning aspect derives from the fact that 
the tour guide has to prepare information of particular tour sites before leading the tour. 
The speech is also mainly transactional, because the tour guide takes the role of an 
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information provider. In contrast to interaclional conversation, tour guiding speech could 
be regarded as similar to lectures in three respects (Guillot, 1999, p. 127). First, it is 
prepared speech because the guides always have previously prepared itineraries and site 
descriptions which help them plan in advance wliat to do during each trip. In addition, 
they may have to prepare additional information aboul the places they are going to visit, 
so that they can be ready to give specific details of those places and people. Second, as 
the main function is to give information lo tourists, the tour guides' role is similar to that 
of a lecturer in that they act as experts in their field. They arc the ones who have stored 
relevant information about tourist attractions and their duly is to transfer this information 
to tourists. Third, it is mainly one-sided, with the tour guides taking the major roles in the 
trip. The role of the tourists on the tour is similar to that of students in a lecture where 
they mainly listen and back-channel, asking questions only occasionally when they need 
more information. 
It can therefore be concluded lhat the tour guides' spoken English is mainly 
transactional rather than interactional because il is used for transmitting factual 
information and not for maintaining social relationships (DeCarrico & Nat!ingcr,1992, p. 
75). Carter and McCarthy (1997, p. 18) add that transactional language is used in the 
process of conducting business and generally getting things done. However, there is some 
variation to this. !t has been fo1.1nd that when the number of tourists in the group is small, 
the relationships tend to be more interactional, that is, there arc more questions and 
answers and back-channcling. Since this English for Tour Guides course will prepare lhe 
tour guides for the most common scenarios that they will meet, and these are the group 
tours, training for interaction will be given in the Year 4 course. 
Moving beyond the type of speech to particular features of this type of spcl:'ch is 
also useful, because the tour guide in many ways acts as a lecturer and delivers 
information in a planned way. In Guillot's analysis of a lecture sequence (Guillot, ! 999, 
'pp. 129-135), four aspects were found. They were: (i) clear overall structure, (ii) sparse 
content, (iii) spaced out language, and (iv) common stress, s ilent pauses, shifts in speech 
rate and loudness. If lhe51!, or at least the first three, are then related lo the teaching of 
genres in the Thai situation, it is clear that they give considerable encouragement to that 
process as to the possibility that second language speakers can benefit from it. 
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Jn addition to the above features of a lecture, De Carrico and Nattinger {!992, pp. 
77-79) refer to the particular kinds of lexical phrases in spoken transactional discourse.
They distinguish the fonns of these discourse devices, found in written and spoken 
discourse, by considering the presence or absence of idiomatic meaning and/or variability 
of the lexical phrase frames. In addition, they make the point that although in spoken 
language, the syntax is less structured than in written language, spoken phrases are oflen 
more syntactically complex. Some lexical phrases arc used as markers of logical 
connection, temporal connection, exemplification, and summary. Some other lexical 
phrases arc used only in spoken discourse such as fluency devices, 'you know', 'well of 
course'nnd markers of asides such as 'whcro was I?', 'let's get back to the point'. As with 
lexical phrases, Brinton and Holten (2001, p. 242) suggest that grammatical explanations 
should be expanded and linked to the content so that the learners can express ideas using 
a variety of grammatical structures. 
In conclusion, although the functions of transactional written and spoken 
discouVic arc the same, many of the fonns are different. McCarthy (1998, p. 4) suggests 
that the texts types used to describe written language should not be transferred to spoken 
language. The di!Terenccs in spoken events should be studied so that learners can 
understand spoken genres. In line with this advice, the lexical phrases and,ifeatures 
commonly found in spoken discourse were !aught in this program with examples taken 
from actual spoken discourse. The issue of which specific genres were sekded is taken 
up in the next section. 
Specific spoken ge11resfor tour g11idi11g 
For the teaching and learning of English, Knapp and Watkins (I 994, pp. 20-22) 
argue that genre teaching should be viewed as a social process which produces a 
particular product or text type. They divide genres into five social processes: description, 
explanation, instruction, &gument, and narrative (Knapp and Watkins, 1994, p. 22). This 
framework is included here as it will guide the analysis of the genres commonly found in 
the to�r guides' speech. Although thes� genres could be said to belong to the sphere of 
General English speech, it needs to be understood that they also relate to some of the 
specific vocational fields in particular those such as Tour Guiding. This is because 
personnel, who work in these fields, arc dealing with many aspects of everyday life as it 
exists and has existed in the community, rather than a complex body .of academic 
knowledge. The examination of the discourse therefore can make use of already 
established bodies of knowledge about the nature and teaching of the genres found there. 
Figure 3. ! illustrates how these five genres arc used: 
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Figure 3.1 Genres as social process (Knapp �nd Wutkins, !994, p. :!2) 
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The genres commonly found in the tour guide recordings were description, 
explanation, procedure, and narrative. Al the beginning of each trip, the tour guides use 
the explanatory genre lo introduce an itinerary. This genre relates to the explanation genre 
in Knapp and Watkins' list of genres in that il applies the scquenein!l process in temporal 
relotionship. The use of procedure, which belongs to the instuction genre, is for telling 
tourists how to do something. For the main part of their commentary, the 11uidcs use 
description to describe places and people, and animals. Finally the genre of narrative is 
used for 1alking about the history of places and the lives of famous people. These four 
genre categories will fonn the basis of the research intu how tour 11uidcs can be assisted 
in the development of their speaking skills. 
Aw,iluble commercial texts i11 Tltaifa11d
Although there arc some commcrcial lexts for teaching English for tour guidin!l in 
Thailand, it is considered in this study that those texts focus on teaching integrated skills 
rather than oral English genres. To compare three textbooks used by universities in 
Thailand, one wril!en by a professor of Thammasa\ University and the other two by a 
professor of Dhurokijpundit University, the aims of the books, the places of genres, the 
teaching of genres, and the assessment arc discussed. 
The overall aims of the three books arc to improve student language skills, 
particulnr!y speaking skill, for use in the tourism industry. However, the [earning 
activities seem to empbasizc tourist information rather than to practise speaking. Book l, 
Communicative English for Tourism (CET) (Utawanil, 1991), aims to prepare the 
learners 10 improve both speaking and writing skills for a career in travel and tourism 
industry so that they can understand tourists' questions and statements and reply lo them 
appropriately, supply correct infonnation, produce statements and questions of their own, 
and communicate confidently and effectively. Book 2, English for Tourist Guides (ETG I) 
(l'arasakul, 199711), aims to provide the students wilh the language skills for use on their 
jobs t1S tourist guides in Bangkok, focusing on orol skill. Book 3, English for Tourist 
Guides 2 (ETG2) {l'amsakul, 1997b), is the continuation ofETGl, and aims to provide 
the studcn1s with the language skills for use on their jobs as tourist guides outside 
Bnngkok hy focusing on oral skills. 
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The common genres found in the analysis of the transcriptions of the tourist 
guides in northern Thailand arc not explicitly taught in any of the three textbooks. In 
CET, the first nine U!lits provide students with the sorts of questions and answers 
commonly heard at the travel agencies or a hotel about infonnation of interesting places 
and accommodation. Mention of the four genres can be found in the last five units, bul 
they arc not taught explicit);,. The itinerary genre is presented in an exercise (completing 
a monologue) and the other genres description and narrative are presented in exercises 
(completing a monologue or a dialogue). The procedure 1:1enrc is not found in this book. 
In ETG I, the itinerary and procedure genres cannot be found. The most common 1:1cnres 
are description and narrative which arc presented in conversation form (question and 
answer) and an exercise (completing a passage or a conversation). ETG 2 is similar (o 
ETG 1 but the itinerary genre is embedded in a conversation only once. This difference in 
t reatment maybe attributed to the fact that these two books are theme·based and 
emphasize historical places rather than language form. 
The teaching and learning activities in the three books provide neither spoken 
model genres nor methods of oral assessment. In CET, each unit begins with vocabulary 
and reading development exercises, which aim to provide background lexicon and factual 
infommtion on various tourist attractions. The students then practice listening to missing 
words form the dialogues and do matching and dialogue completion exercises. At lhe end 
of each unit students construct dialogues and act these out in class using pair work. This 
book also contains writing exercises which provide a basis for writing short 
advertisements, and descriptions of tours. In ETGl and ETO 2, each unit begins with 
dialogues or wrilten passages followed by comprehension, vocabulary, and grammar 
exercises. Among the three books CET utilizes a learning process which closest to the 
genre-based approach in that il provides students with background information and 
lan!lungc features before using these lo construct their own d ialogues. The other two 
books ETG I and ETG 2 also give background informntion and language features hut 
they do not focus on independent construction of language. Although the exercises are 
related to the readings, none of the three books uses authentic daln lo provide common 
model genres for the students. This study filled this gap by using genre-based approach 
which would provide students with spoken model genres and their language features. 
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These books also luck reference to assessment activities, possibly because they 
want the teachers to crcnle their own assessment. Without this guidance, teachers may 
check their students' competence mostly through the student written exercises. The use of 
genre-based orul assessment in this study may well provide more guidance on this issue. 
3.5 Conceptual framework
The two lilcrnture reviews embraced the theoretical background of the 
development of the English for Tour Guides course, the basis of the design for which is 
shown in the following conceptual framework. 
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The word "authenticity" has been placed ot the centre of the conceptual 
framework, because it best summarises what the various theoretical positions, described 
in the two literature review chapters, ore suggesting. The term 'authenticity' is used here 
its widest sen�e of 'adherence to what is real and actual' iind is intended to raise the 
question in the research as to how far course designers and teachers are bound by the 
types of findings and criteria as put forward from the research basis in this field. For 
example whether this study supports the views of SLA researchers, who suggest that 
learners can acquire a language through comprehensible input (Krashen, 1989) and 
interaction in authentic situations. Furthermore, the review in Chapter 3 dealing with ESP 
and genre teaching strengthens the central role of authenticity, with both promoting the 
view students should !earn th? language from as well as in real contexts. However, if 
such on-site courses cannot be possible, teachers should seek other ways lo provide the 
learners �ith real practice. Alongside this, genre theory proposes a model of teaching 
specific genre where authentic situations and materials can be used as the basis. From 
CLT, which is the major current approach to language teaching in Thailand, comes 
further support, in that purposeful language activities should be the main focus for real 
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communication in the classroom. Furthermore, the most appropriate roles or the teacher 
and learner should be seen as fostering and practising the authentic use of language. 
Although theory innuences practice, theory and practice arc not the same. Whal 
this thesis seeks to do is take the concept of authenticity and all that it implies in relation 
to language teaching theory and then apply it lo the design and implemcnlntion of the 
course. This can be done by blending lhe global theories of SLA, genre, ESP, and CL T 
with the local demands or situation including the needs of stakeholders such as the 
tourists, tour agency managers, and TAT as well as those of the learners and the Rajab\mt 
University. Results from the theoretical research are then to be assessed against wlmt 
local research is saying about meeting authentic local needs and ideas about Thai English. 
By doing this ond examining the results in lhe actual course, this thesis will illustrate the 
c�tent to which the theory of"authenticity" may need modifieatio
1
n in practice. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with an overview of methodology employed for the research on 
preparation and teaching of a specialist course in English for Tour guides. The first 
section provides the rationale underlying the research melhodo!ogy, adopted from current 
trends about Communicative Language Teaching, genre theory, and English for Specific 
Purposes. The second section describes how course input was obtained from a variety of 
sources by means of needs analysis, while details of how the genre syllabus was 
developed arc given in lhe third section. Course implementation is then discussed in 
section four. Finally, the chapter describes the process of evaluating the studr.nls' oral 
competence and the course. 
4.1 Course design theory 
TI1e design of the English for Tour Guides draws on ESP theory and genre theory as 
a specific expression of communicative �pecialist language teaching and on 
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) theory os � broad field of methodology. A 
number of principles that are useful as o basis for developing the English for Tour Guides'' 
'I " 
have eri'icrged from these theories. 
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G1mre Theory Pri11cip/,:s 
• The activities should serve the student needs in their specific discipline and cover
appropriate language features, skills, dis(:"Oursc and genres (Dudley-Evans, 1998).
• Discourse, grammar, and vocabulary sho uld be used in specific ways lo make
specific meanings for a particular purposr and context (Hammond, Burns, Brosnun,
Joyce, and Gcrot, 1992).
In the case of teaching each genre, the teacher is responSlblc for modelling the 
text, together with its function, organisational features and linguistic mnrkers 
(Richardson, I 994, 129). Students respond first in discussion with the teacher and/or with 
each other and then put this knowledge to work, gaining skills in developing their own 
genre texts both jointly and individually (Hammond, Burns, Joyce, Brosnan, and Gero!, 
1992). 
ESP Principles 
• ESP is designed to meet specified needs of the learner (Sinclair, 1987;
Swales,1992).
• ESP is related in content to particular disciplines, occupations and activities
(Strevens, 1988; Dudley-Evans, 1994; Widdowson, 1983). 
• ESP is centred on the language appropriate to those activities in syntax, lcxis,
discourse, semantics, etc., and analysis of this discourse (Strevens, 1988). 
CLT Prillcipfes 
• Learners need access to communicative and meaningful input in order to accomplish
language acquisition (Ellis, 1992, Kras hen, 1981, Van Patten & Lee, ! 990). 
• Learners should be able to test what they have learned in order to sec whether it 
works through the use of output (Swain, 1985). 
• Second language learners must have the opportunity to interact in authentic and
meaningful second language situations (Stern, 1993). 
• Successful communication is evaluated by actual outcomes, which include
grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, discourse competence, and 
strategic eompetence (Canale, 1983). 
• Teachers should take the role of facilitators or helpers (Stern, J 993), organizers of
resources, resources, guides, and feedback providers (Breen and Candlin, 1980). 
• Learners should take the role of active learners (1-!ammond, 2001), negotiators
(Breen and Candlin. 1980), interdependent participants (Richards & Rodgers, 2001), 
teachers and teacher assistants, and researchers (Johns, 1997; Paltridgc, 2001). 
The application of these principles to the course will be discussed later in this 
chapter (See section .. ,pagc ... ). The next section will examine how guidance for the 
course design was obtained,from a needs analysis. 
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4.2 Needs analysis 
The aim of this research is to develop tourism industry students' oral competence by 
means of a specialist English for tour guiding training course. It was \here fore considered 
important to gather information about students' 'target needs' (Hutchinson & Waters, 
\ 987b, p.55) so that the different types of information could be integrated in the course 
design. It was decided that the data from three sources were needed to supply course 
input, that is, field recordings of English used for tour guiding in northern Thailand, the 
clients' perceptions, and the Rajabhnt Institutc's course guidelines. 
4.2.t Authentic Data for Course Input 
Samples of actual tour guiding commentaries were required and, as authentic 
material relating to tour guiding language in Thailand was not available, it was necessary 
to collect samples of the same. Three tour guides, working for different tourisl agencies in 
Chiangmai, which is the centre of the tourism industry in the northern part of Thailand, 
were asked to voluntarily record their commentaries. The commentaries of several one· 
day trips were then analysed to discover the common genres used \ly tour guides (See 
details in Chapter ... ). 
Analysis showed that al the beginning of each trip, tour guides explained the program 
to tourists, thus producing a particular genre which was called "Introducing an Itinerary" 
(Sec page........J. The most common genre used within the commentaries themselves, 
however, was the descriptive genre, which was used to describe pluccs, animals, and 
events seen at tour sites. Where there was a monument or a statue of someone famous, 
tour guides used narration to talk nbout those people and the places related to them. The 
last genre found to be common in the analysis of the tapes was procedure, which was 
used to explain the process of doing or producing something. Therefore, it was decided 
thnt these four genres i.e., introducing an itinerary, description, narrative and procedure 
should be the major focus in lhe course. 
4,2,2 Clients' perceptions or needs 
In addition to the sample genres, guidance for course design was provided by the 
major clients of the industry i.e. tour agency managers and tourists. These people arc 
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considered by Johns & Price-Machado (2001) as the stakeholders of the course, those 
who will have information for use in the course design. Ten tour agency managers, 
representing tour guides' employers and randomly selected from all tour agencies in 
Northern Thailand, were chosen to have in-depth interviews relating to their perceptions 
of tour guide English. The second group of subjects representing the direct clients of Timi 
tour guides were tourists visiting the northern part of Thailand, and were drawn from 
three regions in the world: Asian countries, European countries where English was nut 
the first language, and English speaking countries. Jn both groups, subjects were 
randomly selected to complete questionnaires. 
To11rist Queslio1111uire 
TI1ese questionnaires, in which views were given on a five-point rating scale on 
each of 20 questions (See Appendix .... ), were used to discover how the tourists 
perceived the English spoken by Thai tour guides. One hundred and twenty 
questionnaires were given to tourists and three quarters of them were completed. The 
analysis of the personal data of the tourists responding to questionnaires revealed that the 
types of the tourists who answered the questionnaires varied. Within the group, 46 per 
cent were from English speaking countries, 42 percent were from other countries, where 
English was not the first language, and 12 per cent were from Asian countries. Jn relation 
to gender 47 of the tourists were male and 42 were female. More than half the tourists had 
visited Thailand before and halfwerc under 40 years old. 
Jn order to determine the findings from the questionnaire, the 20 question items 
about Thai tour guides were divided into four categories. The items in the first group 
(items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) were meant to indicnte the tourists' perceptions on the guides' 
commentaries while the second group (items 6, 7, 8, and 19) dealt with the tour guides' 
knowledge in general. The items in the third group (9, !O, I!, 12, 13, 14, and 20) focused 
on the tour guides' language and the final category (15, 16, 17, and 18} was concerned 
with the certainproblem areas. In discussing the data, which is recorded in Table 4,1, the 
decision was made to collapse the two positive categories (Strongly agree and Agree) into 
one in order to give a clearer picture of the results. 
Table 4.1 Tourist Questionnaire Results 
Cat<gory Qu.,1ion, " A " " '" 
' ,. I feel 1hol lhcc<lmmenmry given by the 11,ai 50.6 40.4 , .. ,.. "·" 
�uid, tum guide was clearly pre"nlcd. 
co1nn1<n!arlu 2. The commentary wo, too formal. ,., '" "" 45.5 '" 
,. The comrncnlory Wils relcvanl ta tl1e itinerary 44.2 47.7 ,.. ,., "·" 
uf1hc tour. 
,. The commentary ""' well organi,ed. 50.6 40.4 ... ,., ,., 
5. The commcnmry ""' ofappropriotc length, 37.9 '" I0.3 '" "·" 
' 6. The tour guide seemed knowledgeable. 61.8 Jl,5 " ,., u 
Know led�• 7. Tl1c tour guide seemed confident. 59.6 JG.O ,., ,., ,., 
,. When I asked a questiun, the lonr guide 60.7 28.1 ,., ,.. 0.0 
sati.,ra,turily nnswercd m)' questions. 
19. The 1our guide spent lnu much lime u ,., ... 40.9 40.9 
answering questions. 
' ,. The iour guide spoke English Ouen1ly. 37.2 34.9 19.8 ,., '" 
Longua�, '"· The ,ncubulary used wo> suitable 10 lhc JU 49.4 10.l ,., "·" 
subject uf commentary. 
" 1 undmtnod the ,n,abulary uicd, 3G.O 53.9 ,., ,., 0.0 
" The tour guide spoke ,lowly und clearly. JJ.J 48.9 10.2 ••• ,., 
14. The ,u,ubulnry used "'"' appropriaic. 28,4 �., 10.2 ,., ,., 
w. The 1aur guide made many mi slakes in "·" ,., 22.7 25.0 4G.6 
grammar, 
"· I under,taod 1ho tau, guidc's pronunciation. >OJ 47,1 15.7 M H 
' !�. Sometimes I did not know whal tudo, M JO.I 12.4 Jl.5 41.7 
Prohlom 16. The in,\ruo\jons were given inu quickly. "·" 11.4 [4.8 35.2 Jti.6 
17 .  I couldn't hour the commcnloric,, 0.0 "·" 14.8 38.6 JS.6 
18. There weren"t l!lly opponunilics for 0.0 ,., 12.5 33.0 50.0 
question,. 
. . . . . Note. SA Strongly Agree, A A�r .. , N Neutral, D Dlsagro•, SO Strongly Dbogre� 
'" 
In relation to the first category, the results revealed that almost all of the tourists 
considered the commentaries given by the Thai tour guides were clearly presented, well 
organised and relevant to the itinerary of the tour given before the trip. More than )mlf of 
lhe tourists thought that the English used by Thai guides was acceptably informal, 
rejecting the idea of too much fonnality, while most accepted that the length of 
commentaries was appropriate. 
Furthermore, when the content of the commentary \\lllS considered, again, almost 
all the tourists thought that the Tliili guides were knowledgeable about the tour sites and 
confident in their use of spoken English. The tourists were also quite happy that the tour 
guides were able to able to answer questions well and the time used by the tour guides to 
answer questions was appropriate. 
In relation to the tour guides' use of English, a high proportion of the tourists 
considered that the tour guides spoke English fluently and the grammatical mistakes 
made by the tour guides were at an acceptable level, while only mound five per cent 
thought that the guides had made too many mistakes. In addition, almost all thought that 
the vocabulary used by Thai guides was suitable to the subjects they were talking about 
and that the vocabulary used by Thai guides was comprehensible, with slightly fewer 
considering the vocabulary used was appropriate. Furthennore, abeut three quarters of the 
tourists felt that they understood Thai tour guides' pronunciation and slightly more 
considered the Thai guides' speech clear filld slow. 
According to the tourists' feelings and reaction to Thai tour guides commentaries, 
most of the tourists did not have problems they could not solve. However, when they did 
encountered problems, most of them thought there were enough opportunities for them to 
ask questions. When the Thai tour guides gave instructions, the giving of the sume was 
slow enough for the tourists lo understand. A high proportion of the tourists fell they 
could hear what the tour guides spoke about and that they understood the Timi tour 
guides' pronunciation. 
The quantitative findings in relation to the tourists' perceptions of the Thai tour 
guides revealed that the commentaries given by the guides were informal, clear, well 
organized, at appropriate length, and relevant to the tour. The tourists said that the tour 
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guides were knowledgeable and confident in their spoken English and were able to 
respond to the clients' questions well and appropriately. Most of the tourists agreed thal 
the English language, particularly the vocabulary used by the guides, was appropriate and 
comprehensible although there were some grammatical mistakes. They were also quite 
happy with the Thai tour guides' spoken English. which was slow and clear. Jn addition, 
the tourists had positive feelings towards the guides because when they wanted lo know 
something, the guides gave them clear and comprehensible instructions. 
To sum up, the findings of the tourist perceptions of the Thai tour guides in the 
four categories mentioned above indicate that the majority of tourists were happy with the 
guides' English. Comment on these findings was added to the introductory unit of lhe 
English for Tour Guides course, emphasizing that the English used by the Thai tour 
guides was acceptable to most of lhe tourists visiting the north of Timiland. Furthermore, 
it was concluded that samples of tour guides' commentaries could be used as authentic 
samples in the classroom. Furthermore, the findings suggest that the English spoken by 
the Thai tour guides was comprehensible so it was not essential for them to speak like 
native speakers of English. Even so, it is important that they remain aware of the 
necessity to be "intelligible, communicative, and confident users of spoken English" 
(Morley, 1991). 
Tourist Age11cy Ma11ager Opinio11s 
Two different methods were used to obtain information from the tour agency 
managers, that is, the use of a questionnaire and an in.terview. This group of subjects hod 
been working io the field of tour guiding for several yenrs and most of them had been tour 
guides before. Therefore, their direct experience of tour guides, which represents the 
students' target situation, should be valuable for designing the course in English for lour 
guiding. 
This section will discuss the results of the analysis of this questionnaire, which 
was very similar to the tourist questionnaire, although the number of the items was 
smn!!er. A five-point rating scale was again used for measurement (Sec Appendix IV, 
pages 237-240), this time to discover how tour agency managers, who were the product 
users, perceived the English spoken by Thai tour guides. 
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The fourteen question items relating to Thai tour guides working under travel 
agencies in northern Thailand were categorized into three groups. The items in the first 
group (items I, 2, 3, 4) were intended to elicit the managers' perceptions on the 
commentaries. The second group (items 5, 6, 7) referred to the tour guides in general. The 
items in the third group (8, 9, JO, II, 12, !3, 14) were designed to discover the tourists' 
feelings and reactions to the Thai tour guides and their language use. 
Table 4,2 Tourist Agency Manager Questionnaire Results 
l'crcr,nlagl!s 
Ca1<gory Quoslion, " ' ' " so 
' I. I feel 1hn1 \he cummcnioric, given by !he Thai " '" ''" " " 
Commentaries tour gujdc ore clearly presented 
2. The eommemnries ore too formal. " '" '" '" " 
3. The commcniories arc wdl orgoni,ed. " '" '" '" " 
�-The commentaries arc or oppropriatc length. " '" '" '" '" 
' 5. The lour guides seem knowlcdgcohle. ,, '" '" " " 
llchoviour 6. The (our guides seem confi<icn(. '" '" '" " " 
7. When tourists ask q11csiions, lhe lour guides '" '" '" w " 
satisfactorily answer 1heir questions. 
' 8. The lo'lr guides speak English nu,nlly. " '" '" '" " 
Tourgul<lc 9. The \·ocnbulory used is suiloblc 10 the subject or " '" '" " " 
English the oommcntary. 
12. The vocobulory uso<l is appropriate. '" '" '" " " 
14. Thaj lour gu;d,s m"kc toomnuy mi.stakes in '" '" '" '" " 
gmmmor. 
10. Thnl tour guides have strong Toot ncocms. '" '" '" " " 
11. The tour guides speak slowly and clearly. '" '" '" '" " 
13. The instmccions an: given too quickly. '" '" '" '" " 
" 
The results revealed that 40 per cent of the managers considered the commentary 
given by the Thai tour guides clearly presented, while 60 per cent were undecided. Some 
considered the commentaries were well organised while more than half could not decide 
and 10 per cent had negative ideas about the extent of the organisation of ideas in 
commentaries. Concerning the style of the commentaries, less than half of them thought 
that the English used by the Thai guides was infonnal while only half accepted that the 
length of commentaries was appropriate. 
In relation to the guides themselves, 60 per cent of the managers thought that the 
Thai guides were knowledgeable about the tour sites and 90 per cent thought that the tour 
guides were confident regarding their spoken English. When the tourists asked q11�stions, 
more than 60 per cent thought the guides were able to able to answer well. 
With regard to the managers' feelings about the guides' use of English, 50 per 
cent of the managers considered that the tour guide spoke English fluently but the 
grammatical mistakes made by the !our guides were at an unacceptable level. In addition, 
70 per cent thought that the vocabulary used by Thai guides was suitable to the subjects 
they were talking about, and 70 per cent of them considered the vocabulary used was 
appropriate. Half of them considered the Thai guides' speech clear and slow. However, 
they were not sure if the speed of their delivery was slow enough for the tourists to 
understand. In addition, about 80 percent of the managers felt that the guides had strong 
Thai accents. 
In sum, the findings of the travel agent managers' perceptions of the Thai tour 
guides in the three categories mentioned above indicate that the managers, in contrast to 
the tourists, had both positive and negative feelings regarding the guides. Some of them 
were happy with the guides' self confidence in their use of spoken English despite strong 
Thai accents, as well as being knowledgeable, able to answer questions, and use 
appropriate vocabulary. Other areas such as the speed of giving instructions, grammatical 
mistakes, the length of commentaries, the organisation of ideas, and the overall effect of 
the commentaries did not produce the same degree of assurance from the managers. 
These findings were added to the introductory unit of the English for Tour Guides, 
emphasizing that the English used by the Thai tour guides was acceptable to a small 
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number of the Thai managers and that those guides were still able to do their jobs well 
because they were confident. 
To11rist Age11cy Mam1ger /11tervie1vs 
Further data from the ten tour agency managers were collected by means of an 
interview. However, it was easier to get the data from a questionnaire than from an 
interview because the managers were too busy for interviews. During the time of data 
collection, some appointments bad to be postponed because of their �usinesses. However, 
after three months, the data collection was completed nnd the tape recordings of the 
interviews were analysed by using content analysis. The following were the interview 
questions. 
I. Have you received any complaints from your customers about your 1011r guides?
2. Whal do you think about your tour g11ide.1' command of English?
3. Do they have any problems ming English Jo do their jobs?
The recordings of the interview were transcribed so that the content could be 
translated into English. The English version of the transcription was then analysed using 
different co!or-highlight pens to mark the common themes found in each manager's 
transcription. The frequency of each theme was then noted so that the statistics could be 
used for interpretation. According to the analysis of the managers' perceptions, Thai tour 
guide competencies can be divided into five areas: overall competence, language 
competence, communicative competence, speaking style and listening. 
In relation to the overall competence the manager� thought that most of their tour 
guides were capable of doing their jobs well but some of them receive? complaints from 
tourists about the lack of detailed information. The following is a quotation from a 
manager. 
Manager 10 "Some tourists not only want to know lhe history of Thailand, but they 
also know about business or Thai way of!ifc. When asked, tour guides should be able 
to answer all the questions. If a tour guide cannot give satisfactory answers, we have 
to stop giving him jobs. When they have improved their knowledge, we will let them 
work again. ()�.;� guides should study hard, read everything they can find about what 
might be a�'.;ed by tourists." 
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In addition, when tourists asked questions, some tour guides could not answer 
them. Some tour guides did not provide good services because they were too money­
minded, trying for e1mmp!e to persuade tourists to go shopping at particular places where 
they could receive payment. Some also did not place sufficient emphasis on punctuality. 
Jn relation to the secood area, language competencies, most managers were 
satisfied with the tour guides' use of simple vocabulary and grammar. However, some 
criticised their use of grammar while others thought both their grammar and vocabulary 
were acceptable in the case of tourists from non English speaking countries. They also 
were aware that English was also difficult for tourists, whose first language was not 
English. 
Manager I "Not all tourists can speak English well. But our tour guides use only 
English so we have problems communicating with tourists from France, Italy, and 
Gennany whose language is not English." 
Mnnnger 3 "Sometimes the tour guides and tourists cannot communicate well 
because the tourists do not speak English as their first language. The tourists from 
France and Gennany cannot speak English clearly. Most of our guides can use only 
English so it's difficult to communicate." 
Furthermore, some managers suggested that tour guides needed to improve their 
ability to simplify their language to suit the audience. 
Manager 7 "Some tour guides cannot remember the vocabulary used to describe the 
places. They cannot simplify the language particularly when the tourists are from the 
countries where English is not their first language, such as France, Italy, and 
Gennany. Some tourists do not know some English words and the tour guides cannot 
simplify those words. 1l1crcforc, tour guides should have good knowledge of the 
vocabulary used for describing every place they visit." 
Manager 9 "Most of the tourists do not use English as their first language so tour 
guides have to repeat their explanation or paraphrase it." 
These two sets of evidence, one from the tourists and the other from the lrave! 
agent managers, revealed both positive and negative perceptions of the Thai tour guides 
and their spoken English. The tourists were much more likely to be pleased with all 
aspects of the guides' perfonnaoce: their we!l organised commentaries, the good 
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knowledge of tour sites, and the use of English to give commentaries and respond to 
questions. However, a smaller number of travel agent managers were happy with the 
guides' English. Most of them felt uncertain about this and would like the guides lo 
improve their performance particularly in relation to the use of English to make 
themselves understood better by means of simplifying the language and using correct 
grammar and vocabulary. 
Both sets of opinions are crucial for the development of the English for Tour 
Guides course because these people are the future clients of the tourism industry students. 
However, the managers' views are more credible and therefore more important lhnn those 
of the tourists, because the managers are the ones who will recruit new tour guides to 
work for their companies so the students should know their expectations. Jn addition, as 
the managers have worked with the tour guides for a long time, they have collected 
information both by themselves os well as from the tourists' complaints and 
questionnaires so students should know their expectations. 
As a result of the analysis of the two sources mentioned above, it is suggested that 
several important points arc to be integrated into the course. The first and most essential 
point to be emphasized is the organisation of ideas and the main language features used 
- - for itineraries, description, narrative and procedure. These are the common genres found 
in the tour guides' commentaries. The second most important point is to give students
confidence in their spoken English and in the possibility that they do not need to be 
native-like, because the English spoken by Thai tour guides is acceptable to most tourists.
The final important point to be focused on is the content or the knowledge about every
tour site, including the vocabulary used to describe it.
4.2.3 Course Guidelines
The new English for Tour Guides syllabus was created by the researcher to improve 
the implementation of the Rajabhat English for Tourism 3 course for the 'practice in 
language skills and expressions used in the tourism industry, both domestic and 
international'. It was based on information derived from the literature review, the 
questionnaires, the analysis of the samples and the requirements of both TAT and the 
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Rajabhat. Listening work was the initial basis supplemented by exercises involving bolh 
aural and written work, the latter being needed to give confidence to the students. 
The outline of the previous course is shown below with the new course being found in the 
attachments (pages 119-250). 
FoC/1/ly of 1/um••lll<S oml Sodol Scl<nc<S 
Rojobl,01 /,u1l1ur, P!o"l""'Jlkmn, 
Ei.11g/l,hfor To11llsm If/ 
mwmi JO.a) 
COURSE ll£SCltll'TtON 
Thi, cour,e pro,/d,s proc!/ce In language ,11111 a•oi e,p,es;fon OHcd I• 1h, 101,rl,m imluslry, bo,h domc<1i,• unJ 
mlemallonol. Tire ,wJom, ,hauld b, 1raln,d 10 us, 'f'<)len onJw,m,n cxprrnlon, In \"Orlow ,lluallo,u. The"'""" will Jt,e/011 and 
emnd mar< ba,1, mal<rial, pre,onlcd In Eng/1,h for Tour/1111 I am! II. 
OELJECTJV£S ,. ' ' 
Slud,nl., are ohlc 10 J.,•tfop four ,1111, In a,pe<U of //r, loJOr. 
S1ud,ni, can use ,il<llM oM wrlllcn cxprwlo11 In ''""""' ,llr,oi/o,i,. 
S,u,i,ni, con prtMd, l,iformallon aboul lM lour >IIC• bo1h /orally and lnlorno'1,mali)•. 
WEEK/CONTENT , - ,,_, .., ' 
8-/0 ,, 
12- J.< ,,
Rcmlmg o,rd,.·rill,,g brochor" 
Wrlf/ng omi Jrnrlbing lll"'rarie, 
He>f}{}•"11ng 10 qU.,1/oou common!)' a,l,d by rour/,i, 
MldtcNn Te,I 
Dflcrlblng '°"'/SI"""'""'"' 
J'"/1/ngflorie, 
Smnmary ofli.ngli,I, "·"for •�•lam ,11.,a1i<J,u 
F,no/ ,xamlnallo" 
TEACUING METIIOOS 
I. Pro,tic, reaJing andwrilll'I! broclrure, 
;,, Ro!, play 10 o.rk "'"' ""'"�rq,,.,1100, 
.l. fra<llct /anguoge lndojfertnl ron/e,i, 
l. Pr,,on11h, l,iformallnn oboOI 1hc /our ,1,.,
W.TERIAI� 
1/artimg, IM1h a,,d 1/tndm,,,_ fa11/. 11/gh &o,on. (bford Uni,•mfl)' Pre11. /991, 
Jacob, Miriam and S1u11, POier. Eng/1,h For /nl<rnatlonal Toullsn, longman. /997. 
Parwalul, L,or/J)O<n. Eng/1.rh For Tau,Ht Gu/du /, Dhu,ak�bundi/ Unl,m/Q•. 1997, 
farlllOlu/, LrurlJIOrn. Eng/1.rh For Tou1bt Gu/d" 1. D!Jumkifbumiu Unlm.,11)'. 19118 
Re,�//. Rod and S!O!I, Chrl,. F/v,Star Eag!l,h, O.,ford (lnl,m/Q• frell. 1981. 
EVALUATION 
Flm,/ gro,Je, will b, ,akula1,d a, fo//01,·• : 
GRADJll'G ' " 
I!+ BG ' " 
C+ 70 
I. Allemiam:t /0% 
1. S,m"'" wor.l SS% ( lnc/nd/ng, a<llgM1<nll, ""' and {}{}rliclporlnllj 
J. F,nal t::Jom JS% 
1an " 
"% , .. ". 
\': 
C M - �9% 
D• SS - S9% 
D JO U% 
E a • 49% 
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111 addition, the foreign language standards issued by the Tourism Authority of 
Thailand (TAT) were to be applied to the syllabus. Thal organisation stipulated lhat lour 
guides sht.uld be able to perfonn the following communicative tasks; (I) describing and 
explaining, (2) giving instructions, {3) answering and asking infonnative questions, {4) 
interacting appropria,.:ly and courteously in social situations, and {5) dealing with 
complaints. 
As indicated by the earlier analysis of the samples of tour guide English, the 
explanation of itineraries, description, narrative, and instruction were the main genres that 
were commonly found. Consequently, these four genres which covered items I and 2 in 
the above list became the centre piece of the course. The remaining items of a more 
sociocultural nature were not included for several reasons. It was seldom found that there 
were questions or complaints in the tapes and questions were frequent only when the 
number of tourists was small. Tour guiding English was more likely to consist of one· 
sided speech by the tour guides and some social back-channelling from tourists. This 
meant that there was little social interaction on most occasions between the guide and the 
tourists. Furthennore, as the time frame for the experiment was limited, that is, 8 and a 
half weeks an d 300 minutes per week, the last three tasks: answering and asking 
infonnalive questions, interacting appropriately and cnnrteously in social situations and 
dealing with complaints, were lef\ for a follow-up course. 
4,2.4 me of sample genres 
In the approach to eour3e construction taken in this research, the four stages in a 
teaching-learning cycle was adapted from Hammond, Bums, Joyce, Brosnan, and Gcrot 
{1996). These stages are: 
Stage One - Background to the genre 
Stage Two - Modeling the genre 
Stage Three - Construction of the genre 
Stage Four - Assessment 
Stage 1: Backgrom1d to tl,e ge11re. 
I 
11 
; .. 
This first stage is very important for ESL adult students because at this stage the 
]earners can build and develop the general knowledge of the social contexts of the topic 
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they are expected to talk about (Hammond, Burns, Borsnan, Joyce, and Gero!, 1992). 
During this the learners become familiar with the topic and the genre used. The purposes 
of the different genres would be progressively introduced. 
Cla ssroom tasks and activities at this stage might include: 
• a class discussion, which is an activity to enable the learners to share experiences
and knowledge
• use of visuals such a s  photograph, videos to build context.
Stage 2: Modelli11g tl1e ge11re 
This stage introduces the learners to the model of the genre they will later be 
producing. The aim of this stage is to focus on the genre analysis through a model text 
obtained from the field data. This involves preparing the learners for a development of an 
understanding of the overall organization and language features of a specific genre. 
Classroom tasks and activities at this stage might include: 
• introducing learners to a variety of texts related to the topic;
• shared listening and reading of texts in group-work;
• discussion of the purpose of the genre;
• language explanation and activities focusing on pronunciation, language features
and vocabulary;
• schematic pallem of the sample genre and function of each stage.
Stage 3: Co11structio11 of t/1e genre 
The aim of this stage is to encourage the learners to construct a similar spoke n text 
that has been examined during Stage 2 with the roles of the teacher at this stage changing 
to that of advisor, and facilitator. The preparation may include gathering relevant 
infonnation !hrough reading books, brochures and preparing notes to be used as the basis 
for construction of a new spoken text. After group discussion and preparation, the 
learners should be able to construct a new text and present it in class. 
Classroom tasks and activities at this stage might include: 
• revision and further discussion of purpose, context and schematic structure of
genre;
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• building and developing knowledgt: of the fie\d through reading, infom1ation
gathering, and note-taking;
• consulting with other students in the group and the teacher about the appropriate
language u�e;
• drafting and editing the talk;
• ro!e play of the prepared talk.
Stage 4: Assessmellt 
This stage aims to empower the learners to be able to identify their own progress 
through the criteria given explicitly by the teacher. The critcrh1 used focus on assessing 
the !earners' understanding of different schematic structure and language features of the 
genre. 
Classroom tasks and activities at this stage might include: 
• role play ofa representative n ench group;
• group assessment;
• group discussion of the results.
4.3 Course design 
The overview for the entire course, together with the listing of the main formal 
features of genres is shown in Table 4.3. 
" 
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Table 4,3: English for Tour Guides course outline. 
•s, .. 100 UnitofWork Settings (Texts) Language study Outcomes 
I •ln1roduction •Classification of Students can describe the types o 
ofTour Tour tour and roles of lour guides. 
Organization •Roles ofTourist .& 
guides 
2-J •The Speech •Common genres •Comparison of Students can orally compare the 
of Tour for tour guid;ng written and spoken spoken and wrillen fom1s of 
Guides language language. 
•Comparison ofn . 
conversation and a 
lecture 
4.5 •Explanatory •Full-day tour •Language focus: Students can use appropria1e 
Genre: itinerary Future Simple language features to explain an 
Itinerary If-clause itinerary fluently ond show 
Cohesion markers understanding of lhe relationship 
Pronunciation: ofideos within ond between 
Stress sentences. 
6-7 •Instruction .•How to make •Language Fo�us: In response to one of several 
Genre: cloth Imperative situations, students can give 
Procedure •Modols-should instructions appropriately, 
•Pronunci�1ion: 
Length of vowels 
8-10 •Descriptive •Elephants •Language Focus: 
Genre •Orchids Present simple In response to several 
•Linking verbs assignments, students can 
•Comparative describe tourist allraclions, 
degree animals, or plants using coherent, 
•Pronuncio1ion: grammatically correct utterances. 
lntonotlon 
! 1-13 •Namitivo •History of •Language Focus: Students can tell a slory ofa 
Genre Chiangmoi Past tense fomous person or on importan t 
•Suandok Temple Passive place using oppmpriatc, coherent, 
•Pronunciolion: grammatically correct, and 
Consonant clusters comprehensible Ul1erances. 
14-15 •Combination •City-Sightseeing •Language Focus: Studcn1s can give commentaries 
of Genres tour of Revision oftcnses using appropriate transitions in 
Chiangmai Active-Passive and between lhc four genres. 
Lc�ical phrases 
16-17 •Assessment 
•t::ach session las/edfor 3 lw11rs: in most of the 8 weeks slrldc/1/s received 6 hours' luilion. 
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Table 4.3 shows that Unit I begins with the introduction oftour guiding lo present roles 
and rules for good tour guides. The nature of spoken English and the speech of tour 
guides was introduced in the second unit. In Units 3 to 6, the four genres: itinerary, 
procedure, description, and narrative arc taught respectively. The combination of all four 
genres is practised in the Unit 7. 
As for as intelligibility was concerned, the segmental and suprascgmental features 
of the 'Lingua Franca Core' proposed by Jenkins (2001), were taught explicitly .in Units 3 
to 6. 1l1is area was suggested by the tour managers and tourists. 
Particular grammatical structures (Brinton & Holten, 2001; Knapp & Watkins, 
1994) were taught in lessons. This aspect was also suggested by the tour managers and 
tourists. Grammatical features such as the use of tenses ( the future tense in Unit 3, the
present simple in Unit 5, the past tense in Unit 7), passive voice (in Unit 7), and parts of 
speech (in Unit 5), were emphasized. In addition, lexical phrases (Nattingcr & DeCarrico,
1992) relevant to the organization of genre structure and overall organization of each 
genre were introduced in Units 3, 4, and 7 in order to comply wilh the ideas suggested by 
the principles and sources mentioned. 
Resources collected to he used as teaching and !earning materials for the course 
were :lictionaries, brochures, websites, video tapes, tape recordings, and reference hooks. 
Al! these elements were woven into a course which could be lermed communicative in 
approach. To an unusual degree in Thai tertiary institutions the teacher assumed the role 
of facilitor and resource and the students took on greater responsibility for dealing with 
the input, making sense of it and judging one another's performances. Furthermore 
samples of authentic field data were the major resource and the tasks undertaken for the 
tests were designed to simulate the work of the guide. 
4.4. Sample course units 
Two sample course units, Unit II and Unit III are shown in the following pages 
but the entire course can be viewed in Appendix I on pages 198·230. ,, 
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Unit II 
The speech ofTour Guides 
2.1. Background to Spoken English 
)fork In gro11ps and dlsc11ss 1/ie following queslioru. 
Do we speak the same way M we write? 
Mow would a good tour guide speak to 1he tourists? 
Is lhe speech of a tour guide like a conversation, or !ikc telling a slory/joke �r like o lecture? Why? 
Is it like a lecture? 
Read 1he following possoge a11d l/ie11 a11swer the queslioru //,�·;follow, 
,: 
E11gl/sl, spoken by tour guides Is mainly planned tra11sactio11a/ spc:Sc!1 wliich Is quite sim//ar Ill tile spoken 
form of lw1griuge med in lecmres. like /ecwres. /oi,r guide Engli.1h ha.1 ihe fol/owing features. 
(/) It ls prepared speech. To11r guides always have illnerarles /1111,md wMd, help ii.bi, plw, /11 udl•w1ce 
whm Ill do d11ring each /rip. !11 odditia11, /hey h,n,e to prepare i1iformalio11 abut 1/w places they arc goillg 
to viii/ so thal they can be ready /a gl,•e specific detail of/hose places and people. As lour guides have time 
ta organise their Ideas /11 adi•ance abow what 1hey are going /a talk, rhelr .,peecl, has a clear overall 
s/ruc/are. 
(2) fls m11/nfw1c1/011 ls la give /11farmmla11 la 1a11rlsts. The /Our gaide.1' role Is similar to thal of a lec111rer 
iJ1 /hat //,ey act as experls in llmir field. They arc the ones who ha\'e stored relel'a/11 i11form111/011 about 
to11ri,,1 al/roe/ions and their duly is la/rans/er this /1iformatia11 lo ta11rlsts. However, the speecl, of tor1r 
guides is a 1111/e diflerenl because the ama1111/ of/he co11/e11/ is smaller //,an a lec/ure. Tim /o,1r g11ides can 
h111•e silcm pa11ses while /hey are IOI king. They COii also change Iha .1peed and /m1dne.1s of I heir ,,peech 
depending 011 cerlai11 siluations and audie11cc. 
(J) I/ ls mal11/y 011e-s/,!c,I, To11r guides lake major roles /11 /he lrlp, around 80 per cell/ of/he tulk, givl11g 
commentaries for the major port of !lie time, By co1Jlrost, the role of /011risls is similar to tliat of st11denls /11 
a lee/I/re in 1hot /hey mainly /is/e11 and back·channel, asking q11estio11s 011/y whe11 lliey need more 
/11/ormatlon. DijJerence Is that ii mu.</ so1111d mare 11a/11ra/ especially with .wailer gro,1ps and wirh II 
diflerc11/ p11rpose. In a small group with two or I/wee tourists, /he talk temls to be .1/milar to a ca/1\'erslllion. 
In this killd ofspoke11 la11guage the symox Is fess strucmred than In wr/11e11 /anguage. Howewr. spaAen 
phrases ore more sy11/actically complex. Some lexical plora.ies arc med as markers of logical ca1111cclion, 
/emparal comiectio11, exempliflcatio11, a11d summary. Some other lexical phrases are used 011/y /11 spoken 
discourse: j/11ency device., such a., '.]mu know', 'well of course'; markers of asides such a., 'where was I?', 
'lei's gel back to the point'. lexical phrrues are commonly used 10 link 1/ie coment 10 expre.1s idea.1 
/og/cally. 
/11 co11c/1,s/011, one of the functions of 1ransac1ional .ipoken discourse Is to lmparl lliforma/1011. which Is 
similar lo Iha/ of the writ/en language. However, as mcn//011ed above, ma11y of /he forn,s are diflerenl. 
Therefore, /he /�/ iypes med lo describe wr/11e11 longuogc 511011/d /101 be /ransferred to spoken /ong11age. 
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Answer the following questions. 
1) Jn whal ways is the speech of1our guides similar to a lecture? 
2) Why is the speech or tour guides different from a conversation? 
3) Arc Lhc roles ofa tour guide the same !IS those ofa lmurcr? 
4) What are the main differences between spoken and written 
language? 
Read the follow/11g puss age and /hen amll'er the questions /hat follow. 
Speclflc genre.f 
GeMes should be viewed as social pracesse.1 which prod,,ce a port{cular prod11c1 or rext type. They con be 
ca/egarlz,,d into jil"e .wcial processes or genre types: /0 describe, e.,pla/11. lnstr11CI, arg1w. and 11arro/e, 
From these, there are four genres which are commonly fmmd in 1he /m,r guide recordi11gs i.e .. explanalio11. 
descriplian, ills1r1,c/io11 and 11arrmfra. Al /he beginni11g of each trip Iha tour guide., 1,se tire expla11alory 
ge11re /0 imroduce an i1i11erary. Tire use of /11stri,c/im, is for le/ling tourists to do or no/ to do .1onre1/,i11g. 
For /he main par/ of their comme11/ury, !rowe\"er, guides Ille descriplirm lo describe places and people. ond 
animals. F/110//y /he ge1,re of 11arralim is 11sed for talking abou/ /he history of places und the lives of 
fomml1 people. These four genre ca/egories will form Iha basis of 1/ic planning a/ haw /a11r g11ides con be 
assl!!/ed In 1/ie development a/I heir speaking skills. 
From 1/i!s, ii is clear that the tour g11ide,1" .,poke11 E11glisl1 is mainly 1ra11s11ctinnal ra1her 1/ian i11/eroclio110/. 
This is beca11se ii is used for tro11smillingfac1110/ informatio11 and not/or malmaini11g socio/ relationships. 
Tronsoc//ono/ la11g11oge is 11sed ill /he process of co11d11c/ing b11siness and generally gel/Ing lhl11g.1 done._ ,, 
However, II has bee11/a11nd 1/10/ when the number ofwurisl.< /11 the gro11p is smo/1 /he relotlomhlp te11d 10 
be a Iii/le more /111erac1lo11al. because /here are more queslians ond an.m'<lrs and back-cl,01111d//11g. 
In co11c/11s/011, one of /he functions oftransoc//onul spoken dl1cmirse is lo impart i11/ormallo11, which Is 
sim//or lo the case a/much wr/11011 /anguage. Howemr , as 1110111/oned above, many of/he/arms a/spoken 
English are diflerenl. Therefore, 1/re /ex/ 1ypes 1ised to describe wr/1tc11 la11guage should no/ be tran.eferred 
lo spoken language. 
Answer the following questions. 
I) What spoken genre would you use to talk about King Nnresuan the 
Great? 
2) What spoken genre would you use to tell the tourists about the 
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program? 
3) Whal spoken genre would you use to talk about water buffaloes? 
4) tfyou have to infonn lhc tourists about how to cultivate rice, what 
genre would you use?
5) Do y; .• have to use each genre separately?
Listen to this example ofa tour guide's commentary and work wilh your group to 
1 1) wrilc down five words or phrases that are not commonly found in the
wrillcn form _ _ _  ____ ---- ___ _ __ 
2) list Lhreo chnmctcristics oft he commcntnrics lhat show you lhis is spoken not written English
Tape!icrlpt 
(Tour guide) 1h111 mountoi11 in front of yo11! /hat 'Hailed Sutl,ep Mountain 
up on the moumoin II is where Dai S111hep Temple ix/ 
have you been /here? 
(Tour/sl) ye., 
(Tour guide} how W(ll' it? 
(Tour is I} w,ry nice 
(Tour guide) yep, yes/erday wa, o day ojJl a /at a/Thall every Tllo/ 
when they came I /hey mus/ go/ because some say tlwse who 
hove been here wilhoul visiting that place! 11,ey're 1101 belter 
than /hose who have 11ever been before! w 111.r a mus/I 
like if yo11 are going to Banglwk you don 'I vlxlt lhe Grand 
Po/ace! same 1/i/11glsee the accommodation on your 
\I 
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right-hand side? You can stay there far /roe nnd three meals 
a day 
(Tourist) II looks WIJ' nice 
(Tour guide) yes /oak very nice from outside/ bu/ l Jhinkyor, dor,'twa/11 /o 
be there! sure 
(Ta11rlst) what is that? 
( Tm1rg1ddc) a prison 
(Ta11rist) It's nicer to be ouls!del wla l 's the main reason people go 1/iere? 
(Tour giilde) ah. Ille main problem now Is dmgsl yeali it is drugs from 
.Myanmar! because up nar/l,/ here we Join the border with 
Mym111rnr andftirther [ram here! about 1/iree hours lo Chlangrai/ 
Chlangrul Joins //,e border will, .Myanmar and Laos/ w some drug 
smuggler:; wok tlw drugs wry easily/ 
(1'011rls1) .... 
(Tour guide) yealr becaw;e \'CIJ' long border belweeu Thailand and Myanmar/ 
ill /he wes/ par/ of Thai/and/ about 2.000 ki/ometers/ so some ar<.'as 
Jw;t m111mlains/ wmc areas! only small slreams/ so very easy 
ActMty: Each group shores one or two ideas about spoken language. 
Review: There are five spoken genre types: explanation, description, instruction, argument, and narrative. 
The argument genre is not found in lhc recordings oflour guides' commentaries so it is not mentioned in 
the following lessons. ln the next units we will team how 10 produce the explanatory genre used to tnlk 
about the itinerary, the descriptive genre used to describe places, animn!s and plan IS, the instructional genre 
used to tell tourists to do or not to do something, and the narrative genre used lo 1alk about the histories 
famous places and people. 
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Unit Ill 
E�p!anatory Genre: Introducing on Itinerary 
3.1. Background to the Itinerary Genre 
Discuss/mi.' 
What docs 1/m�rmy mean? 
Have you ever read nn itinerary? 
When do you noxd one? 
What should you tnlk about in your itinerary? 
3.2. Modelh1g the genre {Analysis of genre features) 
The tear.her uses the following sample itinernry 10 discuss both roganisation and language foatures with lhe 
students with the overhead projector. 
Genre I: lntroduci11g itineraries 
Example I 
OK so! want to lnlk wilh you about the program 
the first one we'll go to the elephant camp 
that is about 26 kilorneter:s from here and spend 
about half an hour from here 100 but on the way 
we stop to see orchid and butterfly fann 
then we go to the elephant camp you'll see 
the elephant M there and then we can ride on 
1he cleplrnnl too if you like 100 if you wont 
after that we'll go to sec the waterfall 
Recognising //,e genre 
Work in groups of five. Rearrange the following sentences on your desk so that you can a complete a 
spoken fonn ofn lour guiding itinerary. 
ll/11erary l 
a. then we will go to the elephant camp 
b, first we'll go lo the ekphant camp 
c. and thm we can ride on the elephant too if you like 
d. OK sol want 10 talk with you about the program 
e. afler that we'll see lhe wa1erfall 
);; 
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f. 1hat is about 26 kilometers from here 
g. but on the way we stop to see the orchid and bultcrfly fonn 
h. and spend about half an hour from here too 
i. then we will go to lhe elephant camp 
j. you can sec lhc elephant !here 
Now /islen to the /ape and correct 1/ieorderofyour sentences. 
Rdislen clrecking lhe order, 
I' )) 
Grmip di.,cussian of the 1/iner(lly. St11de11/s are given a typed capy of1he itinerary lo refer lo 
Where would the commentary above nonno\ly occur? 
·when do you think you will given commentary like this one? 
')Vim! is the pUIJlOSC ofthis kind of commentary? 
A,ao/ys/11g1/ie genre 
From the sentences above, identify which sentences 
1) introduce the tour program 
2) tell the main stages of the program - ----- -
3) give options aboul lhe program. --------
After cl1ccking answcrs, lcclurcr will discuss lhc following questions wilh lhc group. 
What lenses are commonly found in each stage? 
What sentence structure is used for each sloge? 
How is each sentence linked 10 the others? 
Listen lo [l,c taped commentary and complete lhc text to reinforce the fonnnt of the itincrnry genre. 
//11rnrary 2 
yes from the city it ____ about halfan houri 
the first stop we ____ be al lhc orchid form/ 
we'll be at the orchid farm _ _ _ t,cn minutes/ 
or 15 minuleslit ____ _ _ .onyou 
just have a walk in that area I and ___ _ 
we'll go further ____ thc elephant camp/ 
it's in the same area ____ we arc going today/ 
the show starts at 9:40 and,---� for nn houri 
forty minutes ___ _ the show/ if you need 
"' 
" 
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10 do Lhe elephant riding/ you ____ _  ,do/ 
that's your option/ you can do that ___ _ 
the show finishes/ yes after the elephant camp 
we 'II go ___ to the botanical garden/ 
____ ,lhe botanical garden/ we will go Ji.irther 
to Maco/ after visil the hilltribc _____ lunch/, 
lunch tim•J that's all of the prograon/ 
Lhc program is a ____ bit earlier/ [ mean we'll 
finish early/ ifnot 4 o'clock as ____ in the brochure/ 
b"' ____ /we are going to the handicraft village tour 
Lo do shopping/ some orthe factories for tourists/ if you 
like to do} ___ _  depends on you/___ Y'" 
wanl to go/ we will _____ it foryouf if you don't 
go/ we will ---�there and come back 
Dim,ssion 
Check answers with the group. 
Are the Lenses, sentences, and linkages similar to il/Nerary J? 
• Pronunciation practice. Underline the stressed syllable of each word and then practice reading them. 
You may consult yourdic\ionary. 
orchid depend area bo1anica! garden 
earlier brochure anyway factory arrange -
option handicraft kilomcl�r \:; 
Lecturer leads Lhc practice with the following structures. (Students do not have the written Lc�t). 
l) I want to talk wilh you about lhc program for today. 
[ would like to tell you 
Lei me tell you 
2) Ancr tlic .•.....•.... ., we'll visit .• ,.. 
elephant camp the waterfall 
orchid form the museum 
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bolankal garden the handicraft village 
3) After we, ........ i1: ,we'll 
visit Wal Suandok goto Wal Yai 
have lunch visit the Folklore museum 
go shopping go back to the hold 
4) If you wnnt to ... , you/we can .......... .. 
have lunch at the waterfall do that 
go shopping arrange it for ycu 
sec tho house-boats dothatuner .... 
Complete th� following text by selecting the correct linkingword(s) from the list 
then, after, after thar,firsl and then, if, it depc11ds,Jar abo111 
lli1rcrar)' 3 
gaadmarnlng. ladies and genllcmenll am Sam.1okS/sal 
)'DU cm1 call me So/r/l'd like 10 tell yo11abaut the vogram 
far tadayf. ______ we're going /o vi.1i/ ll'at 
Nangpb,zyal we w//1 be //,ere ______ lwenly minutes/ 
______ we'll visil Wangchanl'alacewliere 
King Naresuan 1/ie Greal was barn! ____ _ 
we'll go ta S11kha1/1a/which Is abo11160 kilamelers 
from here! we wUl lrave lunch in the cil)'/' ___  _ 
/u11cl, we'll go ta lheSukhathai historical par/r/yau call lake 
a small bus /a see //,e park ____ )'OU Wall/I or yau can hire 
o bicydel ______  an yau.l we'll spend ara,md
011e lraur al rhe par/r/ _____ w,e can ga shopping 
al tire c/iina village _ ___ yc11 /ike 10 do sol 
if yc11 don'// we can came back /0 l'lrilsamtlok earlier! 
tha/'.1 all af the program far today! 
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3.3.Constrnction orchc genre 
Work in groups of five. S1udy the following examples ofwriltcn itincrarics lakcn from brochures. Then 
write down ideas about an itinerary for one-day trip starting from the Pailyn Hotel in Phitsanulok. Aflcr that 
take turns lo talk aboul lhc program wilh your group. Rcmcmb�r thal we do not speak in exactly the same 
way us we write (See Unit JI). 
ALL-DAY DAMNOENSADLIAK AND ROSE GARDEN 
Daily 
(Coach !Our-everyday) 
Visit includes the bustling floating market at Damnoensaduak 
with a stop at Nakhonpathom, where the largest chcdi in Thailand 
is located. Proceed on to lunch at the picturesque Rose Garden. 
Afterwards enjoy the colourful Thai Village Show-a Buddhist 
ordination procession, sword fighting, elephants at work, 
folk-dances, and a traditional wedding ceremony. 
CHANTHABUIU SAPPHIRE MINE 
1l1is trip 10 Chantlmburi includes observation of1hc local people actually working in their mines at the fool 
ofa mountain. Then drive up the hill� lo visit private sapphire mines. During lhejoumey, slops will be 
made to sec rubber and tapioca planlations, fruit market (depends on the season} and a hisloric o!d fort 
dallng back to l 768. 
Distance for return trip from Paltoya is about 550 kms. 
Lunch and soft drinks included. 
Ayutthaya Sightseeing Tour 
·Leave Bangkok by train from Bangkok Station
-Arrive Ayutthaya ... visit Vihon Phramongkhonbophil
-The Ancient Palace 
-Wnt Phrnsisanphct
-The Chaosumphrayo National Museum
-Lunch and relax at Phraram Park ,; 
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-The Elephant Show 
-Wal Phmrnchoeng 
-leave for [fangkok 
-Arrive Bangkok 
Work wilh the whole class to plan an iliner�I)' for a trip rrom Phitsanulok and then appoint a volunteer 
to introduce it lo the whole class. After that co•r.pare it with the one created by your own group lo rind out 
the simitaritici, differences in staging, language fealure of texts and cultural differences. 
Role play in groups and then wilh lhe whole elm by th� reprcscnrntive or each group. 
3.4 A,sessmcn! 
Assess your partnds performance using the check list prepared by the teacher. 
Discuss the results of the assessment. 
4,5 Course implementation 
The subjects of this study were 34 third-year students enrolled in the course 
"English for Tourism 3" at Pibulsongkram Rajabhat Institute. The students, of whom 30 
were female and four were male, were between 20 and 22 years old. As there was only 
one group of students in the tourism industry program, they were not selected randomly 
but represented all t he students studying in this program who hat! to take the course 
before completing on-the-job training during their fourth year. As the number of male 
students was small compared to that offomaks, gender was not used as a variable for the 
experiment. 
The experimental teaching was conducted by the researcher himself during the 
second semester, from November, 2002 to February, 2003, the teaching process itself 
lasting 8 and a half w�eks and covered around 51 hours. Before the teaching, students 
were instructed to prepnre for the pre-test during which students gave performnnces in all 
four genres: itinerary, description, narrative, and procedure. The post-test took place 
another week after the end of the course. 
Both English nod Thai languages were used for giving instructions 
becausesometimes the students needed clnrification of a particular idea in their first 
language. English was used most of the time and Thai was used when the students asked 
for it. 
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4.6 Data Collection 
In order to answer one of the research questions "How does !he inlroduclion of a 
genre based approach reflecl on the s/uden/ performance and a/liludes? ", the data were 
collected by the use of three methods: pre· and post·tests, questionnaire, and reports. The 
aim of the pre· and post-test<: was to assess the student performance in order to discover if 
the course helped improve' student oral competency. Details of pre· and post.test 
preparation and organization as well as the results are shown in Chapter 6, while an 
analysis of transcribed student discourse in both tests is shown in Chapter 7. 
A questionnaire and student reports were also used to investigate the student 
atlitudes towards t he implementation of the course, with questionnaire items designed to 
encompass three components of altitudes: affective, cognitive, and behavioural factors. 
Results from the questionnaire which used a five·point Liker! scale to discover the 
s tudent attitudes towards firstly, English in general, secondly, the English lessons and 
thirdly, the teacher who taught the lessons, arc shown in Chapter 8. Jn order to discover 
the student perceptions of the course in greater detail, students were asked to write a 
student report at three different points in the course. They were not assigned to write the 
report after every unit bccaose this activity might consume too much of the limited time 
available. A handbook containing five questions and blank spaces for writing unswers 
was given te each student after unit 3. The first three questions aimed to discover the 
main concepts and benefits obtained from the course and what areas were inadequately 
covered. The fourth question elicited student suggestions about supplementary activities 
thut may be useful for developing oral competence. Student op inion about what they 
thought were the most conFusing issues was sou ght in the last question. The reports were 
collected at the end of the cours e and analysed in tenns of the themes commonly found. 
Results from these are given in Chapter 8. 
4.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided a general overview of the tour guiding English course 
development an d evaluation. It has shown there is a link between the input obtained from 
various sources and the final design of the course and that throughou t the process, the 
emphasis was upon utilising the best evidence to guide the presentation of this innovative 
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genre-ba�ed ESP course. The next chapter will explain how to collect and analyse 
authentic data used as comprehensible input for the English for Tour Guides course. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
AUTHENTIC DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
This chapter begins with the rationale for authentic data collection used for 
comprehensible input in the learning of spoken English. This is followed by the method 
of collecting the field data from Thai tour guides and how the tapes were transcribed. The 
final section contains the genre analysis of the transcription which revealed the relevant 
components of specific genres that should be taught in the classroom. 
5.1 Rationale for collection 
In order to obtain authentic materials for the training course this study co!lected 
actual field data of tour guiding English to be used as an input in learning process. 
According to Krashcn (1982, pp. 20-21), second language !earners acquire language 
through the operation of the input hypothesis, which claims that the learners move from 
one stage to another whenever they are exposed to and understand language which is a 
little more difficult (input plus I) than their current level. In this case, the input language 
for the tourism students is English for tour guiding because they already have some 
competence in general English. 
With regard to communicative language teaching, Stern suggests that 
communicative activities can be created through "contrived arrangements" (Stern, 1993, 
p. 185). When natural communication is difficult, well-chosen readings, sound recordings
or films can be created for classroom learning. In the case of the Thai tourism course, 
field visits were difficult to arrange as students had a fixed schedule of subjects and time. 
Furthermore, a visit to a target language community costs time and expenditure. 
Therefore, this study used the second method, that is, sound recordings, for 
comprehensible input in the learning process, because the students are expected to use 
spoken English in their future career. 
These sound recordings were considered appropriate for !he input because they 
were authentic, interesting, informal and at the right level. Their authenticity derived 
from the fact they were obtained from the target field, where tour guides work. The 
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tourism industry students could be motivated to learn by working with these recordings 
because, they dealt with familiar places and students were aware that they would need to 
use similar language in the future. In addition, the language in the recordings was 
inform a! and at the right level in tenns of the students' proficiency, because it was used 
by Thai tour guides instead of native speakers of English. 
In relation to collection of field data from the guides, two studies were conducted. 
In order to discover the clients' needs, the perceptions of firstly, travel agency managers, 
and secondly, tourists regarding Timi tour guides' English usage were investigated. The 
results of this study are discussed in the next chapter but it should be noted here that all 
those surveyed indicated that the giving of suitable commentary was an important aspect 
of the tour guides' work. Therefore, obtaining real data from the field was considered a 
vital task and since nll Thai tour guides arc second language speakers it is reasonable to 
assume that the actual speech of those tour guides would provide the most suitable input 
for the program (relate tbi� to earlier section on Thai English, pages 42-45). 
5.2 The target situation 
Jn order to di.;cover more about the target tour guiding situation, the researcher 
collected data from C.�iangmai province. First, the researcher visited some travel agents 
and asked them to allow their tour guides to be informed about and involved in the 
purposes of the research project. Nnt many tour guides were willing to cooperate because 
they felt uncomfortable to record their commentaries while they were leading the tour. 
However, three of them, one male and two females, agreed to help record their talks. A 
letter of invitation and an agreement fonn were sent to these tour guides to assure them 
that their infonnation would be kept confidential (See appendi11 ... Page .... ). The tour 
guides were asked to record commentaries from the beginning until the end of their 
particular tour. All three led a one-day trip but the length of the talks, recorded with the 
help of a pocket microphone and small tape recorder, varied from half an hour to one 
hour and a ha!f according to their different tour sites. Topics commonly found among the 
three tour guides' commentaries are shown as follows. 
Tape I, which is 44 minutes long, covers the areas of the introduction of an 
itinerary, elephants, orchids, a botanical garden, hilltribes' beliefs and way of life, 
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economic fruit crops, rice growing, Royal Projects, drugs, cloth production, and cookiog. 
Tape 2, which is 13 minutes long, covers the areas of the introduction of an itinerary, 
places of interests such as the city hall and resorts, cock-fighting, orchids, butterflies, 
elephants, elephant show, and a botanical garden. Tape 3, which is 90 minutes long, 
covers the areas of the greeting and introduction of an itinerary, history of Chiangmai, 
Songkran Festival, descriptions of places along the way, history and description of 
Suandok Temple, Buddhism, ordination, trees, architecture, a biography of a revered 
monk, Buddhist holidays, the monks' way of life, Buddhist scripts, Buddha images, Doi 
Suthep Temple and activities that people do there, local market places, local food, history 
of a road, Visakhabucha Day, a cable car, mural paintings, description of the scenery seen 
from Doi Suthep Temple, Naga staircases, Thai food, history and description of Chet Yod 
Temple, a local cemetery, temple dogs, the Ping River, and Varorot Market. 
5.3 Transcription process 
This section describes the process of transcribing the recorded tour guide 
commentaries to be used as input for the teaching English for tour guiding. After listening 
to the tapes several times, the researcher went ahead to transcribe the commentaries. 
Wherever the souod was not clear enough to identify the word, three dots were used to 
show the missing words or phrases. After completion, the transcriptions were analysed to 
find the most common genres, which represented the most frequently occurring functions 
in the tapes. 
From this process, it emerged that the macro-discourse contained four genres used 
by all the three guides at different times during the journey; itinerary, description, 
narrative and procedure. These could be described as follows. 
• The 1/inerary genre occurred on the bus at the beginning of the trip. It usually
begins with greeting the tourists, introducing self, and eKp!aining the tour
program.
• The description genre was used to give information or details of the things the
tour group saw on the way or at the tour sites. Whenever the group tour passed
something interesting, the guide would describe it by both pointing at it and 
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giving information. This genre may be initiated by the guide or as a response to 
tourist questions. 
• The narrative genre was used to tell stories of a plr,.ce or important person. For
example, when the tour group reached a monument, the tour guide would tell
tourists why the monument was built for that person. When they visited an old
place or city, its history would be told by the guide
• The procedural genre was used to instruct the tourist on how to produce
something seen while taking the trip. This genre usua!ly occurred when the tour
guide introduced a local product or a particular dish or snack.
5.4 Identification of genres 
Genre theory is basically used for exploring and explaining language and its roles 
in social contexts (Christie, 1999:761). It provides teachers with the knowledge of how 
\onguage works to build particular genres, thus enabling teachers to guide their students 
in the !earning of the appropriate genres in language use. Therefore, teachers should 
understand the genres they teach: 
They should ask how the fonn is functional: What purposes does this 
genre serve? How do its particular generic structures serve those purposes? 
How is it adapted to its particular readers? How is it appropriate to its 
context of situation? (Coe, 1994:160) 
Furthennore, the analysis of the speech genres identified in the tronseripts and utilised in 
the teaching program offers students a principled way to identify and focus on different 
types of texts. As Coe (1994, p. 165) states: 
Sometimes, with students who have mastered the concept and practice of 
genre, it may be most efficient simply to present a new genre, explaining 
how its structural features are strategically functional in communicative 
context. In deed, for such students, it might be a waste of time and energy 
to make them reinvent or rediscover the gen,c. But whatever pedagogics 
we decide are best for particular students and teaching situations, we 
should lead students to understand fonnal structures generically in relation 
to rhetorical contexts and discourse communities ...... They should learn to 
notice genres, to make sense of genres, even to renovate genres. (Coe, 
1994, p. 165) 
In this way, students are given a framework or a model of text (Hammond, Bums, 
Borsnan, Joyce, & Gcrot, 1992, p 20) to enable them to learn how IC'_' organise and 
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construct their own text to be used in tour guiding discourse. In the case of the tourism 
industry, students should know what schematic structures and language features are 
common in very specific as wc!l as more general spoken genres so that they can develop 
fluent and natural speaking skills. 
In relation to the analysis of the two main components of genre, that is, 
organisation of ideas and language features found in the literature review, the transcripts 
were modified to a small degree because there were some grammatical mistakes. This 
was necessary because the transcripts would be used as models in the lessons. A sample 
modification showing the limited changes is given in Table 5.1 below. Jn this sample, 
there were altogether eighty-five words and about 6 per cent of them were modified by 
adding a new word (such as we :;/op= we will Slop, deleting (such as al there= there). 
Table 5.1: Example ofilincrary transcription 
Original transcription Modified Versian 
OK so I wo/11 /o /o/k wilh you ohoul the progrom- OK so I wan/ to lolk will, Jl:>U aholll the progmm --
the first one we'll go /0 the e/ephrml camp-Iha/ is tlrnfirs/ 011e we'll go 10 //,e dcpl,011/ camp-1/101 is 
ahau/ 26 ki/amctcrs from here and spmdabout half aboJ/1 26 ki/ame/ersfrom here and spe11d aha111 /,alf 
an hour from here /aa-- but an /he 1w1y we slap lo "' liour from /iere ,oo --bur "" 1/,e way 
see orchid ond hullerjly farm-lhc11 we go lo the we will slOp 10 see 1/1e orchid and hu11erjly farm-
e/eplianl camp )'<111 "11 see tire elep/wnl al /here- m,d 1/1en we will ga 10 the elephant camp yrm'/1 scelile 
then we can ride on lhe elephonl loo if ya11 like -loo elcphalll 1/Jere-- and then we can ride Oil //,e 
ifyau want--afier Iha/ we 'II go lo see lhe walerfu/1 elephalll loa ifyo11 Uke-- after Iha/ we'll go la ,cc 
lhewme,fa/1 
The sounds of the original recordings were poor because the commentaries were 
recorded on the coach or at the tour sites where there was a lot of white noise. 
Consequently, the modified versions of the transcripts were then rerecorded. This was 
done by asking the researcher's colleagues, who were Thai teachers of English, to read 
the transcripts and record their reading in a quiet room so that the quality of sound would 
be clear. These Thai teachers were chosen to be Thai tour guide s ubstitutes, because they 
were more accessible than native speakers of English. In addition, using the Thai accent 
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as a model may encourage the Thai learners because they would realize that the Thai 
accent did not interfere with understanding. 
5.5 Analysis of genre features 
The method of analysis for the transcript to identify genre features was adapted 
from Hammond, Bums, Borsnan, Jorce, and Gerot (1992, p. 75-93). In order to make the 
analysis clear, the transcript was put in the middle of a page and the right hand space was 
left for identifying the major language fcaluros of the genre while the genre orgunizntion 
or schematic structure was noted on the left. The following page shows examples of this 
analysis. 
The first genre shown below is itinerary. With this particular genre, the 
organization of ideas begins with the introduction of the program followed by steps. 
Sometimes an option is given at the end. The main language features of this genre are 
future simple tense, temporal connectors such as "first", "after that", and "then" and 
action verbs such as go, visit, ride, see and stop. 
Table 5.2: Analysis of itinerary features 1 
Organisntio11 Tru11scriptio11 La11g11age fent11res 
Introducing OK sa lwa1111D lalk wlthyo11 abau11/ic program--llm future tense: will, action 
program jir.1/ one we 'II ga to the clephanl camp-- that /., verbs: spend, go, ride, 
abow 26 Wametersfrom here andspendaba11t half 
stop, see 
an hour Jram here /aa- /Jut on the way we will stop 
Steps tom, the orchid and buuerfly farm then we will go temporal tonjnnctions: 
la the elep/1an1 camp ya11'1/ see the elepl,anr there- first, after that, and then 
Options and then we can ride on /he elepha!ll laa ifya11 /ike -
- afler I fiat we 'II go la see /lie watcrf(l/1 tonditional sentence: you 
can .... if you like ... 
'" 
Table 5,3: Analysis of itinerary foatnrcs 2 
Orga11isatio11 Tra11script Language Features 
Introducing yes from lhe city it takes about halfun hour--thc first future tense: will, "'' 
the program stop will be at the ordiid fonn··we'II be at the orchid going to 
fem about ten minutes or 15 minutes - it depends 
on you- just have a walk in that area·- and then we'll action verbs: have "
Steps 
go further to the eleplrnnl camp·· it's in lhc snrnc walk, go, ride, visit, do
area where we ore going today - lhc show starts at shopping, have 
9.40 and lasts for an hour 
40 minutes-- and after the ihow if you need lo do lhc 
temporal conjunctions: 
elephant riding you can do-- that's your option-- yuu first, after, then, and then 
can do that afler the show finishes·- yes aflcr lhe conditional sentence: ;r
elephant comp we'll go further to the botanical 
garden--after the bolonkil garden we will go further 
you want. .... , we'll ..... 
to Maco-- after visit the hilltribe maybe lunch lunch 
time --!hat's all of lhc program-- lhe program is a 
liltle bit earlier-- I mean we'll finish early if not 4 
o'clock as mentioned in lhc brochure-- but anyway 
we are going to !he handicra!l village !Our 10 do 
shopping some of the factoty for tourist if you like to 
do·- that depends on you-- lfyou want to go we will 
Options 
arrange it for you- if you don't 1o go we will finish 
there nnd come back- so do you want to go or not--
so if you want to go after llrnt area we're going 10 lhc 
handicraft village and we will have lunch there--
after lunch we'll do some factory tour- so that can 
finish about four or four-thirty 
One sample for each of the three remaining genres, description, narration and 
procedure is given in the next section. However, further examples of these can be found 
in the appendix, pages .... -.... 
The most commonly found genre, description, contains varied structures of ideas 
depending on the topic described. However, it usually begins with the introduction of the 
topic and its classification e.g. "/ want lo tell you aboul the elephants/there are two kinds 
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of elephants in the wor{d. " Other themes such as location, appearance, properties, 
behaviour, and reproduction where appropriate are then covered. The main language 
features of this genre are the present simple tense, relational verbs 'to be' and 'to have', 
and action verbs. The action verbs occur commonly in the description of animals. An 
example of analysis of the description genre is given below. 
Table 5.4: Analysis of descriptive fc:1turcs 
Orga11is11/io11 Trm,scripl La11g11agejeat11res 
Classification I want to tell you about clcphanls-- lhcrc arc two - prese//1 (e11se
kinds of elephants in lhe world-· do you know what 
- relatio11al verbs: is, arethey me-- African elephants and Indian elephants-
and the African elephants tliey have bigger cars - action verbs; sleep, cat,
but smaller heads than Indian el�phants-- so tha! is look for, help, give, work Appcnrnnce why Indian elephants are clever ir,d easier to train 
Property than lhc African elephants-- and all cleplrnnts in 
Thailand arc Indian elephants-- and '" average 
elephants arc about J meters high from lhe feet to 
Location <he highest point of shoulder- they cat 250 
kilograms of food and 60 kilograms of water per day 
Property --yes it's body is big-- and on elephant sleeps just 
Behaviour only 3-4 hours per day from 11 p.m. until 3 a.m.--when nn elephant sleeps it sleeps like hun,an lying 
down--nn elephant is pregnant for nboul 22 lo 24 
months about two years-- when n mother wants !o 
give birth-she looks for lhc comfortable spot with o 
Reproduction midwife-- • midwife i,; "" elephant 100-- lhc 
midwife helps the molher clr.m up the placcnia-- and 
keeps the baby apart from the mother-- because oftcr 
birth the mother is very exhausted and hurt·· she con 
kill her baby by bite- nom1ally we can train 
Working clcphinls when they arc 4 years old--and they work 
until GO years old-- then they arc retired and they 
will be set free in the jungle 
l lJ 
'' 
The next genre, narration, usually begins with an orientation of the topic e.g. 'Thi.� 
temple is called S11andok Temple/ Smmdok means a flower garden.". After lhat, a 
sequence of events is narrated and the story normally ends with a resolution or summary 
statement. The most important language features of this genre arc past simple ten�e and 
action verbs, temporal connectors,'time phrases, and causal conjunctions. An example of 
analysis of the nam.tion genre is given below. 
Table 5.5: Analysis of narrative features 
Orga11isatio11 Transcript Lu11g11agejeat11res 
Orientation Chiangmai in the former time about 705 years ago we -past te11se
had our own kingdom·- we called it Lanna Kingdom -
-and it was the ccntcr of the kingdom at that time·· -action verbs: built, chose,
Sequence ,r King Mengrai the same king who built Chiangrni he named, wenl, moved 
events 
first built Chiangmai to be the centcr of Lanna-but it -relatio1mf verbs: was,
didn't work because it was not a good location not 
Problem good enough-- so he moved down here·-nnd then he 
had 
Solution 
chose the newplace-lhat's why he built a new cily 
here--and he named this city-·Cbiangnmi means new 
-pauive voice: was built
city and Chiangrai means the city of King Mengrai- -temporal co11jm1ctirms:
lhe word "chiang' means city-so Chiangmai was al that lime, then 
built in !296·-and he built il in the old city area--and 
Problem he built the brick wall in the triangle shape lo protect 
from lhe amiy-- because this area was the route of 
the Bunnese anny-- the Burmese went past this area 
Solution and went down to Bangkok lo fight againsl Bangkok
nrmy-- that's why we had lo ha Ye a slrong wall. 
The Inst genre, procedure, usmil!y starts with the introduction to the pmcess e.g. "l
wa11! to show you 1his onellhis is a kind of hemp/this is the bark of thi.v plant. ' The steps 
followed in producing the item are then explained. An evaluation e.g. "so they make their 
own cloth" may be added to mark lhe end ofthe procedure. The main language features 
found in this genre arc present simple tense and action verbs, relational verbs. 
imperatives, temporal connectors, and demonstrative adjectives e.g. 'this. that. '. An 
example ofnnalysis of the procedure genre is given below. 
"' 
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Table 5.6: Analysis of procedure features 
Orga11isotio11 Tra11script La11guage Feat11res 
Description I want to show you this ono--this is a kind of hemp- -prese11t te11se
this is a bark ofthis plant-- and LWist them a bit to 
Steps make it more slrongcr--this other bit-- after twisl -imperulii•e:
them they have to be boiled in the wood ash to make -rrctio11 verbs: show, twist,
it whiter like this-and then spin-- and then go to the make, spin, go 
loom outside-the loom is just a small loom--lhat 
Evaluation loom-- so they make their own cloth 
-relalioirnl 1•erbs: is
-temporal co11j1mclio11:
after, then 
-demo11s/rative adjectives:
this, that 
Co11c/11sio11 
This chapter described the recording of selected Thai tour guides' commentaries, 
followed by the analysis of the transcriptions of the recordings based on genre theory. 
The analysis reveals that the common genres used by l iai tour guides in (heir 
commentaries are the itinerary, description, narration, and procedure. These genres have 
their own type of organization and language features so these two areas were adopted to 
fonn the basis of the activities of the English for Tour Guides course. 
In the next chapter, the results of student performances before and after training in 
the four genres will be described. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
PRE AND POST TEST RESULTS 
In this thesis, two methods of measuring student oral competence are described, 
one analytical and the other holistic. The former detailed analy�is will be found in 1he 
next chapter, while in this chapter lhe approach will focus on the overall ability of 
students to make themselves understood as they use the particular genres. This chapter 
begins with describing the approach to assessing spoken English, wilh a view to 
explaining how the assessment is linked tu the main components of spoken genre. This is 
followed by the arr!lilgements for testing the student performances. Finally, pre and post 
test results are described and analysed. 
6.1 Approach to assessing spoken English 
It was proposed in the literature review that the teaching of English for Thai 
tourism industry students could enhance intelligibility and acceptability for the tourists, 
rather than conformity and accuracy. Moreover, in genre and CL T theory, the focus is on 
analyzing the language used in different situations and contexts and then applying the 
results as a model. Jn this case, therefore, it is argued that students should know what 
language features are common in very specific, as well as more general, spoken genres, 
so that they can develop fluent and natural speech. This study has consequently combined 
both appropriate language features and intelligibility in the assessment process. 
In accordance with this approach, three different testers were selected for their 
ability to represent a varied tourist audience. The first one was a native speaker of English 
(NS), who had lillle experience of the Thai English accent, but who could be regarded as 
a substitute for a native-speaker tourist. The second and third were experienced TI1ai 
teachers of English (Thai teacher I and Thai teacher 2), who could speak for the tourism 
regulator, the Tourism Authority of Thailand and understand the spoken genre 
requirements. 
6.Z Arrangements for testing
At the beginning of the training, the 34 students in the class were assigned to 
prepare four oral tnsks, an explanation of an itinerary; a description of a plocc, a plant or 
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an animal in the local area; a narrative of a famous person or a place; and a procedure for 
doing something. The commentary for each genre was to occupy no more than 5 minutes. 
The student performances were then video-taped before the lessons started. At the end of 
the training, the students were assigned lo do the same tasks again usiog the same 
instructions and these final talks were also video-taped. 
Because the pre· and post-tests were taped at separate times, comparison was 
technically difficult. Therefore, each student's performances were put together on the 
same tape in order that it would be easier for the testers to watch and assess lhem 
consecutively. The order of the talks w as itinerary, description, narrative and procedure 
respectively. However, because the student talk was conti nuous, it was difficult for the 
testers to recognise the boundaries between each genre. TI1c researcher therefore had to 
help pause the tape at the end of each genre so that the testers could have time to think 
before marking the score sheet. 
At the first meeting before assessing the tape, the testers were infonned of the 
nature of genre teaching in general and of the specific four genres. The researcher, who 
was with them throughout the viewi ng and assessment, explained the difference between 
the two main areas to be assessed; organization and language features. They were told in 
their assessment not to focus on accuracy but on intelligibility as discussed earlier (see 
section 2.24). In fact they were to lry to judge the two performances from the standpoints 
of tourists and ollicia!s, who do not work with a long checklist of requirements but 
merely want to be informed and satisfied. Thus the assessment criteria as shown on the 
next page was made as basic guide, which could be used within a short time frame afler 
the playing of each of the genre pairs. 
Before the real assessment began, the researcher had the testers try out their 
assessment and let them ask questions to ensure that all of them understood the 
assessment process and the criteria used for it. The tape was paused after the pre- and 
post-tests of each of the four gen res, giving the testers time to think before making their 
decisions. The testers were allowed to ask for a rcpluy of the tape when they thought they 
wanted to rehear it. There was a break after finishing the assessment of a quarter of the 
class so that the tester s could rest their eyes. 
"' 
'\,' "
The criteria and score sheet used by the testers for the assessment is shown below. 
Criteria for Assessment 
Ask yourself these questions as you watch the pre· and post-performances of the students. 
Orga11isatio11 
How would you compare the conrent of the po.�I· wilh the pre-lest? 
An Jhe ideas in the past-performance easier tofallaw? 
la11guage Feat11res 
Haw wauldyau compare the language used in the pre- and past-performances? 
ls the language used in the post-performance easier lo understand? 
Ra11ge a/scores 
Indicate your opinion of the post-performance compared with the pre-course performance 
by writing the number indicating your judgement in lhe correct columns. 
"' 
4 Much higher level of organisation and comprehensibility 
3 Higher level of organisation and comprehe11sibility 
2 Same or similar level of organisation and camprehensibilily 
1 Lower level af arganisolia11 and comprehensibility 
. 
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Student's Name ______ _ Tester's Name--------
Score Sheet 
Genres 4 3 2 I 
Itinerary Organisation 
Languagcjea/urcs 
Description Organisation 
Lang11agcfea/ures 
Narrative Organisation 
Language features 
Procedure Organisation 
Lang11agefr:atures 
Totals Organisalian 
Language fca//ires 
Maximum Overall Totals 32 24 16 8 
TI1e score sheet above indicates that with each genre there were two main aspects 
to assess: the organisation of ideas and the language features. The first aspect was 
included in order to discover the general intelligibility and acceptability to the listener of 
the post-course performance compared with the pre-test, while the latter measured the 
appropriate use of the linguistic features of the particular genre. During the assessment 
process one special problem was encountered with the native English speaking tester, 
who asserted that the Thai accent was too difficult for him to catch. He said some 
students put the wrong stress and pauses on their words and phrases so it was hard to 
assess the language features. In addition, some spoke too softly for them to hear. All the 
three testers agreed to have a break a few times during the process because they felt tired 
and stressed, However, after due application all three testers finished the marking of the 
34 student performances. 
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6.3 Analysis of the results 
The analysis of the results illustrates in what way the introduction of a genre­
based approach had an impact on the student perfonnance in tenns of the changes in each 
genre. 
Pre and Posttest Results/or tlte Whole Closs 
All 34 students in the class completed both the pre and posttests. Each student 
completed all four genres and for each genre there was a maximum of 8 points, 4 points 
for organization and another 4 points for language features. Therefore, the maximum 
points, which could be given by each tester for each student, were 32. 
In order to calculate the overall points of the three testers, each tester's marks 
were added together. After this calculation of the composite of the three testers' marks, in 
which the possible overall total composite score was 96, a student whose total points were 
lower than 25 was considered at a lower level of organization and comprehensibility than 
at the pretest. Those with points between 25 and 48 were at the same or similar level. 
Those with points between 49 and 72 were at a higher level, and any whose points were 
higher than 72 were at a much higher level. 
The following figure (Figure 6.1), displaying the results for the totals of all four 
genres, illustrates that the total composite scores oftwenty�two students were between 61 
to 80 and the others were over 81. None of the students obtained a total composite score 
lower than 64. 
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Total ComJ]l!Slte Score 
Figure 6.1 Overall (Organbalion plus Language) Total Composlle Score 
When the marks for organisation are considered, Figure 6.2 illustrates that two 
thirds of the students substantially improved their performances in terms of organisation. 
Over two thirds of them obtained the mean scores of over 41 out of the possible tolal 
score of 48, 
,0,---------- ---� 
• 
•• 
Organisation Total Score 
Figure 6.2 Organisation Total Score 
A slightly different picture emerges with regard to the language features. Figure 
6.3 shows that although the raters considered all of the student performances in relation to 
language features were much better, only 4 of them obtained the scores of over 40 out of 
the possible total score of 48. 
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Language Total Score 
Figure 6.3 Language Total Score 
Compar�oll of Testers' Res11//s 
What follows in this section is a discussion of the results from the three testers, 
Tester I being the native speaker, Tester 2 and Tester 3 the Thai teachers. First, the table 
for each rat er is displayed followed by a short commentary for each. 
Table 6.1 Tester 1- Median Scores (Native Speaker) 
Median 
Itinerary• Organisation 4 
Language featuri,s 3 
Description• Organisation 3 
Language features ' 
Narrative• Organisation 3 
Language features 2 
Procedure• Organisation 3 
Language fealures 2 
•sig. dff. (p<0.00!} between the two areas, orgomsat1on and language features, nccordmg lo the Wilcoxon 
Signed Ranks Test 
In the native tester's opinion, genre organization improved in all four genres with 
the medians being between 3 and 4. However, student competence, which relates to 
"' 
language features, improved in the first genre, the itinerary, with a median of 3, while no 
change could be seen in the other three genres with the median remaining at 2, By using a 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, Table 6.l indicates that there is a significant difference at 
p<0.001 between the two areas, organization and language features for all genres. The 
first area improved, while the latter was at the same level in the view of this rater. 
Table 6.2 Tester 2· Median Scores (Thai teacher 1) 
Median 
Itinerary Organisation ' 
Language features ' 
Description Organisation 3 
Language features 
Narrative Organisation 3 
Language features 3 
Procedure• Organisation ' 
Language fo:uJrcs 3 
• sig. dif. (p<0.001) between the two areas, oriiamsatlon and language, according to lhc Wilcoxon Signed 
Ranks Test 
The test results from the non-native speaker in Table 6.2 indicate that there 
was an improvement in both areas for all four genres. The greatest improvement could be 
seen in itinerary, with a median for both areas of 4, while a median of 4 was given to lhe 
organization and 3 to the language features of the procedure. Student language 
competence had also progressed in the two other genres, the description and the narrative, 
with a median of 3. By applying a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test to the figure in Table 6.2, 
there is a significant difference between the two areas, genre organization and language 
features, for Procedure (p<0.001) in Tester 2's opinion. 
} 
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Table 6.3 Tester 3 Median Scores (Thai teacher 2) 
Median 
Itinerary • Organisation 4 
Language features 3 
Description• Organisation 4 
Language features 3 
Norrntive• Organisation 4 
Language features 3 
Procedure• Organisation 4 
Language features 3 
•Sig. dif. (p<O.OD l) between lhc lwo areas, orgamsatlon and lunguage features
accord!ng to the WikoKon Signed Ranks Test 
Table 6.3 indicates that in the opinion of Tester 3 genre organization amd;nguage 
features in all four genres improved. In relation to genre organization there was a much 
greater change with a median of 4 in all the genres. However, the median of 3 in the area 
of language features of all four genres still indicates that this area of student 
commentaries had improved at the end of the training course. When !he Wilcoxon test is 
applied to Table 6.3, it shows that, in the opinion of Tester 3, there was a significant 
difference (p<0.001) between organii.ation and language features across all genres. This 
reveals that most students had improved in their genre organization. 
The medians for the levels awarded by the three testers, whose background 
experience of Thai speakers was not the same, are illustrated in Table 6.4. 
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Table 6.4 Inter,.Rater Median Comparison 
Genres Orgnnlsatlon * Language fcntures * 
Tesler! Tcstcr2 Tester 3 Tester I Tester 2 Tester 3 
NS Thai Thai NS Thai Thai 
Teacher l tcachcr2 Tcncher l teacher 2 
Jtinernry 4 4 4 3 4 3 
Description 3 3 4 2 3 3 
Narrative 3 3 4 2 3 3 
Procedure 3 4 4 2 3 3 
Total 13 14 16 ' 13 12 
' 
*sig, dlf. (p<0.001>) between rntcrs across all genres accord mg to the Friedman s 2·way A NOVA by 
, Ranks Test. 
Table 6.4 shows that the student perfonnances were perceived differently by the 
three testers. The comparison of the medians indicates that the Thai teachers, who have 
strong background e:i1pcriencc of Thai speakers, awarded the highest scores for the 
student commentaries. The NS tester, who represented native English tourists visiting 
Thailand for the first time, gave the lowest scores for the same performances. Nonetheless 
all indicated that there was some improvement especially in regard to organization. 
These differences between the medians for organization of the three testers arc 
also seen in the table. The highest median of 16 for all genres was given by the Thai 
English teacher who had taught English to Thai students for more than twenty years. She 
would therefore be familiar with Tlmi students' accents, so it was not difficult for her to 
understand their performance. The middle ranked median 14 belongs to the other Timi 
tester. The native tester, who found the Thai students' pronunciation interfered with the 
understanding of the student commentaries, produced the lowest median 13. The 
differences between raters were significant at p<0.001. 
In relation to language features, the highest median scores of 13 and 12 were 
given by the Thai teachers of English. This may be because they were familiar with 
identifying student errors in grammar or they may have had more knowledge of grammar. 
The lowest median 9 was given by the native speaker of English possibly because the 
'" 
unfamiliar Thai accent of the students affected his ability to understand what was being 
said. 
Jn sum, the d ifferences between raters were significant at p<0.001 across genres 
according to the Friedman's 2-way ANOVA by Ranks Test. 
6.4 Conclusion 
These holistic assessments reveal that, in the view of lhe raters, by lhe end of the 
English for Tour Guiding course, an improvement had occurred in the main aspects 
focused on in the course, genre organization and language features. However, the degree 
of improvement as perceived by different testers varied from one tester to another. The. 
native English tester thought that the students' organization of ideas improved while the 
language features were at the same level as in the pretest. The first non-native tester, who 
was familiar with the Thai accent, thought that both aspects of the four genres improved 
at a moderate level. The student performar.ce as perceived by the other Thai tester 
developed in both aspects, but she thought that there was a greater improvement in the 
organization of ideas. 
In the next chapter, the discourse analysis of selected student commentaries will 
supply a supplementary assessment of the student performances. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF STUDENT COMMENTARIES 
This chapter will use a different approach to that found in the previous chapter to 
investigate oral competency at the end of the English for Tour Guides course. In order to 
do this, student oral presentations were transcribed and then analysed to discover their 
significant features. The analysis, carried out according to the content of the teaching 
program, of the four genres, itinerary, description, procedure, and narrative, is discussed 
separately in the first section of this chapter. The second section will then be the summary 
view of the chapter. 
7.1 Analysis of individual genres 
Nine students out of thirty four were selected for the analysis of their 
commentaries from both the pre and posttests. These were identified as having high, 
medium, and low profiles in the results of the holistic pretest (Sec Appendix JI, page ... ). 
The commentaries in both the pre and posttest were transcribed so that it would be 
possible to carry out a detailed analysis. Then in order to discover the differences of the 
pre and the post test of each genre, each genre was divided into idea units for close 
scrutiny. In the next stage, some important factors, which were found in the Timi tour 
guide commentaries and presented during the course, were listed and put into a chart in 
order to be able to summarize the change in each student by comparing each factor in the 
two performances. Although in order to muke the task of analysis manageable and 
meaningful the number of significant aspects was minimized to 5-8, this in no way 
suggests that all aspects have been included in the surveys. 
In most cuses the change could be indicated numerically with the first number in 
the comparative tables representing the pre-test and the second the post test. For example, 
the numbers [ to 5 in the tour stage column means that the student increased her inclusion 
of tour stages from one stage in the pre test to five stages in the posttcst. The numbers 7 
to 17 in the length column means that the student managed to produce a much longer 
commentary since there were only seven statements in the pre test but seventeen 
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statements in the posttest. In some cases it was not possible to give a numerical figure. Ttt 
that case, the change is shown by phrases such as "similar", "more detail" and "less 
detail". For example, in Table 7 .1, the phrase "similar" is used when a student presented a 
similar greeting and introduction in both the pre and posttest. Some students might add a 
statement e.g. you can call me Nit, to make the tourist feel comfortable. If such a detail 
was given in the posttest, the phrase "more detail" is shown. If a student might only greet 
the audience without introducing himself, then the phrase "less detail" is shown in the 
column. 
7.1.l ltincrary 
According to the analysis of the itinerary genre and the course components, the six 
significant factors relating to the purpose of this genre are greeting and introduction, tour 
stages, length of commentaries, the giving of options, temporal connectors, and future 
tense. The itinerary usually begins with greeting the tourists and the introduction of self 
and then the tour stages arc explained. The length of the talk depends on the number of 
tour st ages and detail of tour sites. Different stages are usually linked with temporal 
connectors and the tense most frequently used in these stages is the future simple. 
Sometimes an option is given at the end of the genre to make the trip more flexible and 
suitable for a range of tourists. 
The following table summarises the differences between the pre and post tests in 
regard to organizational and language features for the nine students. 
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Student 
LBungrnk 
2. Samui 
3. Thachai 
4. Denchai 
5. Suphan 
6. Ruyong 
7. Nakhon 
8. Nan 
9. Thcpnakhon 
Table 7.1: Comparison of Pre and Post Course Presentation 
GENRE: ITINERARY Orga11izutlc111a/ o,1d Linguistic Feat11res 
(Transcript sec Appendix Ii Page ..... ) 
Greeting Tour siages Length Options Future Temporal 
&lnlroduclion tense connectors 
similar I loS 7 to17 010 I 2 to7 2 to5 
similar 4 lu 7 7 to17 o to I 4 to5 3 105 
•use of 
'"" 
twice 
similar 7to5 l3 to 7 I tol 5103 4 to 3 
more dcloil 3 to2 7 tolO 0100 I 102 0 103 
more detail 1105 2 to5 OtoO l to4 0 104 
•use of 
'"" 
once 
more demi! 2106 5 tolO OtoO 2 to6 I to6 
less d�tail 4 toJ 6to10 OtoO O to5 O to4 
less detail 5 to2 7toll OtoO O to7 o to 5 
similar similar 51018 OtoO O to5 Oto 6 
* Some students replaced will with ca11 in the fu111re le11se.
Table 7.1 sbows that there is a significant change by the end of the course in four key 
factors, that is, length, the number of stages, the use of the future tense, and temporal 
connectors. The length of the itineraries as a general rule doubled in the post lest and in 
only one did the detail decrease from 13 to 7 statements. The following example will 
illustrate what is meant by this improvement in length with the text of one student's 
pcrfonnanccs. 
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Table 7.2: Cl,a11ge iii Lmgtl, 
Pre-test Post-test 
-Welcome la the PhWam,lak slgh1see/11g /our -Ladles a/ad ge,.//cme11
-my nomc is Rulrl Kh1mso11 -I'm Ralri Klmruon 
-I'm your guide for /his tour -I'd like lo tell you abou/ lh� program forioday 
-We (will) visit /he Wmphro.<rira/anonmhathol -Fi'rsl we are going to vis// Wat yal and 1he folk 
-.. ofler we will 1ake ... b11y souvenir comf!ound m11seum 
Wo/Yal -Afler rho/ we will see the ho11sebaat mmeum
-The11 we'll have lune/, in 1/ie city
-Ajler er will have lunch I will we'll see Jl'cmgclwn
Palace 
-And1be11 we will visil Wal Yai 
-In /be c,·eni11g we wi/1 /a .·e dimier at /he Pai/in Hole/ 
In regard to the second feature namely the tour stages, most of the students 
increased the number of stages for the tour, while half changed from one stage to five and 
six stages. Jn regard to the fourth feature in Table 7.1, some students did not use the 
future tense to explain their itineraries in the pretest but by the time of the post test the 
use of future tense had greatly improved. Moreover, half of lhe students failed to link the 
stages with temporal connectors in the pre test, but all used them better in the post test. 
The cormectors such as first, and then, after Iha/, after, finally arc commonly found in the 
itinerary genre of the post test as seen in the following example where the connectors arc 
shown in bold type. 
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Table 7.3: Use o/Tempora/Com,ecfors 
Pre-est Post-test 
,Welcome I(} 1he Phi1sa1111/ok .flghlseeing /011r -Good morning, ladies andgem/e111e11 
·I'm Saphannika 8011yen ./'111 Sup/1a11niko Banye11/lyv11 can call me011 
• and I'm yor,r guide for rhis /011r ,/'d like w tell yo11 obolll the program for ioday 
·We'll siart 01 Wa1phrusriro1a11omalm1/,a1 or Wal -Firs/ we are going lo visit Wa, Yai 
Ya/ ·The11 we will visit Wot Na11gphaya 
·Wal J'ai on 1/ae eastern side of the Nan Rll'erl ·ll'e wi/1 l,a,,e /1mch i1 1/1eci!y 
opposite //,e Imm hall af Phitsanulok "After !imch we will go lo Kaengsopho Waterfall 
-lost we can back Iv lhe hole/ 
·Thank you 
However, little change was evident in the other two factors: greeting/introduction, 
and options with these two aspects continuing at similar levels from the pre test to the 
post test. In the case of greeting and introduction, there is no significant diITercncc 
between the pre test and the post test, because in botl1 tests most of the students greeted 
the guests first and then introduced themsdves. However, in relation to the giving of 
options, which helps make tourists feel more comfortable, these were given by half of the 
students in the post test while only one was found in the pretest. The options arc 
expressed by using an if-clause e.g. You can ... ifyo11 want. 
ln sum, the commentaries of the majority of the students in the itinerary genre 
reveal that the sbort course training provided benefit in at least four of the key points 
covered in the treatment of the itinerary. 
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7.l.2 Description
According to the analysis ofthe description genre and the course �omponents, the 
five desirable features of this genre are: 
• tlte Ieng/It of commentaries The length indicates the amount of content that
should be provided in order to be comprehensible and interesting.
• descriptive fea/11res This factor consists of words or phrases that modify the
topic noun such as most bea11tifitl, interesting, rhree melers ltlg/1.
• tx/e11ded 11011n phrases Noun phmses can be extended to add more detail by
using prepositional phrases or relative clauses.
• present tense The main vr.rbs of the description should be the present simple
tense because tour guides describe what they sec at that time.
• tlte use of verb 'to be' and verb 'to It ave' Most verbs used for the description
are to be and to have because these verbs relate subjects and complements to
one another.
The following table shows the comparison of the students' pre-and post-course 
performances in relation to description genre. 
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Table 7.4: Comparison of Pre and Post Course Presentation 
GENRE: DESCRIPTION Organiwtio11al and Li,1guistic Features 
Student Length Descriptive Extended Tense Verb 'to be' 'to 
features Noun phrnse use·eorrecl have' use-correct 
I. Bangrak 11 to7 2 to3 0103 l 1-6 to 6-6 5-1105-4 
2. Samui 5 to4 2 lol 3106 5·2 lo 4-4 4-2 lo 3-3 
3. Thochai 5 to 6 J to4 3 to 3 4-3 lo 8·5 3-3 lo 4-2 
4. Denchai 4to7 2to4 2 to 2 4-2 to 6·4 1-1102-2 
5. Suphan 3106 2 to l 2 to4 4-1 to6-6 2-1 lol-1 
6. Royong 3 lolS I to3 \ to6 3·3 to 13-8 2-2 to 6-5 
7. Nakhon 2 to7 I 10 0 0to3 2-2 lo 6-4 0-0 to 4-3 
8. Nan Oto 8 0 105 OtoO Oto 7-6 0-0 to 5-5 
9. Thepnakhon l to 7 2 lo! Oto2 1-1107-7 l-llo4-4 
Tab!e 7.4 shows the improvement in three features, that is, length, extended noun 
phrases, 3nd the correct use of present tense. The length of the descriptions as a whole 
incrcf!Sed, although two of the nine students shonened their ta!ks. 
The following example illustrates this increase. 
Table 7.5: /11creased /e11gtl, a11d detail i11 deseriptio11 
Prc·tcst Post-test 
-I want In /ell you about elephant 
- .... . drybmrona ..... Isa .... product in -t:lephont in Thal/and are Indian elephant 
the oreo of Dang!-rat/n,m district i11 -t:lepho11t oreobo11l three melers high 
Phi1sam1/ok ·They eot 25 kilogram offood60 kUogrom of 
·dry banana made from banana ond good wotcr for day 
smt<hine ·And elephant sleep only 1hree to four hour 
-ii sweet ond good /aste ·And they work ,ma/ d:r1y years old 
In relation to the type of noun phrases used for description, more than half of the 
students increased their use of extended noun phrases to describe their topics more 
clearly. As seen in the example of Bangrak below, the description is made more effective 
by the use of a prepositional phrase (an area of aver one thousand square mile) and a 
relative clause (which is like Niagara Waterfall). In regard to the use of tense to describe 
features, most of the students improved their use of the present form of verbs. 
Table 7.6: Use of prese11t tense i11 descriptions 
Prc·tcst Post-test 
·Yo11 w/11 s�e 1he temple ·ladies and gentlemen 
·II( .... ) er river side ·011 lhc right/Jo Tlmng.wloengluong 
·The /emple Is Wmphrasrir111onamalra1hat naliana/ park I covering 011 urea af aver 
·local people col/ /Yo/ Yu/ one 1hou.,and square mi/,:/ 
·ll'lwn( ... .) )'OU 1/1 tfte chapel JVII w/!/ su • the mos I of orea of 1/ii., 11miona/ pork ure 
lire most beaU1ifl1/ Duddha image forc.11! 
·Many people call lila11gphoyai • and /t lsus a goodclima/c and the mos/ 
·f111hc chupel fta,·e //,e wo/1 palming bcall/ifl,/ flowers e.,peciol/yfrom 
·They tell s/ory of Ramokion November to Fehru11ry 
·Wiren }'011 go around tire clropel you 'It see ·and olso ii Ira., Kocngsvphu waterfo/1 
manyBuddlro which /.11/ke Nfogara Wote,fa/1 
·'.I\· 
In both pre and post descriptions some statements lack a verb and some use future 
tense for the present situation but in the post test almost all of the verbs arc correct. The 
absence of verbs is shown by dots in brackets in the example above. The situation is 
different in the case of descriptive features and the use of verb 'to be' and verb 'to have'. 
In regard to descriptive features, there is no significant difference between the pre and 
post tests as although some students increased their use of descriptive features, others did 
not. Furthermore, although the use of verb 'to be' and verb 'to have' increased in lhe post 
test, the verbs were in the wrong form. 
In conclusion, the post tests show that a number of students were able to 
improved their descriptive ability but in some cases this was not �o. 
) 
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7,1.3 Narrative 
Another example of a genre which fonns a normal part of tour guiding 
commentary is the narrative. In regard to the analysis of the narrative genre and course 
components, the seven important narrative features taught in the course were orientation, 
events, solution, length, temporal connectors, past tense, and specific time phrases. The 
narrative organisation normally consists of an orientation, a sequence of events and a 
solution. The events, which constitute the main part of the genre, are expressed using key 
language features such as the past tense or they can be indicated by an adverb nf time or a 
time phrase such as in I S56 and then Jinked by temporal connectors. The solution is the 
signal marking the end of a story. Summarized results for changes in selected students in 
relation to key features of the genre arc indicated in Table 7.7. 
Student 
1. Bangrak 
2. Samui 
3. Thachai 
4. Dcnchai 
S. Suphan 
f. R�yong 
7. Nakhon 
8, Nan 
,. 
Thcpnakhon 
Table 7.7: Comparison of Pre and Post Course Presentation 
GENRE: NARRATIVE Orgm1izatiom1l a11d Lillg11/stic Feat11res 
Orientation Evenli Temporal Past tense Time Solution 
conne<:lors phram 
I to I 2109 OtoJ 0 105 OtoO I lo 1 
Oto I 0103 3 to2 O to2 Oto2 O lo 1 
1 to I I to2 Oto2 I to2 1 tol o too 
1 to I 2 lo8 2to2 3to3 Oto 2 Oto 1 
OtoO I to I OtoO I to I I lo 1 0100 
Oto I Oto3 Oto 1 3 to3 lto2 0100 
Oto I Oto6 OtoJ 0to2 Oto O 0100 
010 I 2to7 Oto 5 ltoS Jto I OtoO 
.... 
Oto I 2106 Dto4 I lo6 l to2 0100 
Dcrnll 
Lcng1h 
4 tol4 
Oto 7 
3 to 5 
710 15 
3 to2 
4 lo9 
Oto 11 
2 to9 
210 11 
Table 7.7. indicates that there arc major changes in both the narrative genre 
organization and the language features. In regard to the genre organization, the length of 
the narrative increased sharply in the post test and the detail decreased from 3 to 2 idea 
units. In relation to the second feature, namely the events, mos• students increased the 
number of events of their stories. However, little changi: was evident in the other 
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features: orientation and solution. In the case of the orientation, eight out of the nine 
students began their narrative with this feature in the post test whereas only six had done 
this in the pre test. Furthermore, the solution, which signals the end of a story, was given 
by only three in the posltest. However, seven of the nine students made important 
advances in the correct usage of the past tense. However, the use of time phrases to 
describe the past events was increased by only four students. The following e:rnmple 
illustrates these changes. 
Table 7,8: Cl11111ges i1111arrutives 
Pre-test 
• Pl,llsam1lr,k ii· the bMh place af King Naresuan 
the Greol af Ayutlmya and /als brother Prir.�e 
Eka1holsaro1 
·they au King Maharhamaracho 's so11 
·Kl11g Naresua11 lrn.1 heen rnklng os a hosrage lo 
Burma/or 6 years 
-when lae was 011/y nille years old 
-he was 1he grea/ king 
-hellhermed Ayuthuya from 811rma whUe he 
Posl·test 
• Lei me /ell you lhe jnfarmalio11abo,,r 
S11kho1hai 
·Umm about SC\'en (hundred) years ago two pri1Pces 
Phak/a,mphamua11g of Maangrot and 
Plwk/a,mba11gkla11ghaa of 
M11angba11gyang combined 1/ae force a11dfimghf the 
Khmere 
·they dra,'e 1/1e Khmere om ofS11kliathai 
-S11khotltai was I he capitol In 1218 
-Phaklwnhangklm,ghao 11rgcd by //,e people to be 
king wosm//,ru,iedwirh the royal ... of 
Phokl111nsrl-illlhararhi1 
-PhoMwruri-illlharallait llad lwowr,s 
Phakhrmbm,muang and Phokh1111ramkham/10eng 
-Ki11g Ramklwmliacng was Thailand first greal king 
-a /Ola/ of eiglil kings ruled S11kliall1aL. 
-1/iedecllneaf S11klw1hal occ1med during the 
reign of the i,w Ma king.1 
-111eendof1hi.1firs1 Thal kingdom 1Jcc11rred i11 1365 
when II become a .... SI/lie of Aywhaya//a ymmg and 
rising pawer lo 11,e so11th 
-Ayulilaya become lhe copilal of 
Thailand before Bangkok 
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In addition, more than half of the students increased the use of the temporal 
connectors to link ideas. The commentary of one student is shown to exemplify this 
change. 
Tnblc 7.9: Use of temporal eo1111eetors i1111orrotive 
Pre-test Post-test 
-Sr,n1honph11 he was born ot Royong Province -Do Jl:IU knowSu111ho11plw? 
whe11 26 Jwie2 ]29 -'Juntlw11p/111or Sw11hommhan he was born Hi June 
{other 1/w in BanklamAmp/,oc 2329 
Klaeng Rayang Provlnr:e ·after //sat he /i,·e in Ilic palace
-and lie was .1wdied at Wal Sirnd!lram 
-when he was twe111y-011e years old he wcnl to ,·isil 
fa/hero/ KlaengCily 
·and when he came back of Klaeng Cily he wrale
many poem 
-after Iha/ he dead 011/ie age of?O years aid
In sum, this analysis has discovered that the training provided benefit in at least 
four of the main points covered in the treatment of the narrative. 
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7.1.4 Procedure 
According to the prior analysis of the procedure genre and the course components, 
the six main features of this genre are introduction, steps, length, temporal connectors, 
imperative, and evaluation. An explanation of u procedure usually follows the order of 
introduction of the topic, steps, and finally an evaluation. Imperatives arc used to indicate 
the steps in the procedure and th�se are linked by temporal connectors. Table 7.4 shows 
that there is an improvement in four of the six features, that is, steps, length, evaluation, 
and temporal connectors. 
Table 7.10: Comparison of Pre and Post Course Presentation 
GENRE: PROCEDURE Organizutlo11af rmd Lii1g11istic Features 
Student Introduction Step, Length Temporal Imperatives Evaluat[on 
connectors Alternative 
,. Bangrak l lo I 3to4 6to 10 3 to 4 Oto4 I to I 
,. Samui I lo I 3103 9106 3 to3 OtoO I toO 
3, Thachai l lo! 1 to2 4 lo6 Oto2 I to2 Oto JI; 
4. Dcnclrni Oto 1 O lo2 Oto 8 O lo2 Oto2 Oto 1 
5. Suplmn 0100 0105 Oto 14 Oto I O lo 5 010 0 
6, Rayong I lo I 3 to7 510 14 3 to 7 O lo 7 010 1 
7. Nakhon 110 1 4 to 8 410 12 lto4 2 lo 8 Oto 1 
8, Nan 010 1 3 108 3 109 2to 5 3 lo 8 OtoO 
9, Thcp 110 I 2 to4 3106 I to3 2 to4 OtoO 
Because greater numbers of steps a11d temporal connectors to link the steps arc included 
in the post test, the talks are better organized and the content is extended. This improved 
organization is illustrated in the following example: 
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Table 7.11: lmpr0Yeme11t i11 orga11isatio11 
Pre-test Post-test 
-Dry banana// dry banana is famo1,1 for SOll\'f'llir of -Tlii1 is Thal food 
P/1/1:;ami/ok -ft 's called Pcthm 
-ii mudc from ba11a11a -fl originaledfrom Chine.<e way 
-,:me yo11 choose ripe bo11a11a -am/ /lrm we will er /old you main lngrediem arc 
-lwo ym1 ... banona and chop duck, //q110r, and klndofChincse spicy powder 
-after you dry ba11m1a -I will show abor,/ /row to cook 
-first clrop /he duck and mixwith black soy sauce, 
while soy sa11ce, and /lie Chinese spicy pawder 
-11ex1 heal oil umil ///., golden brown 
-and lrrm.ifer ii /0 a pal 
-0111/ /hm add water COl'Cr duck 
-ondbo/111 
-am! flnal/y pr,/ some black mushroom and liq11or 
on// 
-lhol'.1a// 
-it is eo.1y. 
The third procedural feature that showed improvement is the use of imperatives as 
shown by the many uses of the imperatives in the posltest commentary. In addition, even 
those students, who used them in their pre test, tended to increase the number in the posl 
test. Furthennore, an evaluation, which is usually odded at the end of the talk to have 
closer contact with the audience, is found in half of the post test examples while 
evaluations ure rare in the pre test. One illustration of this can be seen in final statement 
ofRayong's post test in the example above. 
However, the first feature, the ability to introduce the topic well, is maintained at 
the same level. The students who cited only a noun as the topic of the procedure followed 
by steps (as seen in the pretest of the example above) in the pre test maintained this 
pattern in the post test. Others who began with a few longer statements to introduce the 
topic (as seen in the post test above) continued in the same way in the follow-up test. 
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Despite these qualifications, the conclusion can be drawn that the procedural 
commentaries showed improvement. 
7,2 Summary View 
Table 7,12:Summary view 
Genre Organisation Language Features 
Itinerary •0 leng:h *0 future tense
number of stages temporal connectors 
Description * length •• extended noun phrases
present tense
Narrative ** length u past tense 
number of events temporal cor, 1ectors 
Procedure "'*" steps * temporal connectors
length 
evaluation 
*a smal/ 1fegree of lmpro�eme,,r *'o /1/;:/1 de;:ree of /mpravemenl •••a /1/gi,es/ degree !lf /111provenrellf 
By lhe time of the posttests many changes appeared in both the organization of 
ideas and the language features of the genres treated in the course, but the degree of 
change varied from one genre to another. In relation to genre organization, the itinerary 
and the procedure improved the most regarding content, namely more stages, extended 
noun phrases, ond complex sentences. Progress in relation to language features can be 
seen most in the itinerary, description and narrative respectively. Students in these, for 
example, selected more appropriate fonns of language such as the future tense for 
explaining a tour program, the past tense lo tell stories, and temporal connectors to link 
ideas. 
However, little improvement is shown in some genres. This was especially the 
case with the descriptive genre where most students did not give more detail. 
Furthermore, the sample of procedure showed little improvement with language used 
being similar to thnl in the pre test. 
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In sum, the detailed analysis of the discourse indicates that though .students 
performed better in two of the genres in the post test, the remaining two were little 
affected. Considerations of purpose however were generally more successfully absorbed, 
affecting the level of organization of the commentaries in a positive way. However, the 
acquisition of the requisite language used to express those purposes was less prominent. 
I' ' 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
STUDENT RESPONSE 
In this chapter, the results from the student reports on the lessons and the attitude 
questionnaire are provided. The firsl section presents the students' perceptions of the 
implementation of the syllabus, while their attit\ldes toward English language learning as 
a whole and the teaching process, as revealed in the questionnaire, is discussed in the 
second part. 
8.1 Course feedback 
TI1is section examines student feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of the 
course in response lo five questions, answered in written fonn by the students al three 
points during the course. 
(]) What Is the one lhlng you are likely to remember from today's class? 
(2) Is I here anyrhing you would like more in.formation aboul?
(3) I .r /here anylhing you would like more practice in? 
(./) ls there anylhing you as a .i/ude/11 should be doing au/side the class? 
(5) What was the mos/ confi1.ii11g area in the course?
The first question aimed lo discover the main concepts that the students obtained 
from the lesson. The second and third questions was intended to elicit aspects the lessons 
inadequately covered. The fourth question related to student suggestions about 
supplementary activities they might undertake for developing their oral competence. 
Student opinions about what they found were the most confusing issues was sought in the 
last question. 
As there was not much time available for the lessons, the students were assigned 
to write the reports only three times during the whole teaching process. All the questions 
were asked first after the opening three lessons, of which the first two of which did not 
specifically concern genre but more general maUers, associated with tour guiding and the 
difference between spoken and written language. At that time most students reported on 
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the second and third units, which are about spoken language and introducing an itinerary 
genre. The second report was given at the end of units 4 and 5, which covered two genre 
forms, description and instruction. The last report was done after the final units, in which 
narrative genre was covered and all four genres were reviewed. All reports were written 
in a small booklet containing the five questions in Thai so that the students would not 
haw to spend too much time writing in English. ll1cy took the booklet home on the day 
they finished the class, so they were free to write without interference from the teacher. 
However, most of them gave only short responses instead of writing in full sentences. 
After translation, the responses were onalyzed according to the main themes found in the 
responses and then categorized into major and minor aspects. Themes which attracted 
less than 10 per cent of all the :.mswers were eliminated. 
8.1.1 Feedback Rcsul!s. 
This section summarizes the responses of the students to the five questions. The 
summary for each question is first shown in a table and then followed up by discussion. 
In each tob!e the number of student respondents is given at the head of the column. The 
two figures in each column show first the number of students, who mentioned the 
particular factor, and second that number as a percentage of the total number of 
respondents. 
QI. Wbat b the one thing you arc likely to remember from these lessons? 
Table 8.1: Memorable Aspects 
Units 1-J Units4-5 Units6·7 Average 
hinerary Dcscriplivcf Narrative % 
lns1ruc1ion 
N�JO N�JO N�24 
\.Genre Genre 8:26 16:53 17:70 '" 
organization 
,. Genre Grammar 16:53 6:20 3:\2 28 
features Vocnbulary 6:20 4:13 3:12 15 
E>:presslon 16:53 11:36 3:12 l4 
J. Spoken ?ronuncia(ion 6:20 15:50 4:16 29 
English 
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According to the table, between twenty-six nnd seventy percent of the students 
said they would remember genre organization, showing that the number increased 
substantially from the first unit to the last one. It is possible that the repetition of the snme 
model of learning in every unit from units 3 lo 6 nnd the revision of the process was 
provided ngain in unit 7 helped the students to learn how to organize genres. This 
indicntes that the course was successful in making students aware of ways to organize 
their speech. 
However, the number of the students who placed the emphasis on genre features, 
that is, vocabulary, grammar and expressions, decreased over time. This may be because 
the students evinced more interest in genre organization rather than its features in later 
units. Grammar and expressions seemed to be memorable after unit 3, which focused on 
future simple, present simple and conditional sentences used for introducing an itinerary. 
Although the interest in genre language features decreased over the course, the fact that 
the total percentage of 77 per cent is higher than that for genre organization is also 
impo rtant. The table also shows that spoken English was mentioned most after units 4 
and S, where there were exercises about word stress and length of vowels, while the 
number was slightly lower in other units. Moreover, the avcrngc percentage of 29 was 
lower than the other two aspects because it is likely that correct pronunciation was not 
seen as a high priority as a result of the course. This analysis correlates with the tour 
manager and tourist perceptions on the Thai tour guide English which indicate \hot the 
guides' English is acceptable. 
In sum, it appears that the course was successful in highlighting in the students' 
minds the main aspects which became the core of the course design. 
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Q2. Is there anything you would like more information about? 
Table 8.2: Requests fol' Additional Help 
Units 1-3 Units4-5 Units6-7 Average 
Itinerary Dcscriptivc/Jns Narra1ivc % 
!ruction 
N�Jo N�26 N�20 
Genre Genre 1:3 4:15 11:55 " 
orgnniuuion 
Genre features Grammar 7:23 3:11 10;50 " 
Vocabulary 7:23 4:15 1:5 14 
Expression 10:33 4:15 I :5 18 
Spokcri'Englisli Pronunciation 7:23 10;38 4:20 " 
Table 8.2 indicates that the number of students who thought that genre 
organization was the area that was inadequately covered increased substantially from the 
first unit to the last one. Just as with the increasing number of students who found genre 
construction memorable in question 1, it may be assumed that the more significant genre 
became to them, the more they would like to learn about genres, particularly the narrative 
genre and the combination of all genres in the last two units. This indicates that more 
time and details were needed for the training. Correspondingly, as with question I, there 
was a progressive dccrea.se in the number of students who wanted to know more about 
vocabulary and expressions. It is possible that after getting used to the vocabulary and 
expressions in their field, they felt they had sufficient words for their commentaries. 
Although more grammar was needed in every unit, the need for more grammar rose to the 
highest point of fifty per cent during the last two units, concerning narrative and the 
combination of genres. The use of past tense to narrate may be difficult for them because 
in the Thai language there arc no formal tense markers in the verbs. The need for more 
pronunciation was not significantly different in all units. However, the fluctuation 
between 20 and 38 per cent indicates that it was a matter of some concern to the students. 
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Q3. Is there anything you would you like more practice in? 
Table 8.3: Request for Additional Practice 
Units 1-3 Unils4-5 Units 6-7 Tola I 
Hincrary Descriptive/In Narrative % 
struction 
N�30 N�Jo N�27 
Genre Genre 3:10 4:IJ 9:33 19 
organin1tion 
Genre features Grammar 7:23 8:26 2:7 19 
Vocabulary 4:13 4:13 6:12 " 
Exprcosion 4: 13 2:6 2:7 19 
Spoken English Pronunclation 14:46 13:43 12:44 " 
According to Table 8.3, as with the first two questions, the percentage of the 
interest in more genre-based activities, although nol high, iocreased gradually from the 
first units to the end of the course. After the last two units, 33 per cent of them expressed 
a need for further assistance with genre organization. The need for more prnctice in genre 
features as a whole decreased at the end of the last two units, particularly in the area o 
grammar which dropped from 26 per cent to 7 per cent, while the need for help in the 
areas vocabulary and expressions also decreased slightly. Compared to question 2, the 
students needed to learn more information about grammar but they did not really wanl to 
proctice using it. With the average per cent of 44, it is obvious that students wanted to 
practice pronunciation more than any other area in all the units. This may be because it 
was the first time for them to !earn pronunciation with the help of the English phonetic 
script. 
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Q4, Is thcrr. anything you as a student should be doing outside the class? 
Table 8.4: Independent Leaming Activities 
Units 1-3 Units 4-5 Units6-7 Total 
Itinerary Descriptive/In Narrative % 
struction 
N�24 N�29 N�20 
Praclicc ut real sites 9:37 10:34 8:40 37 
Talking lo foreigners 10:41 8:27 4:20 29 
Watching TV, movies, videos 4;)6 J;IO 2:10 " 
Liste11ing to lapea, songs 2:8 5:17 - 1l 
This fourth question was to discover the students' suggestions about independent learning 
activities they should undertake. As seen from the table, about 40 per cent of the students 
would like to practice speaking at real sites and over a quarter of them thought they could 
learn to speak better ifthcy had opportunities to talk to foreigners in real situations. Some 
of them said they could learn better by watching English movics, TV, and videos. A 
similar number of them preferred listening to tapes and English songs. 
QS. What was the most confusing area in the course'! 
Table 8.5: Problematic Areas 
Units 1-3 Uni ls 4-5 Units6-7 Total 
llinerary Descriptive.'ln Narrative % 
struclion 
N�30 N�28 N�24 
Genre Genre 1:3 6:21 14:58 27 
organization 
Genre features Grammar 19:63 6:21 8:33 a9 
Vocabulary 3:10 6:21 3:12 14 
E�prcssion 3:10 3:11 3:12 " 
Spoken English Pronunciation 2:6 7:25 3:12 14 
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Table 8.5 shows that although students indicated strong interest in genre 
construction, as mentioned in the resulls or responses to questions I to 3, more than half 
of them revealed at the end of the course that it was the most difficult thing for them to 
understand. Grammar was considered the most difficult for nearly two-thirds of them at 
the start of the course, although this was reduced lo one third al the end. According to 
their written reports some o f  them said though they had learned grammar before, tlwy 
could nol remember the rules when they spoke. Most of them asserted that the variety of 
tenses confused them, because when they spoke Thai they did not have to worry about 
tenses. The difference between spoken and Millen language was considered the most 
confusing aspect for students at the start of the course but this was not mentioned again at 
the end of the course. However when students were given books and articles to read for 
information, they did not know how to change to the spoken form, indicating that this 
remained difficult. A few students thought that expressions, vocabulary, and 
pronunciation were problematic for them. 
8.1.2. Summary or report results 
The analyses reveal five principal areas of the student perceptions in relation to 
course implementation, memorable aspects, teaching viewpoints, activity viewpoints, 
suggestions, and problematic areas. First, the number of the students who found genre 
construction memorable increased continually from the first unit to the last one, a result 
which is in line with current approaches to the teaching of form, which advocate the 
growth of stndent metacognition by means of the 'noticing' of form as an essential 
preliminary to learning (Ellis, 1997). It is assumed therefore that the repetition of the 
same model of learning process helped the students to learn how to organize genres. 
Pronunciation is also mentioned most in the middle of the teaching process, but after the 
first three units the other aspects such as vocabulary, grammar ond expressions received 
less emphasis. The second area of perceptions shows that the following should be taught 
more intensively in the classroom; gen�e organization, vocabulary, expressions, grammar, 
and pronunciation. Responses to the third qnestion revealed the student viewpoints on 
any inadequacies in the class. Pronunciation was considered to be the most important 
aspect to further study by the students. They thought that they should have had more 
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nctivities on far ahead of other areas such as expressions, vocabulary, grammar, spoken 
language and genre organization. Answers to the fourth question indicate that the students 
wanted to improve their oral skill outside the class by talking to foreigners in a variety of 
situations particularly at the real tour sites. In the result from lost report grammar and 
genre organi1..ation were shown as the most confusing aspects of the lessons for the 
majority ofthe group. The indication from questions l and 5 therefore is that though they 
can remember something ubout genre but there arc still unresolved isssucs. 
8.2 Results of student attitude questionnaire 
The questionnaire (See appendix VI page 237-240) was designed to examine 
student attitudes lo English as a whole, to lhe lessons, and to the teacher. It contained 29 
items 13 of which related to attitudes to the English language, 7 to the lessons and 9 lo 
the teacher. The students were asked to give responses to the questionnaire immediately 
after the end of the course. Then the SPSS program was used to analyse the data to find 
means of the five-point Likert-scale for each item. The results \Vere categorized into 
major and minor aspects according to the main theme oflhe items. 
8.2.1 Attitudes In English 
I, Social Member Acceptance 
The three items in this section relate to the opinions of the students in regard to their use 
ofspoken English in the community. 
Item l. (( I speak Eng/fa·h, I will be prai.�ed by my family and.friends. 
The mean of 4.00 for this item indicated that most students thought the people in their 
communities would accept them when they speak English. Only one of the thirty-five 
students strongly disagreed with this statement. 
//em 2. I wish that I could speak E11g/ishj111enlly. 
//em 3. 1 wish t/WI I could speak English accurately. 
The mean of 4.94 for both items showed that the students expressed a strong desire to be 
able to speak English both fluently and accurately. 
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2, English 11s II Tool for Learning 
item JO. Subjects should be taught in English at 1mil•el'si1y. 
This item produced only mild agreement on the use of English as a medium of instruction 
in higher education. 
lt1111 7. 1 should not be forced lo learn Ei1gli.�h 
When adjusted for a negative statement, this result indicated a strong agreement that the 
English language classes should be compulsory at the university. 
3, English for a Future Career 
The three items in this section sought to discover the students' belief on the use of 
English for their future careers. 
llem ./. 1 believe 1 will continue /o need English skills after I groduo/c. 
The result of the analysis indicaled a strong be!iefin the need to use English for work. 
Item 5. The aliilily lo conmmnica/e i11 English is very imporlont for success in my f1 111re 
career. 
The mean of 4.86 for this item, which is very similar to lt:m 4, showed that the students 
had no doubt that communicative competence in English was a key to their success in 
their careers. 
Item 9. The use of English is one o
i 
the most impor/an/ Jae/ors far Thailand's economic 
development today. 
Although the mean of 4.57 for this it�m was slightly lower than for the other two in this 
scctiVn, this result showed that students agree that English is useful as an instrument to 
develop Thailand's economy. 
4. English for Every Day Life
llem J. /feel 11ncomfor/able when hearing one Thai speaking lo another in English 
When adjusted for a negative statcmcnt, the mean of 2.94 for this item indicated a 
moderately strong acceptance of situations, where Thais use English to communicate. 
I/em 6. !feel uneasy und lack confidence when speaking English. 
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The mean of 3.71 indicated that more than fifty per cent of the respondents thought they 
did not feel confident to speak English. On\}' 7 of them were confident. 
Item 8. I enjoy watching English language TV and movies. 
Although the mean of 3.83 for this item was not very high, it showed that more than half 
of them liked watching through English language TV and movies. 
//em J 2. English allows me to meet and /alk with more people. 
The mean of 4.15 for this item revealed a strong acceptance of English as a tool to make 
friends with foreigners. 
Item 13. I can understand and appreciate other coun/ries' cultures and belie ft if I use 
English well. 
The mean of this item at 3.71 was not very different from item 8. It indicated a general 
acceptance of English as a too! to learn about other people's ways of life. 
8.2.2 Attitudes to the lessons 
I. Students' Roles
item 22. 1 prefer talking in Thai wilh my friends while working with my peers. 
The mean of 4.20 for this item indicated II strong preference for the use Ll in group work. 
Item 17. I prefer /o prepare my talk by myself. 
Although items 15 and 18 showed the acceptance of peer assessment, the mean of3.71 of 
this item indicated the preference of individual preparation of sample spoken genres. 
2. Activities for Improving English
//em 16. I enjoy speaking infron/ of the class. 
Th� mean of 3.23 for this item was not high. It is evident that there is some reluctance on 
the part of students to speak English in public. 
llem 21. By learning /he rules of grammar, I can .�peak better. 
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The mean of 4.00 for this item, an indication student confidence in the use of grammar as 
a key to improving oral competence, confinned earlier results relating to the call for more 
grammar teaching. 
ftem J ./. I like praclising the sounds of English. 
With a mean of 4.06, this item confim1s the existence of n strong belief in the value of 
pronunciation activities. 
Item 19. I like listening lo samples of1alks in order· to prepare my own talk. 
The mean of 4.20 for this item indicated that the use of authentic samples of talks from 
Thai guides was appreciated by the students. 
Item 20. Analysing /he sample.r of talks is enjoyable. 
The mean of 3.87 for this item indicated that analysis of the sample genres was very 
acceptable to the majority of the students although it was somewhat lower than the 
previous mean. 
8,2,3 Attitudes to the Teacher 
I. Class Management
Item 2./. I can do best when taught as a whole class by rhe teacher. 
This item with the mean of 3.83 showed that the group generally agreed that whole class 
teaching was preferred. However, it perhaps contains a suggestion that some students 
prefer to work in other ways i .e., collaboratively. 
Item 28. The {cacher should Wik more lhan s/1/dents do ill clo.�s. 
The mean of 3.11 for this item showed that the students were not convinced that the 
teacher should talk more than the students. Again this is a possible indication that 
students value the opportunity to discuss issues and make presentations. 
item 23. The teacher should teach vocabulary explicirly. 
The mean of 3.9! for this item was very accepting of the fact that the teaching of 
vocabulary should be explicit. 
item 25. The teacher· should leach me how to organise a talk. 
The mean of 4.37 gives a strong message that students maintained their positive views on 
the teaching of genre organisation. 
Item 29. Tire Jeucher should leach rules oflangrmge appropriateness. 
This item with the mean of 4.45 a!so produced a high level of agreement on the teaching 
or rules of language appropriateness in genres. 
2. Feedback/Assessment
ltem 15. } like my friend.� ta correct me wlten 1 tulk. 
This item with the mean of 4.16 showed a slrong acceptance of peer correction of the 
presentation. 
//em 18. I like my friends to assess my speech. 
Like item 15, the mean of 3.94 for this item reinforced the principle of accepting peer 
assessment. 
//em Z6. The /eaeher should give me feedback afler my talk. 
The mean of 4.49 for this item showed that the students really liked immediate feedback 
from their t eacher following their presentations. 
item 27. The teache1· should correct all the grammar errors s/udents moke. 
This item with the mean of 4.48 also indicated a very strong agreement on the need for 
grammar correction by the teacher. 
8.2.4 Dlscussinn of student attitudes 
Student altitudes as indicated by the analysis of the questionnaire results arc 
examined from three perspectives: attitudes to English as a whole, attitudes to the lessons, 
and attitudes to the teacher. 
']be overall attitudes towards English of this group of tourism lrninces are 
positive. The majority of them believe that their speaking English would be accepted by 
other Thais and they wish they could speak English nucntly and accurately. As English is 
considered not only a useful tool for learning, but also a key factor in regard to their 
success not only of their own future but also that of Thailand, they think it should be a 
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compulsory course in higher education. Furthennore, the students feel comfortable to use 
English in their social life and to watch English movics and TV or talk to other people. 
With an average mean of 3.94 in terms of attitudes towards the lessons which was 
slightly higher than that of the attitudes towards English, most of the students were 
accepting of this particular course of training. Jn class, they liked working with their 
peers and they enjoyed the group activities provided in the lessons such as listening and 
analyzing of the samples of talks, practising the sounds and grammar of English, and 
presenting their prepared talks to the whole class. However, they still preferred to use 
Thai in their small group discussion rather than English. 
Furthermore, the ro!e oflhe teacher as a class manager was accepted. The students 
agreed that there needed to be periods when group was taught as a whole although they 
were also happy with group work. They also considered the teacher had to teach the 
formal features of genre together with grammar and vocabulary explicitly before they 
prepared their own talks. In addition, the majority of them wanted the teacher lo provide 
immediate feedback on their spoken commentaries in addition to that available from their 
peers. 
8.3 Conclusion 
The result; discussed in this chapter and found from the two sources, the reports 
and the questionnaire, con be divided into thice main areas, perceptions, nl-cds, and 
indications about the course itself. In the first area, the participants viewed English 
positively. They sow it not on!y as a tool for their future and that or Thailand but also an 
open door to learn about other cultures. Therefore, the questionnaire showed that they had 
positive attitudes both to English and to people who speak English although some or 
them felt reluctant to speak English in the public. In addition, as indicated by the in­
course evaluation the English course was considered a useful and enjoyable source of 
knowledge or genre organisation, pronunciation, the spoken fonn of language, and other 
language features. However, over the period of the course the;c was a signilicanl change 
in perceptions about salience. Genre construction gradual!y became uppermost in the 
students' mind t<lthough it was also perceived as confusing. The second area in relation to 
needs showed that the students desired more practice in all aspects of the course 
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particularly pronunciation. In the third area independent activities such as talking to 
forci�ners in real tour site, listening to tapes or songs, watching English movies and TV 
were suggested by the students for their oral English improvement. 
Evidence given in this chapter of student reactions to the English for Tourism 
course need to be considered alongside with data from pre imd posl assessment of student 
performance before answers can be given to the research questions in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
(/) 
Tourism has become one of the fast growing industries in Thailand. In particular, 
the number of international tourists visiting the northern region of Thailand is increasing 
because of its culture, natural beauty, wildlife and entertainment. 1l1is rapid growth of the 
tourism industry requires a large number of tour guides in proportion to tourists who arc 
served. Therefore, many universities provide n program in tourism for undergraduate 
students in order that they can produce qualified µersonncl to serve lhe tourists' needs. 
The forty or so Rajahbhnt Universities throughout Thailand have been made 
responsible for regional development and the provision of several education programs to 
serve the community. As a direct consequence of this, the Pibulsongkram Rajabha! 
University is one of the eight Rajabhat Universities in the northern region which offers n 
program to serve the needs of tourism industry in the local area, especially Phitsanulok 
and Sukhothai. In tbcse two provinces there are a number oftourisl atlractions such as the 
Sukhothai Historical Park, the Srisatchanalai Historical Park, general and specialist 
museums, and ancient temples with famous Buddha images. 
Although the tourism industry needs more employees, some students who have 
finished their specialist training al the Rajabhat Institutes remain unemployed. This may 
be because of thcir poor language proficiency. One of the factors lhat employers value 
when they recruit new employees is English proficiency (Lafrenz, 1991) because 
businessmen need employees with the ability to comnnmicatc effectively (Dannels, 
2001). Therefore, the training to improve student English proficiency is of particular 
concern to tht.: northern Rnjabhal Universities and is a major reason for this study. 
This study sets out to develop a more appropriate course which would improve 
tourism students' oral proficiency to meet the needs for their future careers. In order to do 
this, this research covering four areas of interest was conducted. First, the perceptions of 
key tourism stakeholders were investigated to assist in the formulnlion of this specialist 
English course. Second, the Thai tour guide commentaries were analysed using a gcnre­
based approach to find out the most common genres in the field to be used as spoken 
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genre models. Third, a genre-based course to teach oral commentaries was constructed 
built on the data from the first and second stages of the study as well as genre-based 
pedagogy. The fourth and final stage incorporated an evaluation of the course 
implementation to guide future course design and delivery. All this activity was 
undertaken to answer four research questions, which will now be dealt with one by one. 
Reseurclt q11estio11 I: lf'l,ul are the perceptio11s of key to11rism stukel,ofders ill 11orll,em 
Tl1aila11d co11cemi11g the oral co111petet1ce of Thai tour guides? flow does tflis 
i11formutio11 assist i11 tltefor111ulutio11 of courses/or tuurism st11d1!11/,�? 
Stakeholders in this study were tour agency managers and tourists in the north of 
l iailand. Both groups were asked lo respond to questionnaire in relation to Thai tour 
guides' English compelence. Ten tour agency managers, representing tour guide 
employers, selected from all tour agencies in Northern Thailand, were randomly chosen 
lo have in-depth interviews about their percej,tions of tour guide English. The second 
large group of subjects, consisting of lhe direct clients of Thai tour guides, were foreign 
tourists visiting Chiangmai, Chiangrni, Sukhothai and Phitsanulok, who were in the 
northern part ofThailund from June 2002 to August 2002. 
Managers 
Two different methods were used to obta in information from the tour agency 
mangers, that is, the use of a questionnaire and an interview, The results ofthc analysis of 
the questionnaire revealed that: 
(1) The managers had both positive and negative feelings about the guides' English.
(2) Most of the ma nagers were happy with the guides' self confidence in their use of
spoken English despite their strong Thai accents. They also considered them
knowledgeable and able to answer questions as well as use appropriate
vocabulary.
(3) Other areas such as the speed of the giving of instructions, the frequency of 
grammatical mislnkes, the length of com mentaries, the organisation of ideas, and
the overall effe�l of the commentaries did not produce the same degree of
assurance from the managers.
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In relation to the managers' interviews, the recordings of these were transcribed 
in order that the content could be translated into English. The transcriptions were then 
analysed by categorising the frequency of themes found. The results revealed that: 
(\) Most of their tour guides were capable of doing their jobs well but some of them 
received complaints from tourists about the lack of detailed information. 
(2} Mosl managers were satisfied with the tour guides' use of simple vocabulary and 
grammar. 
(4) Some managers suggested that tour guides needed to improve their ability to 
simplify their language to suit the audience.
To11rists 
Quantitative results of the analysis of tourist questionnaires revealed that the 
tourists hdd quite positive opinions about the type of English used by the guides. They 
felt that the commentaries given by the guides were infonnal, clear, we!l organized, at 
appropriate length, and relevant to the tour. Jn addition, they were ofthe opinion that the 
tour guides werl! knowledgeable and confident in their spoken English and were able to 
re spond to the clients' questions well and appropriately. They also found that the English 
language, particularly the vocabulary used by the guides, was appropriate and 
comprehensible although there were some grammatical mistakes. Therefore, the tourists 
were quite happy with the Thai tour guides' spoken Engli& .. ,· which they �elievcd was 
sufficiently slow and clear to be comprehensible. Moreover, they had positive feelings 
towards the guides because when they wanted to know something, the guides gave the 
tourists clear and comprehensible instructions. 
The findings from these surveys, wilh the backing of the latest research on 
varieties of English (Krachru, 1995; Crystal, !997; Vavrus, 2002; Rajagopalan, 2004), 
were added to the introductory unit of the English for tour guiding course emphasizing 
thnt the English used by the Thai tour guides was accepted by most of the tourists visiting 
the north of Thailand. Furthennore, 1hey gave encouragement that these tour guides' 
commentaries could be used as authentic samples in the classroom. As the English 
spoken by the Thai tour guides was comprehensible, it was not considered essential for 
them to speak like native speakers of English (Jenkins, 2004). The use of non-nntive 
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speakers of English as learning materials are beneficial because the learners will have 
positive image of this sort of u se rather than seeing it as an unaccepted variety (Cook, 
1999). For this int roductory unit of the English for Tour Guides these points were taken 
into consideration with the course emphasizing that the English used by the Thai tour 
guides was ucceptab!e to this group of Thai managers and that those guides were still able 
to do their jobs well, because they were confident. 
As English for tour guides is considered an ESP course, which aims to meet the 
learners' needs (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987), the first step in co urse design is to analyse 
the learners' needs. These needs, derived from the target-situation analysis of tour agency 
managers and tourists, were used as the basis of designing the objectives and materials 
for the course (Bosher & Smalkoski, 2002). This needs analysis helped the researcher to 
discover what was necessary for the learners to achieve (Anthony, 2004) because the 
researcher was not an expert in the target field, although he had several years' experience 
leaching this sort of group. The analysis of the two sources mentioned above suggested 
several objectives for the English for tour guides' course. 
()) To give the students confidence in their spoken English without expecting them to go 
to the extent of reaching native-like competence because the English spoken by Thai tour 
guides is acceptable t o  most touris ts. 
(2) To focus on the background infonnation or the knowledge about every tour site
including the vocabulary used to describe it. 
(3) To emphasize the organisation of ideas and the main language features used for 
itineraries, description, narrative and procedure, which are the common genres found in 
the tour guides' commentaries. 
However, the information gained from the tour agency managers and tourists was 
not enough to design the course syllabus and course materials. The researcher had to 
incorporate infommtion from several sources such as the findings mentioned above, the 
course guidelines given by TAT and Rajabhat Institutes, and the researcher's 25-year 
leaching experience and knowledge of the students' needs and interests into the course 
design in order to crafi a new course based on authentic materials. 
In sum,_ this new program basically ad opted Swales' (1992) three-stage approach 
lo the design of ESP program, that is, the survey of the target situation, the analysis of the 
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special language used in that situation, and the cons truction of curriculum and language 
learning activities that integrated those language features found in the analysis. The issues 
addressed prior to planning this tourism program were similar to those suggested br. 
Johns and Price-Machado (2001, pp. 45-48) stakeholders, teacher availability, 
authenticity issues, curricular decisions, and assessment. To gain the views of the 
stakeholders, surveys had been conducted, which included tourists and tour agency 
managers' perceptions with the final product also meeting the TAT requirements, and 
Rajabhat University curriculum. The teacher, who in this case was the researcher himself, 
was capable of analyzing the target Jangunge, because the experience of teaching in the 
areas of English and linguistics for several years, allowed him to develop the content of 
the course, based on the analysis of authentic target language. In addition, lhe contents 
and the method used for student perfonnance assessment were derived from the analysis 
of the characteristics of the target language. Further detail on the process is given in the 
next section. 
Researcl, question 2: How can tile co11rse designer ide11tify a11d 11lilise the common 
genres 11sedfor leatli11g to11rs? 
Central to both CL T and ESP theory is the principle that authentic materials can 
motivate students to learn language (Peacock, 1997), because the latter realize that they 
would have to use the language in those sorts of situations. ESP theory suggests that 
authentic materials are necessary for teaching and learning because the learners should be 
able to learn the language actually used in the target situation. In this case a certain kind 
of language is used by Thai tourist guides in northern Thailand. In order to study the 
target situation of the use of English for leading tours in northern Thailand three Thai tour 
guides were asked to record their commentaries during their one-day trips, such 
recordings being later transcribed and analysed. From these it was found that four genres 
were commonly used by the three guides; introducing an itinerary, description, narrative 
and procedure. In order to apply genre theory, the analysis of the lwo main components 
of each genre, that is, organization of ideas and language features were used as the basis 
of models in the lessons. 
Having identified the genres, the researcher fou!ld that the authentic transcripts 
needed to be modified into two ways. First, some grammatical mistakes needed to be 
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removed as lhe students should not learn from incorrect models. In terms of authenticity 
the modified transcripts were still authentic 10 a major degree, because they were not 
simplified. The fundamental nature of discourse or structure and Iexis of the transcripts 
was not altered, although a few grammatical adjustments were made to help make them 
suitable for learning (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). Second, these transcripts were also 
rerecorded by Thai teachers so that they could be used as a ntodel for listening activities. 
The new recordings were better than the original, because lhey were clearer in tenns of 
the voice quality and the voices were those of Thais, who could thus represent the 
genuine Thai tourist guides. The tourist guides Rometimes recorded their commentaries 
on a noisy bus or at a show with many people arouad so it was difficult for the learners to 
be able to identify words and phrases. Since the !earners' acquisition depends on this 
latter kind of ability (Ellis, 1992), it was very important th�t ]earners be given the
opportunity to process comprehensible models of the sorts of English that they needed 
later to produce. In addition, the students should be able to learn the language correctly 
from the start to prevent fossilization (Valette, 1991). 
These two types of materials, the transcripts and the recordings, were considered 
authentic in regard to di�course and communicative purpose (Widdowson, 198 l ), as the 
modification did not change the discourse structure and content of the text. Correction nf 
grammar was only a minor matter, while the only real change was in the recordings. 
However, this sound change did not greatly affect the authenticity of the materials 
because genuine Thai voices were still heard. Furthermore, the genre purpose of the 
communication that of transferring information to tourists, was still the same. 
Bolh the transcripts and the recordings provided the most essential parts of the 
course development and final composition. The transcripts were analysed to find the most 
contmon genres used for leading tours and then utilised as model genres in every unil. 
The course was thus designed mainly on the basis of these findings and on the adaptation 
of the four-staged cyclical approach suggested by Hammond, Bums, Joyce, and Brosnan, 
and Gero! (1992). These authors' approach depended on their process, which covered 
building the context or field of the topic or text-type, modeling the genre under focus, 
joint construction of the genre, and indepcndenl construction of the genre. Assessment is 
also suggested to be an integrated part of the cycle. The teaching-learning cycle adapted 
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by the researcher was similar to this in that it began with building background to the 
genre, and then proceeded to modcling of the genre, ana!yzing the genre, group 
construction'of the genre, and finally assessment. Relevant language features found from 
these transcripts were adapted into the exercises built into these various sections, such as 
the listening activities. 
Without these two types of materials, the transcripts and the recordings adapted 
from the original tapes, this training course could not have been developed successfully. 
Research q11estio11 3: How does tfle 11se of a genre-based approach i11 a teaching co11rse 
reflect 011 st11de11t performam:e? 
As derived from the review of literature about CLT and ESP theories, real 
performance must be evaluated (Douglas, 2000). Therefore, in order to evaluate the 
course the students were assigned to give semi-authentic commentaries in four genres at 
the beginning and at the end of the course. Both perfonnances were videotaped and the 
students were also asked to write a report to reflect the teaching in between each unit. The 
videotapes were evaluated by three different raters and also transcribed for discourse 
analysis. 
The rationale underlying the selection of these raters, whose backgrounds were 
different, was to obtain reliability. Because they were from different backgrounds, their 
marks were averaged to obtain validity and reliability (Hughes, 1989). Before assessing 
the performance�, the raters were trained in relation lo the nature of genre teaching in 
general and of the specific four genres as well as the criteria used for the assessment 
(Hughes, 1989). The criteria for the assessment were· divided into two main parts, 
organization of ideas and language features. In relation t o  organization the raters were 
asked to compare the content of the post with the pre test and decide if the ideas in the 
post performance were easier to follow. With regard to the language features, the raters 
had to compare the language used in the pre and post performances and judge if the 
language used in the post perfonnance was easier to understand. From this it can be seen 
that the emphasis in the assessment was placed squarely upon genre features and not 
upon pronunciation or fluency. 
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The procedure to prepare the ratcrs for the assessment began with having them 
ask questions to ensure that they understood the assessment process and the criteria used 
for it. The tape was paused after the pre and post tests of each of the four genres, giving 
the mters time to think before making their decisions. The rnlers were allowed to ask for a 
replay of the tape when they thought they wanted to rehear it. While watching the videos, 
the ratcrs had to choose the one level that most accurately described what they saw and 
heard. The following were the four levels of scores used in the assessment. 
5 Much higher level of organ/sa/ion and comprehcnvibilily
4 Higher level of organi.wlion and comprehensibility
3 Same 0/' similar level of 01·ganisation and comprehensibiliry
1 l�)�;r level of organimlion and co111prehe11sibilily" 
In order to obtain the overall points of the three raters, the three marks were 
added. After this calculation of the three rnters' marks, in which the overall total points 
were 96, a student, whose total poinls were lower than 25, was considered at a lower level 
of organization nod comprehensibility than at the pretest. Those with points between 25 
and 48 were at the same or similar level while points between 49 and 72 and then above 
72 indicated higher levels, a much higher level respectively. Results indicated that only 
one third of the students (I O students) were at a similar level but two thirds of them (24 
student.�) were at a high or much higher level with more than half of these at the highest
level. 
The results also revealed that there was a difference in the assessment among the 
three raters. The lowest medians of 13 (organisation) and 9 (language features) were 
given by the native speaker of English who had had little experience with Timi speakers. 
This may be because student pronunciation was still difficult for him to follow and unlike 
the tourists, be did not have the advantage of context to help him guess the meaning. The 
highest medians of 16 (organisation) and 12 (language features), and 14 (organisation) 
and 13 (language features), were given by the Thai teachers, who had taught English to 
Thai students for more than twenty years and could be considered a good judge of what is 
required in genre learning. T11e selection of these two Thai teachers was also determined 
partly by their suitability ns both proficient in English and perceptive of the needs of tour 
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guides in the area. However, despite differences, all three raters considered the student 
commentaries to be at a higher !eve! of organization and comprehensibility at the 
conclusion of the course. 
This holistic method of assessment was considered suitable for this project 
because it matched CLT, ESP and genre theories and the aim of the course, which was to 
develop student genre-based oral competency. It is considered better than paper tests 
because the learners can really show their knowledge of language in a meaningful 
communicaiiire task or performance (Canale & Swain, 1980} which takes place in 
contexts resembling specific purpose language use situations (Douglas, 2000). The tasks 
for the assessment were relevant because they were based on earlier research which 
identified a number of tasks categorized in terms of genres in particular tourism settings 
(Jacnby & McNamara, 1999). Furthermore, this sort of assessment was appropriate to the 
instructional context (Johns & Price-Machado, 2001) of a genre-based approach of 
teaching oral English. As oral comprehensibility, not perfect pronunciation, is an 
important part of communicative competence (Morley, 1991), the criteria used for the 
mters' assessment did not focus on the accuracy of pronunciation and grammar. 
Generally, the more the students speak, the more mistakes in grammar and pronunciation 
they wil! make. Although it was not the intention for the raters to iden tify incorrect 
grammar and pronunciation during the assessment, it must be these two areas would 
certainly have some effect on the raters' understanding subconsciously making them 
award lower marks. This may be because grammar and pronunciation are important 
aspects of' communication (Morley, 1991; Savignon, 2001). 
Despite this, in the case of the tnurism students' performance, the bigger picture, 
that is, the organization of ideas and appropriate use of language features according lo the 
appropriate genre, was what was really being assessed by the three different raters. Even 
if individual rater scores are taken into account the results show that all three raters 
agreed that the students' perfonnances had improved and displayed a higher level of 
competence. Nonetheless, assessment by the raters still displays a few inherent 
disadvantages in such areas as the selection ofraters, the training time, and the video tape 
viewing procedures. This is in part why the researcher remedied the disadvantages of 
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relevance on a single assessment by undertaking the discourse analysis of the student 
commentaries as the second assessment form. 
In relation to the improvement of the rater selection, it is suggested here that the 
raters could have been chosen helter. As getting real tourist view may be difficult because 
of their limited time is only for travelling and they might not understand genre, the three 
raters selected for this assessment, two of whom were Thai speakers, were studying in a 
university in Australia. As a consequence, they also had little time to spare. Because of 
the short period of training, these raters may have not only fully understood the concepts 
of the four spoken genres but also the criteria for the assessment. Such issues, as were 
indicated by their asking several questions while being trained, may be resolved by 
selecting university teachers .,who understand genre theory and have sufficient time for the 
assessment training. This longer time can give them opportunities to practise the use of 
the criteria before the real assessment. Another disadvantage is related to the video 
viewing. The raters could not fully concentrate on the detail because of the very 
ephemeral nature of these speeches and speech in general. In effect this meant thot only 
comprehensibility was assessed and accuracy with the detail of genre organization and 
features being largely passed over. Even so it would still be more difficult, if the raters 
had li11le lime or there was a large group of students to be assessed and in those 
circumstances. These problems could be lessened by double viewing the video tapes. 
As indicated additional asscssmc11t by the researcher of student performance was 
conducted in order to compare the pre and post tests in more detail. Nine of the student 
commentaries were sclcctcd, !hrec of which were from amongst those who received high, 
medium, and low marks respectively, given by the three raters, and then transcribed by 
the researcher. These nine were considered as suitable representatives of the whole group 
because they were selected from all levels of proficiency. The results of the analysis of 
the transcription found in Chapter 7 indicate lhat the two main areas of improvement 
were in relation to those features of genre organization and language, which were central 
to the course. 
In greater detail this means that students developed better organization, leogth 
and linkage of ideas in three of the genres, itinerary, narrative and procedure but not for 
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descr iption. A possible C)(pfanation for the difference in the case of description is that the 
structures of the other three genres are more easily indicated by the use of common 
connecting words such as first, after 1ha1, /hen, and finally. Students thus found these
organizational patterns easier to learn. By contrast in the description connecting words 
are not commonly found and thus student grasp of this genre did not show clear 
improvement in terms of organization. On the other hand, student descriptions increased 
in length and communicative power, possibly because the lessons provided students with 
sufficient appropriate information to be used in the production of this particular genre. In 
the second area of language more correct and appropriate use of language features such 
as the tense and temporal connectors applied across all four genres. 
In sum, it is considered that the evaluations by both the ratcrs and the researcher 
showed that there was recognizable improvement of the students' performance as a result 
of the teaching in the genre-based course. 
Research questio11 4: How does the use of a ge11re-based approach reflect 011 s/11de11t 
attitmles? 
In additioo to the pre and post tests results, which reflect the course 
implementation, a qualitative study of student perceptions and attitudes was conducted by 
having the students write reports on the lessons. Five questions were used at three points 
during the course to discover their feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of the 
course. Content analysis was used to analyse their reports. TI1e first question, What is one 
thing you ure likely to remember from /oduy 's class?, aimed at discovering the main
concepts that the students obtained from the lesson. Answers to the second question, ls 
/here anythillg you wouldJike more information abolll?, would p roduce what areas they
thought were inadequately covered in the lessons. The third, ls there a11ylhi11g you would 
like 11wre practice in?, was planned as a way to discover supplementary activities. ls 
there anylhing you as a sludent should be doing outside the class?, the fourth question
would highlight what the students could do themselves to improve their !earning either 
inside or outside the classroom. What was the mos/ confi1sing area in the course?, the last
question, was aimed at discovering what the students found concerning in the lessons. 
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The analyses of answers to the first two questions revealed two principal areas of 
student perceptions about the implementation of the lessons, which focused on what 
students said ii bout genre. First, the number of the students who found genre organisation 
memorable increased continually from the first unit to the lasl one. ll is assumed from 
this that the repetition of the same model of language features helped the students to gain 
a clear impression of what genre is and leurn how to organize genres and thal students 
increased their understanding of the genres as lhe course progressed. By contrast, in the 
first three units aspects such as vocabulary, grammar and e:-:prcssions were mentioned bul 
in lhc lmcr stages lhey received less emphasis. Despite this se eming decrease in interest 
in boltom-up aspects, in response to the question 'Whul 11'us lhc mos/ cm1/itsi11g ureu in 
the course?', both grammar und genre organization were mentioned as the most 
confusing aspects of the lessons for the majority of the group. Some of them also said 
that expressions, vocabulary, und pronunciation were problematic. Second, the �ludcnts 
indicated to varying degrees throughout that they would like more teaching and more 
practice on genre organization, vocabulary, expressions, grammar, and pronunciation. 
The overall emphasis on genre in the student reports is possibly because the two 
main nspects of genre, the organization of ideas and language features, were not only new 
but also interesting. It might be argued lhat since they were highlighted throughout the 
course, it was natural that these aspects would have made an impression. However, 
students had the opportunity at several points to show negative reactions and they did not 
do so. On the other hand, it is clear that though genre te aching bad made an impression, 
this new interest did not replace traditional interests in grammar and vocabulary nor had 
it led to complete clarity on the subject. 
The results of the annlrsis of the other two questions rcvcnlcd two main areas of 
further need which both related to the speaking skill. First, in response to the question 'ls 
there rmytlring you would like more pructicl! in?' the students wou!d like supplementary 
activities that would be usel'ul for developing their oral competence particularly in the 
area on pronunciation. It is possible that they liked the oral practice parts of the course 
bcncr lhan other activities. Second, responding to the question '/.1 /here a11y1hi11g yo1111x u 
studenl sh,111/d he doing 011/sidr the clu.1'.1'?' the s tudents thought that they could improve 
their oral skill outside the class by talking to foreigners in a vuriety of situations 
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particularly al ren! tour sites. Furthennorc, some of \hem said that watching English TV, 
movics, videos or listening to tapes and songs could help learn to speak better. 
In addition to these reports, the students were asked to respond to a quantitative 
Likcrt-sca!e questionnaire which was designed to examine student attitudes from three 
perspectives. Besides focusing on this course and the teacher's role in it, there was some 
consideration given to their altitudes to English as a whole. 
The analysis of the questionnaire revealed that the students were very accepting of 
this innovatory tour guiding course and backs support given in lhc in-course reports. With 
a mean of 3.94 in terms of altitudes towards the lessons, which was slightly higher than 
that of (he uttitudes towurds English, it is clear that most students felt that this particular 
course of training was suitable to their needs. In class, they liked working with their peers 
and they enjoyed the group activities provided in the lessons such as listening and 
analyzing of the samples of talks, practising the sounds and g rammar of English, und 
presenting their prepared talks lo the whole class. However, they still found it useful In 
use Tlmi in their small group discussion. 
[n relation to the student mot ivation, this training course met with student 
approval because it is bucked by positive overall attitudes towurds English. The analysis 
of the questionnaire showed that the students exhibited both integrative and instr umental 
motivation (Krashcn, 1981). In relation lo integrative motivation, the majority of the 
students believed that their spoken English would be accepted by other Thais nnd they 
possess desires to speak English fluently and accurately. Furthermore. the students felt 
comfortable to use English in their social life and to watch English movics and TV or talk 
to other people. From these it can be assumed that they would like to integrate themselves 
within the English speaking culture (Brown, l 987). In terms of instrumental motivation, 
the students expressed their desire to use English effectively both in the future career and 
their learning (Brown, 1987). As English is considered not only a useful tool for learning, 
hut also a key factor in regard to their success not only of their own future but also that of 
Thailand, they even thought it should be a compul�ory coursr. in higher education. 
Furthermore, the changed role of the teacher in the course as u class manager, 
facilitator and teacher-resource, rather than class director or controller, was accepted. As 
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this tourist guide I raining course blended CL T, ESP and genre theories lo suit the learning 
context and the learners preferred styles of learning (Bax, 2003; Power, 2005) rather than 
a pure CLT course, lhc role of the teacher was not only the facilitator (Stem, 1993), but 
also an important source of information. The teacher assisted the students lo develop 
essential knowledge and skills by means of whole class teaching until they could develop 
greater control over their own pcrfonnance (Hammond, 2001). However, the students 
were in agreement as shown by their comments that there needed to be periods when the 
group was taught as a whole, although they were also happy to participate in groups. In 
relation to this procedure they recommended that the teacher teach the fom1al features of 
genre together with grammar and vocabulary explicitly before they prepared their own 
talks. In addition, the majority of them wanted the teacher to provide immediate fccdb11ck 
on their spoken commentaries in uddition to that avnilablc from their peers. 
In sum, these findings, as supported by Bax (2003), revealed that the absolute 
version of CLT, which suggests thut teacher talk be minimi.i:ed, may not be accepted by 
Thai students. Because in the Thai context particularly up-country the teacher is normally 
the one who has the best command of English in the classroom, the stud ents expect the 
tc.ichcr to use both English and even Thai if they think the language features arc too 
difficult to underslm1d. This is the rationale underlying the blending of CLT with such 
other more formal approaches as ESP and genre teaching. 
The above discussed findings from both the reports and the questionnaire taken 
together al\! revealing about why students accepted this innovatory course. First, the 
course fostered their instrumental motivation by providing them with specific language 
thcy needed to succeed in their course ond their future careers (Johns, 199 l; llenesch, 
1996). The belief therefore that the course was relevant and beneficial (Finch, 1999) may 
hiive motivated them. Second, this genre-hased course might also have motivated !hem 
because il provided them with opportunities 10 participate in i:cnuine communication 
involving JUsk prepmation. rchearsul, performunee and evaluation of their own tasks in 
groups (Bennet. 1994). Thb sort or learning cycle i11corporated in the course ma>' have 
increased learning potential because the !comers could be cmotinnolly involved without 
feeling the stress ussociatcd with the teuchcr's control (Dooley, 2002). This helped 1hem 
to hccrn11c more independent and sclJ:dircctcd (Finch. 1999). Third, the pnsitivi,; a1litm.lc 
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towards the teacher and the course as indicated by their expressed desires to extend their 
language learning in the areas mentioned (Mantle-Bromley, 1996) may lmve had 
something to do with the change of the teacher's role to be both a learner trainer or 
facilitator and a teacher-resource, rather than someone who 'spoon.feeds' and controls 
the process at oil points. Finally and fourthly, through personal observation by the 
resea rcher and tile above findings, it seems that the use of authentic materials may have 
been responsible for creating a positive effect on the students (Peacock, 1997), because 
they expressed en thusiasm about par ticipating in these tourist guide discoum·bascd 
course activities. 
Q11estlo11 5 What guidance cau 1/iis st11dy give to forn111/ali11g courses/or T/l(li /011rist 
guifles? 
!n the light of these findings, it is recommended that lectur ers at the Rajabhat
Universitb, TAT and other Tliai universities which organize training courses for tourist 
guides adapt a genre-based approach to develop tourism student oral competency. This 
could be done as an independent English course or as part of the overall tourist guide 
training program. 
The first guideline, provided hy this genre-based approach to teaching oral English, 
is the use of the basic stages, that are recommended for ESP teachers and practitioners to 
follow in order to plun a language program for ESP learners (Swales, 1992; Price· 
Machado, 200 I). This three-stage approach consists of the survey of the target situation, the 
discovery of the genre organi7.ntion and language features oft lie specific genres commonly 
used in tlmt situation (Christie, 1999; Pallridgc, 2002), and 1hc construction ofcurrieulum 
and language learning activities that integrate the issues and language features found in the 
survey and analysis to serve s ocially conventional purposes (Bax, 2003; Dooley, 2002). 
The second recommendation in relation 10 the third stage mentioned above is that 
this genre teaching :md learning cycle can be used as an appropriate method for leaching 
orul English including the design of oral activities. The live steps in the cycle arc building 
background knowledge of the genre, modcling the genre, analysis of the genre, 
construction of the genre, and peer usscssmcnt. 
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Teachers can also be guided in their work by the possibility illustrated of 
cstub!ishing balance within the course in terms of content sections and timing. 
t.rmngcmcnts should al!ow for the four sections of introduction of the spoken genres for 
specific purposes, the genres, reviews, and assessment, which in this course was done with 
the mtio of J: 10:2:2, thus providing a reasonable weight to each section of the course. A 
summary of the course in terms of balance is shown in Table 8 below. 
Table 9.1: Ge/Ire-based cm,rse 011tfil1e 
Hours 
Introduction Classification oftours 3 
Roles of tourist guides 3 
Speech of tour guides 3 
Total �9 
Genres Itinerary 6 
Procedure 6 
DeL'ription 9 
Narrative 9 
Total '-'JO
Review Review of the four genres 6 
Assessment Assessment of student 6 
performance 
Total 51 
However, the teachers should not focus too much on the practice of genre teaching 
and ignore other student needs and learning styles. Consideration of student attitudes ond 
expectations is also as important as the content and teaching methods (Bax, 2003).Teachers 
should be aware of this and so analyse their own students' language level and needs to 
provide them with suitable background knowledge and learning techniques that meet their 
specific purposes {Coe, 1994). This observation leads to the reeommendation that several 
suggestions by the students, who participated in this study be taken into account in the 
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planning of a further ESP courses. Students thought their oral competency eou!d be 
further improved by the addition of supplementary activities, which were not possible in 
this 51-hour course. These took the form of more time to practise in relation to the genres 
and the areas of pronunciation and grammar. Perhaps pronunciation was the area thal was 
especially needed by many of them, because despite attempts to encourage the acceptance 
of Thai English and acceptable pronunciation of that by Thai speakers, they felt their 
accents were not good enough and would like to speak better. Theoretically, it is almost 
impossible for adult learners to acquire the same accents as those of native speakers, but 
iflhey try, some of them may reach II fair degree of success (Jenkins, 2004). ln relation to 
grammar the students might need guidance in expanding their knowledge based on how 
those language features work in the contextual genres (Brinton & Holten, 2001). They 
also would like to have opportunities to practise the use of English outside the �las�.oom 
especially in real situations. 
Co11c/11:.io11 
In its answers to the research questions this chapter has offered an evaluation of 
genre-based instruction for oral competency development, concluding that the blended 
approach adopted can be useful for developing oral competency for tour guides as well as 
for course/materials production and implementation. The conclusion will summarise 
these findings, develop the pedagogical implementations and make suggestions about 
further research. 
,, 
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CHAPTER TEN 
CONCLUSION 
As the Thai tourism industry has expanded, the demand for employees with a 
.. good command of oral English has increased, and educational institutions have had to 
respond to meet this need. Pibulsongkram Rajabhat University, one of the main public 
universiti es in northern Thailand, has been responsible for the training of tourist guides in 
that part of the country. With increased demand, the focus has turned to one aspect of 
preparation which has always been of concern. This relates to the ability of trainees to 
', deliver commentaries clearly and interestingly. Therefore, it has been the, aim of this ,1/ 
research to develop the English oral competency of tourism industry students in nor,hern ,.
1lrniland, where the tourism industry is one of the main sources of revenue. 
The main thesis of this study is that a genre-based ESP approach to teaching 
English could be useful in developing oral competency of such a group, because the 
principles associated with this approach are suitable for the specific language needs of 
tourism industry students. Eicplanation of this view together with its implications is given 
in this fi11a! chapter, which incorporates an argument for the blend of the genre and ESP 
approac61::s,\ �ummary of lhe findings, pedagogical recommendations, and suggestions 
for further research. 
10.1 Rationale for the genre-based ESP approach 
Jn relation to the genre-based theory each genre represents one of a set of known 
communicative events, by which the people in a particular discourse community realize 
their purposes. These purposes in turn detennine the content and structure ofthe text. Jn 
North America because genre has for the most part been seen as .va�iable, dynamic and
subject to context, it has been argued that genre is to be acquired through cicposure to the 
discourse community ancl not through instruction. Furthennore, the emphasis on the 
analysis of mostly wrillcn genres used in business and technology at a professional or 
tertiary level in the LI environment precludes the usefulness of American genre research 
to this study. Jn Australia, however, although some genre research follows a similar line, 
the teaching of genre has taken on a distinctly different flavour. Since Australian 
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rsearchcrs have shown that genre teaching can empower the disadvantaged to acquire 
both oral and written genres, its supporters have directed its use to meet the needs of both 
LI and L2 learners. Thus although in Australia the emphasis has also been on the 
teaching of written genres in both LI and L2 situations, this study has looked to the 
Australian Genre School for guidance. This latter approach lo genre suggests methods 
that have been adapted here, namely that teachers should empower students to develop 
their communicative competency by first modcling the authentic function, oraganisation 
features nod linguistic markers of texts. In their turn then students can fonnulate their 
own samples with the same social function. 
Like the proponents of the Australian genre school, ESP theorists suggest that 
ESP pedagogy can provide L2 learners with the English language they wanl and need to 
succeed in their specific target situation, whether for 11c11dcmic or professional purposes. 
In the earlier ESP phases of the 1970s and 1980s the emphasis was on identifying and 
teaching content and form of specific field such as business, science and technology. 
More recently however, ESP has placed the major focus on the formal properties of texts 
through analysis of purpose, discourse, and register. It is here that ESP and genre 
teaching have much in common and in recent years the two ha�e moved closer together 
(Belcher, 2004). 
The theory associated with both genre and ESP approaches can be said to be 
closely related. Both of them analyse the discourse of specific communities and use the 
findings of these analyses of texts for teaching purposes. However, genre theory is 
especially useful in this case because it can be used as a tool within ESP for discovering 
and analyzing specific features of the target texts and developing genre-based teaching 
materials and 11ctivities. Howevt:r, in this blend of the two theories, the role of each in the 
study was rather different. Genre analysis was untilised to identify common genre within 
the authentic texts together with the patterns of organization and language features of the 
English for tour guides. On the other hand, ESP theory provided a template for the course 
design, allowing the researcher to investigaic-thc ta�get language situations as well as the 
stakeholders' needs including sponsors' interests, teachers' wishes, and students' wants 
(Swales, 1992). 
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These two approaches to the course design were also supported by the CL T 
approach especially with regard to the changed roles of the teacher and the learner and 
the meaning-based use of authentic materials and tasks. CL T culture in fact strongly 
endorses one of the key course principles that the teacher should take the role of a 
facilitator or helper, while the students should become active learners and interdependent 
particip�nts in their groups. Support also comes from CL T that the teacher should use 
authentic la�'�uage activities and tasks to encourage the learners to try out their language 
in rea! communication. 
10.2 Findings of the study 
The implementation of this genre-based ESP approach to teaching oral English for 
tourism industry students has been shown to be both beneficial and well-accepted. The 
Rajabhat University undergraduates improved their oral performance in the main genres 
that they needed to perform in the course and require for their future careers, namely the 
itinerary, the description, lhe procedure, and the narrative. Their performances, as rated 
by two separate methods, illustrated improvement in comprehensibility, content and 
accuracy in terms of generic structure and language features. Prom the information given 
in the student reports and questionnaires, the conclusion can also been drawn that this 
ESP course was well accepted by the students. Evidence was gathered lo show it 
rncouraged them to be cager to further improve their oral competency, to rise to the 
challenge of preparing their talks, and to be confident in speaking in front of the video 
camera. 
Jn addition, the use of the authentic field dato in this study indicates that the 
tmnscriptions and recordings of tourist guides' commentaries can be an appropriate 
source for ESP course and materials development. These materials despite mi110r 
mo(Ji!icotions can be considered authentic in terms of their content, generic structure and 
language features. The conclusion can also be dmwn that the course was well accepted 
becousc it used materials based on student needs, the latter providing useful modeling of 
spoken genres. Though the data was collected in Chiangmai, the students could use the 
language learned from this data and transfer it to speci!ic Phitsonu!ok and Sukhothai 
contexts. These sorts of materials could be said to be more suitable for teaching oral 
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English than commercial texts and tapes, because those that are currently available in 
Thailand are mostly in written form, which would not be appropriate in terms of 
authenticity for the development of oral competencies. 
Even though the approach adopted in this study has been demonstrated to bring 
improvement to student oral competence, it is evident that two important components of 
comprehensibility, pronunciation and grammar, are still of concern. These arc not 
normally dealt with specifically in most genre-based studies, possibly because they may 
not be problematic in the LI context. In the EFL context such as this one in Northern 
Thailand however, one indication from the research is that pronunciation and grammar 
arc aspects, which require further attention. As students have their own rights to influence 
what and how to learn, it is important that the desire of learners to have more explicit 
explanation and further assistance in particular areas be heard. 
In EPL contexts students may desire help in these two aspects because they 
cannot acquire the necessary help outside the classroom. However, there is another side 
to this question which supports the approach taken here. If the teacher were to 
concentrate the teaching on these alone, students arc very likely to improve in regard to 
these features, but still have oo confidence to speak. Therefore, it is contended in this 
study that although greater emphasis on pronunciation and grammar is needed, such 
teaching needs to be integrated into courses such as this one which focus on such higher 
levels as genre discourse organi7..ation and language features. This approach it is argued 
will provide a better basis for the development of oral competency in the ESP area tlmn 
isolated attention to the stated needs of students. 
However, some limitations must be kepi in mind if the improvements noted in this 
study are to be properly estimated. The first limitation is in relation to some 
unsatisfactory aspects in terms of the data collection. The discernment of student needs 
for examples was handicapped because of variations in the number of tourists visiting the 
north of Thailand meant that, the number of informants could not be easily controlled. 
This might have affected the validity of the tourism questionnaire results. In addition, 
some tour agency managers and tourists were rather reluctant to give information, being 
too busy and not wanting to reveal their perceptions for fear that this would affect the 
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reputnlion of both the tourist guides and their company. Some even expressed concern 
that the researcher was sent by the government to examine them. Furthermore. even the 
tourists did not feel eomple�ly comfortable giving information, because they were afraid 
that it would a!Tect the careers of their tour guides. 
Another limitation is related to the number of students involved and lhe time 
available for training. The size of the population for this study was quite small with only 
34 students participating in this one course from one institute. Therefore. the results may 
not be easily generalized to students all over Thailand �r beyond that. In addition, as 
these students had prior to this learned English mostly through Thai instruction, they 
were not familiar with the greater amount of spoken English both spoken in class and 
required in the assessment tasks. With the training time comprising only 51 hours over 
eight weeks, it was therefore difficult to obtain an absolute improvement of student oral 
English competence within such a short space of time. 
Aspects of the research design might also have a!Tcctcd the results. Only one 
approach was used for the experiment. Since it is accepted that any period of training will
produce some improvement after a period of time, the significance of the degree of 
student improvement must be regarded as preliminary only for lhe very reason that there 
is no comparison with other methods. However, as against that, since the course was 
delivered over quite a short period, and outside variables would be minimal in that time, 
it can be reasonably assumed that the course wos o major determinant of improvement. 
10.3 Pedagogical implications 
The findings of this study indicate that the combination of on ESP a�d genre· 
based approach to teaching oral English could be bcncficinl for other Thai cducotors and 
trainers. This section will suggest ways for program planning, selecting and producing 
ten�hing materials, organizing learning nciivities, and changing the roles of teachers nod 
!enmers.
Any program planner for ESP training courses such as English for business, 
English for tourist police, English for hotels should toke inlo account the sort of singes 
course design as were adopted in this case. These stages covered; 
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• a survey of stakeholders which includes employers, sponsors, institutions, trainers
and trainees;
• the conduct ofa needs analysis of the language required in the specific situation in
order to discover common genres and their language fealures;
• the development of course materials to suit the needs found from the first two
stages;
• the selection of appropriate teaching activities and resources to be used
in the leaching and learning cycle; and
• the establishment of an evaluation system which is appropriate to checking
performance in the target real-life situation.
When transferring to other situations several practical aspects of the course design
need lo be kept in mind. In particular the importance of the activities used in the teaching 
learning cycle should be emphasized. This cyc!e covering both whole class and group 
activity allows students to prepare their oral performances by discussing background of 
the genre, getting familiar with the genre model, ana!yzing the sample genres in terms of 
genn: organization and language features, working in groups lo plan their own samples, 
role playing, peer assessing these and finally giving feedback. These activities help 
students to become knowledgeable about the required genres and confident enough to 
speak out. Moreover, the samples of each oft he generic structures of genres provided in 
the lessons should not he loo limited in number. If students arc given opportunities to be 
immersed in as many different genre examples as possible, they arc likely lo become 
more aware of the structures of these genres and their functions. The learners can then 
use these examples as guidelines to erenle their own samples for the many varied 
sit1111tions in real life cnmmunicution. 
Teachers nlso need to be alert to the challenges presented by this type of course 
for both the teachers and the students, especially where in cases where EFL students are 
fomiliar with the teacher's l!iving leclurcs and controlling the whole cfoss. This situation 
undergoes a major change if a gcnrc-bnscd approuch such as this, is introduced. In 
uddition, students arc required to participate in role-play uctivitics, which help create self· 
conlidcncc, an importunl characteristic of a tourist guiding work ns sullgestcd by travel 
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agency managers, In view of these differences in demands a sensitive teacher will prepare 
students to become more active learners by providing appropriate scnffolfing for students 
about the organization of unfamiliar genres, the nature of the target genres and 
expectations associated with their work. These learning activities encourage them to be 
flexible by not clinging to only one variation of the genre and becoming confident 
enough to plan and create their own versions. While these positive features have been 
found to exist, nonetheless it must be understood that something approaching a revolution 
has to occur in relation to the classroom culture in order for the result to be beneficial. 
Despite acceptance by these students of what was to them something novel, 
student feedback revealed that whole class teaching still needed to provide them with 
appropriate background knowledge for the expected oral tasks although they felt like 
working in groups. ln addition, peer assessment activities within the teaching and 
learning cycle can be used as a powerful and guiding force for learning language. 
Therefore, through the contributions of a genre·based training course such as this, 
students can be equipped with the framework of ongoing development ofora! language 
skills appropriate to their target language situation. Teachers however n
1
eed to be aware 
that these changes in teacher/student relationship and roles are not easily achieved or 
even accepted in the EFL situation. 
I0.4 Suggestions for further research 
The findings nnd the limitations of this study reveal several directions for future 
research. First, a comparative study of the perceptions of tourists from different regions 
focusing on sociocultural linguistics issues may be conducted to discover the different 
chal!cnges tourism students ciin expect to meet in their future ciireers. Second, research 
on Thai tourists' needs in relation to the full range of elements from the TAT criteria may 
be done to obtain a more complete understanding of the nature of the language required 
by Thai tourist guides. This sort of nee/analysis shou!d include other areas which were 
not covered by this study such as sociolinguistic nod strategic competence. These t�o 
kinds of competence arc believed to be very necessary to further prepare students to use 
the language appropriately in unpredictable situations in the field. Third, since little is 
known about the effect of explicit nnd implicit teaching of genre, how different kinds of 
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genre-based instruction, activities, and materials influence genre learning could also be 
investigated. In relation to this point, the discovery of what might be the most appropriate 
tools to assess student communicative performance, whether in class or in the real context 
of situation, would also be a valuable fourth suggestion. Because very little is known 
about student !earning strategies in such a course, the fifih recommendation relates to 
what strategics the students presently possess, those that they acquire durir:g the course 
and how these strategies influence genre learning. 
Finally, this research on students' oral genre development bus focused only on 
genres in English for tour guides. The development of a more comprehensive theory of 
oral genre \caching will require expanding this focus to include other ESP fields such as 
English for hotels and English for business. 
To summarize, this thesis has shown that formal instmctinn through a special 
course using a genre-based ESP model can play an important role in developing tourism 
students' oral competency in the Thai context. Such teaching has been shown to improve 
student ability to incorporate important genre features in their commentaries together 
with their confidence to speak in public. It is hoped that this finding can encourage 
practitioners in many ESP fields to analyse their own teaching learning contexts and 
adapt the model for the writing of their own course to meet their learners' needs and 
interests. 
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Appendix I: English for Tour Guides course units 
Unit I 
Introduction to Tour Organization 
• Read the following texts and then answer /he questions that follow.
Classlflcntioo ofTour
There ore several kinds of tour depending on the classification.
I. Arrangement
1.1. Ready-Arranged Tour. This kind of tour has been arranged by tour operators.
Tourists can choose from the brochu•es or advertisements. 
1.2. Purpose-Tour. This kind of tour is not in the brochures but the tour operators 
will arrange it according to tourists' needs. 
2. Distances Involved
2.1. Short-Haul Tour
2.2. Long-Haul Tour
3. Duration
3.1. HalfDay Taur
" 3.2. Full-Day Taur" 
4. Destination ', 1• 
4.1. City Tour
4.2. Sigh/seeing Tour
4.3. City-Sightseeing Tour
4.5. Night Tour
5. Fonns
5.1. Boar Trip 
5.2. Trekking Tour 
5.3. Diving 
5.4. Jungle Rafi 
5.5. Safari 
6. Payment
6.1. Package Tour 
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6.2. Optional Tour 
• Discussion
What kind of tour would you recommend to your guests in Phitsanu\ok? Why?
If your guests wanl to go to Sukhothai, what kind oftotir would you recommend?
''
If your guests want to go hiking in Phitsanulok, can yOu suggest a proper place?-
Tourist Guide Qualifications 
I. Good interpersonal skills
2. Pleasant personality
3. Knowledgeable (l 
4. Good speaker
5. Provider of good service
Tourist Guide Competency
I. Language competency
2. Knowledgeable of tourist attractions, history, tourist activities, Tirni culture,
architecture, traditions and relevant regulations.
3. Ability to lead tours.
4. Problem solving ability
• Discussion
Do you think you can become a tourist guide? Why/not?
Which qualification do you think is the most important for II tourist guide? Choose
from the above list.
If you want to be a good tourist guide, what characteristics will you need to acquire?
How?
Roles ofTourist Guides 
I. Transfer-in
The tourist guide must go to pick up tourists at the airport, train
station, or bus station and take them to their hotels.
2. Leading tour
The tourist guide must lead the tourists to the tour sites as
arranged in the itinerary.
3. Transfer-out
197 
Afler the end of the tour the tourist guide bas to take the tourists to the airport, :rain 
station, or bus station so that the tourists can travel back home or to other 
destinations. 
• Di.w:ussion
Talk with your peers and fill in the list of activities that the guide in the three roles
may need to carry out.
Tram/er-ill Leading Tour Tr111trjer-out 
Accept assignment Make an appointment Rc,�onfirm tickets 
from the travel agency with a driver 
• Compare your list with I hose of the other groups.
• Adjusl your list if necessary before reporling your selection.,.
',,,
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Unit JI 
The speech of Tour Guides 
2,1, Background to Spoken English 
Work in groups and discuss lhe/�l/owing queslions. 
Do we speak lhe same way as we write? 
How would a good tour gvidta speak to the tourists? 
Is lhe speech of a tour guide like a conversation, or like telling a story/joke or like a 
lecture? Why? 
ls it like a lecture? 
• Read /he following pas.mge and then answer /he questions 1ha1/ollow.
English spoken by tour guides is mainly planned transaclianal speech which i., quite 
similar to the spoken/arm af language med in lec/ures. Like lec/1/res, lour guide English 
has Jhe/ollowingfea/ures. 
(/) 111• prepured speecfl. To1Jr guide.! always haw itineraries in l,a11d whic/J help them p/011 iii advance 
what 10 da dr,ringeacl, trip. In addillon. they haw /a prepare i11farmanm, abau11hep/aces lheyaregaillg 
lo visit so Iha/ tlwycan be ready lo give specific deta/1 of/hose places and people. As IOIW guides have 
time lo organise /heir /dea.1 in adwince abo11/ what //,ey are going to tolk, their speech hos acleorovera/1 
sln1ct11re. 
(2) Its ma/11fimctio11 ls to give /11formatio11 to /ourlsfs. The /our guide.<' role is .,imilar lo lhatofa lecturer 
in 1ho11hey act as experls /11 their field. They are 1/re ones who htr-!i.• s/ored refo,,a,11 information about 
tour ls/ ol/raetions 011d their duty is lo 
tron.ifer this i1iformalio1 10 tour/sis. /lowemr, //,e speeclroflm<r guides is a /i11/edijferenl because /he 
omo11111 oflhe con/en/ is smaller thm, a /ecwre, The tour g1Jide., ca11 !,ave sllem pm,se.< while they are 
talking. They conol.<a clra11ge //,especd und /011d11ess of/heir speech depe11di11go11 cerro/11 sil11U!lo11., and 
a11die11ce. 
(3) // Is 1110/11/y 011e-slderl, Tour g11ides lake major roles i11 he trip. around 80 per cell/ oft he talk, giving 
commenlariesforllre major part of the lime. By co11/rasf, /he roleof101iriS1,1 is similar la /hat ofs/11den/s in 
a frc111re in Iha/ they mainly /ls/en mid bock.eha1111e/, asking questions only when they need more 
informal ion. Difference is that /111111!1 sound more natural especially wllh smaller groups and wilh o 
dijfere/11 purpose. In a .,moll group wilh two or three 1011risls, 1/ie /a/k le11ds lo be similar to a co111wsa1io11. 
111 this ki11d of spoken language /he .;ynlw: Is less s/r11c111red 1ho11 In writ/en /011g11oge. However, ,poken 
phrases are mare synlac//ca/ly complex. Some lexical phra,e, ore 11sed as nwrkers of logical conneclia11, 
temporal connec/ion, exempliflcal/011. a11d s1111111Jal)'. Some olher lr:xical pl,roses are used only in spoken 
discourse: jllle11cy devices sr,ch as ).'011 know', 'well of course'; markers of ru/des we/, a., 'where wa., /? ·. 
"' 
·.,,,.,,.
C.· 
'let's gel buck 1111/ie point'. lexical pliruses are commonly r,sed /0 /ink //,c can/en/ ta expres,, ideas 
logicully. 
In cone/us ion, oneoftl,efimctions af1runsac//ana/ spoken dL1cm1rse is lo imparl ilifarmation, wlilch i.< 
similar to that 11f1he wrlucn language. Hawe,'er, as mentioned 11bo,·e, many aft/reform.< are differr:m. 
Therefore. //,e /ex/ 1ypes 11sed /0 describe writ I en lang1,uge slao11/d 110/ be lran.iferredlo spoken lar,g11age. 
Answer the following questions. 
5) Jn what ways is the speech of tour guides similar to a lecture? 
6) Why is the speech of tour guides different fron, a conversation? 
1) Are lhe roles ofa tour guide the same as those ofa lecturer? 
B) Whal are the main differences between spoken and wrillen 
language? 
• Read lhe following passage and 1hen an<wer 1/ie questions thalfol/aw. 
Specific ge,ues 
Genres should be 1•/ewcd "-' social processes w/iich produce a porllc11!ar prod11CI 
or rnxl IJ•pe. T11ey can be categorized /1110 jive social processes or genre types: 10 describe, explain, 
//15/rucl, argue, and narrate. 
/i" 
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Figure 3.1 Genres as social process {Knapp and Watkins, 1994, p. 22)
'"' 
Fmm 1/ri., list, I here are four genres which orcconwonlyfound i11 /he /our guide recordings i.e., 
explonatlon, description, l11s1mclion and narralive. Al the beginning r,feoci, trip the /Our guides use the 
expfa,mlory genre• IO inlrOW!ccon ili11erary. Tiie r,se r,f/m1ruc1ian L• for /e//ing /ourisls lo do ornal lo do 
.1ome1/ilng. For /lie main pnrloflheir commema,y, however. guides r,se de.,cription to deJ·cribeplaces and 
per,p/e, and 011/mals. Finally the genre of narrallve is used for 1a/king abo1111he hi.1m,y of place.I and /he 
lives offamo11s people. Tlaesefm,r genre categories will form 1/w ba:,ii oftl,ep/am1/11g afhowto11r guides 
call be assisted ill rhe de,•elopmem af1/wir.·.11eaking skills. 
From this, ii is clear tho111te101ir guides' s(!llken English Is mainly transaclio11al rather than infeructl011al. 
This i; becmise ii is used for fra11smitringfac111al in/ornrulion and 110/for moinlaining socir,/ relol/onJ'hip.<. 
TraMue1lonu/ /ong11age is used in /he process of condi,cli1,g b1,;iness m,d ge11eral/y gel/Ing 1/ii11gs done. 
However, it ha. beenfmmd rhat when the number af/Ourisl.1 i11 1/ie grm,p is small /he rela/ionship /end lo 
be a /iltle more illleraclio11al, because /here ore more q11es1/ons and answers and buck-cl,011nelllng. 
In cone/us/011, one oflhe/11,ac/lon.< r,Jtromoctiono/ spoken discourse is IO imporl informr,tion, which Is 
similar lo theco;e 0/1111,ch wrille11 la11g1wge. Howeoer, as memia11ed obove, many ofth�forms of spoken 
£11glis/1are dijferenl. There/are, tlw /ex/ types used /0 de.,cribe wri//en longuage sho1,ld nol be transferred 
to spoken language. 
Answer the following qucslions. 
6) What spoken genre would you use to >Jlkabout King Naresuan the 
Great? 
7) What spoken genre would you use to tel\ lhe tourists about lhe 
program? 
8) Whal spoken genre would to use to talk about water buffaloes? 
9) lfyou have to infonn the tourists about how lo cullivutc rice, what 
genre would you use? 
l 0) Do you l1ave Lo use each genre separately? 
'°' 
.;__, 
Listen to lhis example ofa lour guide's commcn!af)I nnd work wilhyour group lo 
3} write down five words er phrases that ure not commonly found ln the 
wriuen fonn _ __ ____ ____ _ __ _ _ _
4} list three chamcterislics of the commcnlarics that show you this ls spoken not written English 
• 
Tupescrlpl 
(Tour guide) /hat moumaln infro11/ ofyau/1/iat's called Srilliep Mm laln 
11p on /he mountain ii 1£ where Doi S111/,ep Temple is/ 
h111'1! you been there? 
(To11rlst) yes 
(Tour guide) how was ii? 
(Tourist) very nice 
(Tour guide) yep, ye.1rerday was a dayo!f! a latofThai/ every Thal 
when they came I I hey mus/ go! becau.1e some say those who 
IW\'e been here wi1/w11t visil/ng tliUI place/ they're not belier 
than those who have ne>'er been before/so ii Is a m11S1I 
like if you ore gob1g /0 fkmgkokyw don't visit the Grand 
Palace/ same thing/see the accommodalian on your 
right-hand side? You can stay /here for free and three meals 
''" 
(Tourisl) Jt look.1 very nice 
(Tour guf&.>) yes look w:ry nice from 011/s/de/ bu/ I tMnk you don'/ want to 
be /here/ sure 
(Ta11rlsr} whal 1£ that? 
( Tour guide} apriwn 
(Tourist) ii 's nicer to be 011/s/de/ whol 's the main reason people go there? 
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(Tour g,ifrle) ah, /he main problem now Is drugs/ yeah It Is drugs from 
Myanmar/ beca11se up nor/hi here we }0/11 /he border wllh 
Myanmar and further from here/ about three ho11rs to ChiongraV 
Chlangraijaim the border with Myanmar and Laos/ su sm1Je drug 
snmgglers toak the dmgs very easily! 
(Ta11rlst) 
(To11r g11ide} yeah because very long border be/Ween Thailand and Myanmar( 
In the west porl o/Tha//andl 11bou/ }, GOO ki/ome/ers/ s� some areas 
Just maumalnsl same areas/ only small streams! so very easy 
Activity: Each group shares one or two idens about spoken language. 
Review: There are five spoken genre types: explanation, de.script ion, instruction, argument, and 
narrative. The argumcnl genre is not found in the recordings of tour guides' commentaries so it is no\ 
mentioned in the following lessons. In the next units we will learn how to produce the explanatory genre 
used to talk about the itinerary, 1he descriptive genre used to describe places, animals and plants, the 
instructional genre used to tell tourists to do or not to do something, and the narrative genre used 10 talk 
abont the histories fomous places and people. 
\!: .
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Unlt Ill 
Explanntory Genre: Introducing an Itinerary 
3.1. Background to the ltlncrnry Genre 
Disc11ssion. 
What does ilinerarymcnn? 
Hove you ever road an itinerary? 
When do you need one? " 
What should you talk about !n your itincraiy? 
3.2. Modcllng the genre (Analysis of genre fcuturos) 
Recognising the genre 
Work in groups of five. Rearrange the following sentences on your desk so that you can a complete 
a spoken form of a tour guiding itinerary. 
fllrmarJ' l 
k. then we will go to lhe elephant camp 
!. first we'!! go to the elephant camp
rn. ond then we can ride on the elephant 100 if you like 
n. OK so! want 10 talk with you about the program 
o. after that we'll see the waterfall 
p. that is abovt 26 kilo meters from here 
g. but on thi way we slop to sec the orchid and butterfly farm 
r. and spcna' about half on hour from here too 
s. then w e  Will go to the elephant camp 
t. you can see the elephant there 
Now limn to /he /ape and correct /he order of your senrences.
Re/is/en checking the order. 
• Group discussion of/Im 11/nerory. Students ore given a typed copy of the itinerary lo 
refer lo
Where would lhe commentary above normally occur'/ 
When do you think you will give acommenlary like this one? 
What is lhe purpose of this kind of commentary? 
Analysing /he genre 
from the sentences above, identify which sentences 
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1) introduce the tour program 
4) 1e!l thc main stsges or the program 
5) give options about the program. ----- - -
Aller checking answers, lecturer will discuss the following qullStions with the group. 
What Lenses arc commonly found in each stage? 
What sentence structure is used for each stage? 
How is each sentence linked to the others? 
• Listen to the tnpcd commenloiy ond complete thclcKt to reinforce the format of the itincraiy 
genre. 
l1/11erary 2 
yes from the city it ____ about hnlfan houri 
the first stop we ___ be at !he orchid form/ 
we'll be at the orchid form ____ ten minutes/ 
or 15 minutes/ it _____  ,on you 
just hove a walk in thnt areal and ___ _ 
we'll go funher ____ 1hc clephllllt camp/ 
it's in the some arca ___ we arc going today/ 
the show srnrts at 9:40 ond for nn hour/ 
forty minutes the show/ if you need 
to do the elephant riding/ you ____ ,d< 
that's your option/you can do that ____ _ 
the show finishes/ yes after the elephant camp 
we'll go ___ to the botanical garden/ 
_ __ _:the botanical garden/ we will go further 
to Maco/ oiler visit the hilltribc ____ lunchl 
lunch time/that's o!l of the program/ 
the program is n ---- bit curlier/ l meon we' II 
finish early/ if not 4 o'clock as ____ ,in the brochure/ 
b"' ____ /we are going lo the handicraft village tour 
"
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to do shopping/ some orthe factories for tourists/ if you 
like to do/ _____ depends on you/ _ _  � yoo 
want to go/ we will _____ it foryoul if you don't 
go/ we will _____ there nnd come hack 
• Discussion
Check answers wi(h the group. 
Are the tenses, scnlcnccs, and linkages similar to itinerary I? 
• Pronunciation practice. Underline the stressed syllable of each wor d and then practice reading 
them. You moy consult your dictionary. 
orchid depend '"' botanical garden 
earlier brochure anyway factory amingc 
optior, handicrnll l��lomeler 
• Lecturer leads lhe practice wilh the following structures. {Students do not have the written text). 
l) ! want to talk with you about the program for today. 
! would like to tell you
Let me tell you
2) Aller the........... ., we'll visit ........ 
elephnnt camp the waterfall 
orchid fnnn the museum 
botanical sarden the handicraft village 
S) Aller we............. ,we'll ...... 
visit Wal Suandok go lo Wot Yai 
have lunch visit the Folklore museum 
go sho pping go back to the hotel 
6) lfyouwantto .......... .. , you/we can ...... .. 
have lunch al the waterfall do that 
go Shopping mange it for you 
see the housc·boats do that after .... 
• Complete the following text by selecting the correct Hnkin;; word(s) from the list
then, after, aj/ert/1at.first and then. If. t, depends.for alwUI 
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11/nerary J 
good morning, ladles and genlfemen/1 am Samsak Sisal 
you can call me Sok/I'd like to tell yo11 abai,/ //,e program 
for IOdayl_ ______ we're going to vl!!/1 Wal 
Nangphayal we w//1 be I here. ____ twe/1/y mlnu1esl 
_____ we'll vl!!lt Wangchan Palace where 
King Nares11an the Great was barn! ___  _ 
we'll go toSukholhal wlllch Is abm1160 k//ome/ers 
from here/ we will howt lunch In the city! ___ _ 
lunch we'll go to the Sukhothal historical park! you can /Qke 
a small b1is to sec the park yoll wa11t! or )'O!I can /,ire 
a bicycle/ on you.I we'll spend around 
one hour at the parlrl we ca11 go shopping 
al the cl,ina village you like to do sol 
If you don 'II we can come hack lo Phllsanu/ok earlier/ 
Iha/:, all of the program/or today/ 
3.3.ConstrucUon of !he genre 
Work in groups of five. Study the following examples ofwri1ten itineraries taken from 
brochures. Then write down ideas about an itinerary for one-day trip starting rrom 1he Pailyn 
Hotel in Phitsanu\ok. Afler lhat take turns to tolk about the program with your group. 
Remcmberlhat we do not speak in exactly the same way as we write (See Unit Jl). 
BIO: ALL-DAY DAMNOENSADUAK AND ROSE GARDEN 
Daily 
{Coach tour-everyday) 
Visit includes the bustling floating market at Damnoensaduok 
with a stop at Nokhonpathom, where the largest chedi in Tha!lond 
is located. l'rocecd on to lunch al the picturesque Rose Garden. 
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Alierwnrds enjoy the colourful Thui Village Show-a Buddhist 
ordination procession, sword fighting, elephants ot work, 
folk-dances, and a traditional wedding ceremony. 
PJ: CIIANTHAIIURI SAPPHIRE MINE 
This trip to Chonthoburi includes observation of the local people actually working in their mines at the 
foot oh mountain. Then drive up the hills to visit private sapphire mines. During the journey, stops will be 
mode to see rubber and tapioca plon1ations, fruit market (depends on the season) and a historic old fort 
doling bock to 1768. 
Dis1ancc for return trip from Pnttayo is about 550 kms. 
Lunch and son drinks included. 
Ayutthayo Sightseeing Tour 
-Leave Bangkok by train from Bangkok S1ation
-Arrive Ayutthoyo ... visi1 Vihon Phramongkhonbophit 
• The Ancient Palace 
-Wnt Phrasisanphet
-The Chao.amphraya National Museum
-Lunch and relox at Phrarnm Park
-The Elephant Show
-Wat Phanachoeng
-Leave for Bangkok
-Arrive Bangkok
Work with the whole'class to plan an itinerary for o trip from Phltsanulok and then appoint 
o volunteer to.introduce it to the whole class. After that compare it with the one created by 
your own group to find out the similarities, differences in staging, language foa1ure of texts 
and cultural differences.
Role ploy in groups and then With the whole class by the representative of each group.
3.4. Assessment 
Asses.syourpartnds performance using 1he check list prepared by thetencher. 
Discuss the rcsul1s of the assessment. 
Unit IV 
Instruction Genre 
4.1. Background to the Instructionlll Genre 
• Class discussion
Have you ever given any instructions to a foreigner?
When do you think you will need to instruct tourists?
What is the main purpose of instruction?
In what situa�ion would you give instructions to your guests?
Would you use the same form of language for every situation?
4.2. Modcling the genre 
• Match the q11e.1tirms asked by a tmwist with /he response.� given by a 1011r guide. If
you have /line, practice performing the dialogues wilh a partner.
Qi. My visa is about to expire. Where can I extend it? 
Q2. I've lost my wallet. What should I do? 
QJ. Can you help me? I need lo make an international call. 
Q4. I've lost my passport and I need to replace it urgently. Where can 
I find the Australian Embassy? 
Q5. Where can I change some travcler's cheques? 
Q6. Should I pre-book my train ticket or is it OK to show up when I 
want to go? 
Q7 I've had a bad stomach for days. What should l do? 
QB. I'd like to hire a car for a few days. What do I need to do? 
Q9. I'd like to stay in a temple. Are foreigners a!!owed to stay in 
temples? 
QJO. I'd like to explore some more, but I'm unfamiliar with the area. 
Can you tell me where to find a good map? 
_RI. The hospitals here are quite good and it wi!! only cost you 20 
bahts to see a doctor in a general hospital. Most hospitals in 
tourist areas are used to dealing with foreigners and the 
docto;s can speak English. !fit's not serous, you can buy 
medication over the counter. 
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_R2. Some temples provide overnight accommodation for a small 
donation. You need to dress neatly and have a basic 
knowledge ofThai etiquette. Mostly, temple lodgings are for 
men only. 
_R3. The two main immigration offices are in Bangkok and 
Chiangmai but you can apply for an extension at any 
immigration office in Thailand; every province that borders 
a ncighboring country has one. Othenvise, y ou can leave 
Thailand and apply at a Thai immigration point in any of the 
bordering countries. Laos is particularly popular. 
_R4. It's always a good idea to pre-book, that way you are 
assured of a seat Also, you have your choice of first and 
second class, sleeper, or rapid and normal train. 
_RS. Most of the major tourist areas rent cars and motorcycles. 
You wil! need to pay a deposit and possibly leave your 
pas:,port. Do you have an international driving permit? 
You'll need one, otherwise you can apply for a Timi driver's 
license at the Police Registration Divi:.ion. 
_R6. To tell the truth, it will be difficult to find it. However, you 
can contact the tourist police-they arc more used to dealing 
with foreigners than the regular police. The hotline number 
from anywhere in Thailand is 1155. 
_R7. You can go to any bank and change your travelcr's cheques. 
A !ot of banks have a scpar:ite s�ction outside, purely for 
changi ng travelcr's cheques. Unless you arc in a tourist 
centcr however, these close early. 
_R8. OK, you can dial direct from your hotel room but it's 
pretty expensive. Most major post offices offer international 
calling facilities. You can also buy CAT cards for 300 or 
500 bahts. Thero are three kinds of public phones; the green 
ones are the phones that take phone cards. 
)• 
_R9. It depends 011 how much detail you need. The Tourism 
Authority ofThniland offers a variety of pamphlets on 
sightseeing, accommodation, transportation options and 
maps, however, the maps are fairly basic. If you need 
something more delai!cd, any good bookstore will stock 
decent maps. 
_RIO. Most of the embassies are in the same area. You need to get 
to Sathon Tai Road. The best way to get there is to catch a 
metered taxi. You should also contact the Tourist police. 
• Work with your peers. Compare the following two sets of instructions of how to
meditate.
Set I; How to meditate
You should remember lo sit wilh your legs crossed, both hands 
on your laps, palms up. You should not bend down while you 
are sitting. It is important to close your eyes while breathing 
slowly. You should moke sure that you arc breathing deeply. 
You will need lo focus your mind al the middle of your body or 
your navel while silently saying the word 'bud' when you breathe in 
and 'd!10' when you breathe out. You should remember no/ to 
think abou/ anything else or let anything di.1/urb you. You will 
need lo conlin11efor .wme lime. 
Set II: How to meditate
1 Sit down with your legs cro:md. 
2. Place your hands on your laps with open p::i/ms.
3. Do 110/ bend down.
4. Close your eyes.
5. Breathe in deeply while silently saying the word 'bud', and then breathe
011/ while saying the word 'dho '. Repeat /his action all /he lime.
6. Focus your mind al the middle of your body; do not let anything to
interrupt your meditation.
7. Continue doing /his until you feel calm and peaceful.
• Class discussion
Which set ofins(ructions was easier to follow? Why?
What makes the two sets different from each other?
If you were a tour guide, which one would you use?
• Rewrite the second set ofinstructiom about meditation above, using the sequence
words below:
First .... 
First of all .. 
Nexl ..... Then 
After you have (done lhis), (do thal) .... 
Finally ..... 
• Practice the following structures.
You should 
Yauean 
You'd helter 
Yau shouldn't 
You ca,1 't 
You'd belier na/ 
You're not allowed to 
bring your sunscreen. 
buy your own lunch. 
wear· thick clothes. 
put on canva.v shoes. 
wear a life-jacket. 
take off your shoes in.front of the temple. 
ride on a motorcycle with a helmet. 
stay close la me 
come back on time 
smoke here. 
wear short skirts or pants in"the temple. 
ride on a motorcycle wilhout a helmet. 
drink alcoholic drink inside the 
You should remember no/ lo 1::anastery. 
put your wallet in the back pockel of 
your trousers. 
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come back late. 
leave y(mr helonging.v a11ywhere. 
• Fill in the blank with one of the following demonstratives: this/that/these/those.
I) ___ temple wax huill in 1350,
2) look (I( ____ elephan/ under /he /r('I!, [/ ',v a while elephant.
3) ___ l.r a kind of buffaloes. it is mlledw11ter buffalo because ii likes lo relax in
the mud.
4) ---�stupas nexl lo thal vihan are in S11kho1hai style.
5) After crossing _____ bridge, we'/[ .,ee the orchid farm.
• Prncticc pronouncing the following words. You cnn consult your dictionary for
the phonetic transcription.
seal -sit sleep- slip wheel - will sheet - shil
whale - welf hail- hell wail - wet gale - gel
• Listen to the tape nnd fill in the blank with the word you hear. 
I) Ple11se have a ___ _
2) We don't w11nt you to ______ on the s/airs up /he Prang.
3) The monk had a strong lo build the road to Doi S111hep . 
./) The gold was beaten into a before c111/111g ii. 
5) There used lo be a in the middle oflhe WII/, 
6) The roof oft he vihm1 was de.'ilroyed by a ___ storm lost year.
7) Women should outside /he temple; you are not allowed lo enter. ----
8) We'!/ off /he bus within /en minu/es. 
• Work in groups of five. Rearrange the following sentence by numbering them so that
you can have a complete instruction of how lo produce cloth by hill tribe people.
__ so they make their own cloth
_ _  this is a bark of this plant
this other bit 
__ an then go to the loom outside 
__ this is a kind of hemp 
__ the loom is just a small loom, that loom 
'" 
__ and twist them a bit to make them stronger 
__ and then spin 
_ _  after twist them, they have to be boiled in the wood ash 
to make it whiter like this one 
__ I want to show you this one 
• Listen to the tape and check the order of your instructions.
• Read the instruction again and identify which sentences
\) te!l you the description of the process------
2) tell you the steps
3) evaluate the process-- --�·
• Talk with your peers about the structures of the instruction genre.
Identify the stages and prepare the language structure for each stage.
4,3, Construction of the genre 
• Work in groups of five. Study the examples of instructions in the given books. Then
prepare your own instructions that you think you may have to give to tourists such as
how to grow rice, how to make sun-dried bananas, how to make local wine, how to
cook sticky rice and so on. After the preparation, take turns to tell your peers. And
then discuss the results of your friend's speech.
• The representative of each group presents the instructions to the whole class.
4.3. Assessment 
Assess your friends' performance using the given checklist. Then discuss the results 
of your assessment with the whole class. 
UnitV 
Descriptive Genre 
5.1. Background 
• Class discussion
Have you every read a description ofa person, an animal, a plant, 
a building and so on? 
Have you ever written a description by yourself? 
What is the purpose ofa description? 
What details should you put in your description? 
5.2. Modcling the genre 
• Work in gro11ps of five. Rearrangeand mm1ber the fo/lowi11g sentences so that you
can have a complete descriplion of mi animal.
__ and an elephant sleeps just only 3 to 4 hours per day 
__ and all elephants in Thailand arc Indian elephants 
__ they eat 25 kilograms of food and 60 kilograms of water per day 
__ I want to tell you about elephants 
__ so that is why Indian elephants are clever 
and easier lo train than lhe African elephants 
__ do you know what they aw? 
__ African elephants and Indian elephants 
___yes it's body is big 
_ _  and the African elephants they have bigger cars 
but smaller heads than Indian elephants 
__ there arc two kinds of elephants in the world 
_ _  and on average elephants arc about 3 meters high 
from the feet to the highest point of shoulders 
__ and an elephant sleeps just only 3 to 4 hours per day 
from 11 p.m. until 3 a.m. 
_ _  an elephant is pregnant for about 22 to 24 months about 2 years 
__ when !I mother wants to give birth 
'" 
__ she can kill her baby by bite 
__ and they work until 60 years old 
__ normn!!y we can train elephants when they are 4 years old 
__ then they are retired 
__ the midwife helps the mother clear up the placenta 
and keeps the baby apart from the mother 
__ and they will be set free in the jungle. 
__ because after birth the mother is very exhausted and hurt 
__ when an elephant sleeps it sleeps like human lying down 
__ she looks for a comfortable spot with a midwife 
__ a midwife is an elephant too 
• L/J/en lo /he tape and correct the order of your sentences.
• Group disc11s.1ion.
Where do you think you will give this kind of commentaries? 
What is the purpose of this talk? 
Who will be your audience? 
When would it be an appropriate time to give a description of 
{l)animals,(2) buildings, (3)events, or (4) people? 
• Af/er reading the descriptions about elephants above, identify which par/ /ells you
aboul:
(I) classification
(2) location
(3) appearance
(4) characteristics
(5) reproduction
(6) training &working
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• Read the descriplion of elephants again and answer the following q11csJions.
What tenses arc commonly used for the description? 
What sentence structures arc used in each topic? 
Are there any words or phrases that link the utterances together? 
How many action verbs are there in the description? What are 
they? 
How many relational verbs are there? What are they? 
• Lis/en to the /aped commentary and complete /he text.
OK so I want to tell you the information about the orchid/
there are 25,000 species ___  orchids around the world/ 
___ species in Thailand /and 500 species in Chiangmai alone/ 
naturally orchids on other trees/ 
that's why we can orchids in the wooden boxes/ 
and they get nutrition from boxes/ 
and fertilizer is once a week/ 
and we can get perfume from orchids too/ 
but just only Thai orchids/ not a hybrid ___ _ this one/ 
because the hybrid does not have fragrant 
and we also use glass around ______ / 
because we want to keep the ______ for the roots 
of the orchids/ yes----- also protect them 
,,from strong sunlight with black plastic like----­
because orchids don't like strong sunlight 
• Read the cammemaries about the orchids andjind out which sentences suppart the
following topics: 
l) classification ----- --
2) location 
3) property
3) cultivation
"' 
• Compare the descriptions of elephants and orchids to find out the 2-3 differenl
language/ea/fires and the struc/ure a/the texls.
• Pronunciation practice. Underline the stressed syllable of each word and rhen
• 
practice reading aloud.
species naturally boxes nutrition decay 
spraying perfume hybrid moisture protect 
clever easier average kilogram pregnant 
comfortable placenta exhausted normally retired 
Fill in the blanks with rhe correct form of the words given . 
a. There (be) -----�about three thousand elephants in Thailand
nowadays.
b. It (take) about one hour from Phitsanu!ok to Nakhonthai. 
c. Nonnally the show (start) .�t 9 o'clock and (last) ____ _
for 30 minutes.
d. If you (want) ______ to ride on a buffalo, you (do)
______ that. lt(depend) ou.
e. !fit (rain) ______ , we (change) our program. 
f. If you (not want) _____ to go shopping, you (go) to the 
zoo near Chiangmai University. 
g. I hope that there (be) _____ ,no rain tomorrow.
h. When a mother elephant (want ), _______ to give birth, she
(look) _____ for a nook.
i. The elephant (set) free when they are sixty years old. 
j. Two hundred and fifty kilograms of fodder (give) to an 
elephant per day. 
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• Noles: Comparative Forms
Add-er (than) to one-syllable words or two-syllable words ending with -y. 
ta!\ taller 
high higher 
]a,y lazier 
heavy heavier 
Add more ..... (than) to w�rds with two or more syllables. 
more intelligent 
more beautiful 
Some adjectives have particular comparative forms: 
good bcner 
bad worse 
• Exercise: Write the correclform of the a<fjectives given In the brackets.
I. Wild orchids are (small) _ _ ____ than domestic 
ones.
2. Is Philsrmulok (large) _ _ ____ than Sukholhai?
3. Sukhothai is (aid) _______ than Sisatchanalai.
4. African elephants are (tall) _ ____ than Asian elephants.
5. Asian elephants prefer a (cool) c/imare lhan 
Aftican elephants.
6. Elephants prenancies are (long) ______ lhan human ones.
7. African elephants are (difficult) lo /rain 
than Asian elephants.
8. Which one Is (inleresting), ________ ,the Folk Museum
or Wal Phrasira/anamahathat?
• Talk with your ftiends about the .�/ructure of the de scrip/Ion genre. Idenrljj, the stages
and prepare the language s/ruc/urefor each stage.
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5.3.Conslruclion of the genre 
• Work In groups of jive. Study the examples of description In 1he given books ond
brochure. Imagine rhat you have lo wrile your own descrfpllon of one selected item
for a new brochure, This can be a place, an inleresting an/ma/, a local plan,, etc.
Before wriling, you should decide with your peers about the stagel, the vocabulary,
the language features that should be //sedfor each ,ftage.
• The representative of each group presents rhe lopfc to the whole class.
5.4. Assessment 
Assess your friends 'performance using rhe checklisr. Then discuss the results of your 
assessment. 
·- ,.,,. ··,::, '. 
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Chapter VI ))' 
Genre 4: Nnrrallve q�nre 
6,1, Background 
C/assdlsc11sslon 
(l What does narrative mean? 
Hove you ever listened ton story? 
When do you think you need n narrative? 
Would you use a particular lense when you narrate? 
6.2, Modellng the genre 
Recognising the genre Work in groups or five. Rearrange the follow!ng sentences on your desk so that 
you can complete n spoken fonn of tour guiding narntivc. 
Srory 1 
a. so he invited a monk lo come here to preach Buddhism in /his area
b. this temple Is called Suandok Temple
c. becm1sefirst this area was a royal flower garden that belonged to our king, King
Kuena
d. and then he looked for a proper place for himself and for /he relic
e. ii'.� a small piece
f lfO he chose this area to be his monasrery because of its atmosphere
g. that's why we evil ii S11andok temple or flower garden lemple
h. Suandok means a flower garden
i. Bui in the year 1370 he invited one monk from Sukhothai Kingdom! another kingdom
Now listen to the tape and correct the order of your sentences. 
Rclislen checking the order. 
Group disc11sslor1 of1he narralive Students are given a typed copy of the narrntivc to refer to. 
Where would 1hc commentary above normally occur? 
When do you !hink you will give a commenlnry like this one? 
What is the purpose orthis kind of commentary? 
What do you lhink of its length? 
Who do you 1hink will be in1ercstcd in lhis kind of commentary? 
Analysing/he genre From the sentences above, identify which sentences 
1) introduce 1hc story (orientation) _ _ _ _ 
2) tell the main sequence of events,- - - ---
3) give the resolution of the story _ _ _ _   
�-\ 
Read the siory again and answer the following Guest ions. 
What tenses arc commonly found in each stage? 
Whal scntC!lce structure is used for each stoge? 
How is each sentence linked to the others? 
Dicta/ion Listen ton list ofwmds twice, focusing on the consonant sounds, Then write down the 
words thol you hear. 
1.fir 2.cnll __ 3.nom _ _  4.mca __ 
5.bui 6.Strc __ 7. __ ong 8. __ ,ee 
9. __ ass 10. __ ay ll._ag _ _  .t 12. __ ick 
Practice pronouncing the completed words. 
Practice the following structures. 
Past Simple Tease 
Posslvc 
He told us a story. We were told a story. 
A story was told to us. 
She wrote a letter. A loller was written. 
King Mcngroi built Chiongmoi. Chiongmoi was built (by King 
Mcngrai). 
Exercise Write thecarrectfarm a/the verbs /11 the brackets. 
I. A /al ofe/ep/10111.1 (kill) ________ !as/ year.
2. King Romkhamhaeng (jnl'e/11) Tilala/phahet. 
3. P/1ra Buddhacli/11ara1 (brdld) driring Sukhmhai period. 
4. n,ere (be) a lot of/wmeboals olang 1/w Nan River a decode oga. 
5. King Narernan (fighl) ____ _ againsl 1/Je Bur111ese army. 
6. Philsanu/ok (b11m) by a blgflre twen/y year.I ago. 
7. !11 /he post Pililsonulok (call) Okhab11ri. 
8. K/11gSri ln1hora1hit (fo11nd) Suklwthai abo11/ seven ce11t11ries ago. 
9. !11 theformer I/me Thai women (no/ wear) nls. 
to. Elepliams (use) tojlg/J/ In se,·era/ ho///es d11rlng Ayuthayaperiod. 
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Listen to (he taped commenliwy and complete the \eKl with one for each blank. 
Srory 2 
Chiangma/ in /he farmer time abm1I 70jyears ----- -
we had aar awn ki11gdan1 we ________ ii Lanna Kingdom 
and ii was /he cemerafll,e kingdom-----------
King Mengral she same king ____ __ hi,i/t C/J/011grai 
/,. __ ____ cl 
b11i/1 C/1ia11gmal IO be the cemer of Lanna 
bat It dld11 '1 work ______ _ ii was nal a good /acalian 
110/ goad en1mgh _ _ ____ __ he mo,·ed down here 
o,d ______ _ _ �he dw,e the 11ew place! 1/,111'.1 why 
________ .bull, a nc,w city lrerel and he named this city 
Chiangmal mean., new city/ and CMa11grai mea"' 
the city of King Mcngra/ /the ward "c/1ia11g ·------ city 
so C/11<mgmai wosbu//tin _ ______ _ 
and he bull, it in the old city area 
___________ he built the brick wall In 1he triangle 
shape to protee/ from //,e army! becmue /his area 
-----�the rm1le of the 811rmese army! the Burmese went 
_______ ,t/,/s area and wenr down /0 Bangkok ta jlghl 
against Bangkokarmy _______ we had ta have as/rang wall. 
Re listen to check your answers. 
Class discussion 
Arc the tenses/ sentence structures/ linkages similar to Story 1? 
•
6.3. ConscrucUon oftbe genre 
Work in groups of five. Study the stories, biogrnpbies, or histories of Phitsanu!ok and Sukhothoi in the 
given books, Then select one story as nguideto prepare some notes for your commentary. You can 
discuss with your peers 1he structure or stages of the story, the vocobulory, and the language features 
that should be used for each stage. 
Using the prepared notes as a guide, tell your friends the story while they listen and take note for later 
comments, Your commentary should be no longer than lhc examples you hove read. 
The representative of each group tc!ts the whole class 1he story. 
6.4. Assessment 
Assess your friends' performance using lhe given check list and then discuss the results of your 
assessment with lhe whole class. 
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Unit VII 
Comblna11on of Genres 
7.1. Background 
• Class discussion
When would you use all the genres you have learned? 
Which genre would you be likely to use first? 
Which genre would be used the most? 
Which genre would not be often used? Why? 
Do different types of tour need different types of genres? 
7.2. Review Exercises 
• Exercise} Write the correct forms oftl1c verbs given in the brackets.
I) Afler we have lunch al rhe waterfall, we (visil),_ ___ a Mong 
village.
2) ff you (want) ______ lo go shopping, we can arrange ii for
you.
3) II (rain) you'd belle/' lake your raincoat . 
./) fl(be) very ho/ in Philsanulok in summer. 
·�\
5) As we have good irrigalion, rice (grow) three limes a year. 
6) You should (lake) -----�off your shoes and pul lhem on the shelf in.front of
/he v/han.
7) King Naresrwn the Greal (be) ____ �born al Wangclwn Palace ill
Phitsanulok.
8) Khimphamrwng (help), _ _____ Kfmnsri-inlharathit overlhrow the
Khmers.
9) // is believed Iha/ Phra Buddhachiinaraj (build) ______ by a god, disgui.ling
himself as an old man in white clothes.
/0)/t 's ea.iy lo grow rice. First, (plough) ___ _ the rice fields 
lhroroughly. Then (cast) /he soaked rice grains on to 
1hefield. 
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• Exercise 2 Choose the transitional words or phrases from the list to complete the
following sentences.
I) 
at tlte preseut time 
011/y .•• bu/ also 
before 
moreover 
if 
later 
d11ri11g
al tlie same time 
because 
wlte11 therefore 
_____ we start the trip, I'd like to tell you about our route.
/10( 
2) There used to be a lot of housebua/s along the Nan River bw 
of 1he ho11seboal people Jur,,e moved to /ivi: on land.
______ mos/
3) Phuhinrongklu Natinal Park fr a popular resorl _____ ii has many
inreresting places to visit.
4) Phra Buddhachinaraj i.1 believed to granl all sorts of wishes. _____ _ 
believers asking for specialji:1vours and those making offerings after their wishes are
granted come in large n11mbers.
5) ------ some ancient pottery was found, we assume that this area was an old
city.
6) A Buddhist monk must ___ �refrain from Joking life, stealing, lying, sex11al
7) 
8) 
9) 
mi.,conduc/ and drinking alcoholic drink.,-- he mus/, ___ _  obey no fewer than
227 precepts.
------ a monk lives in /he temple, he learns the vil'/ue of an ascetic life.free
from ma/erial possessions.
it rains, we 'II have Jo change our ro11/e a lillie bit. 
- ----win/era lol of tm1rimfrom Bangkok and the .wulh usually visit /he 
norlh ----- it is cald up here. 
Exercise 3 Listen and underline the stressed syllable. 
finally during material possession sexual 
cand11c/ alcoholic assume offer interesting 
refrain popular placer.la ascetic area 
disguise ancie/1! moreover Irrigation arrange 
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Exercise 4 Jde11tify the primacy stress and intonation pallem of the following sentences 
whether they have a rising or falling intonation. 
I) May I help you?
2) Could you please keep q11iel�
3) Do you want to go shopping or relax in your hotel?
4) What ki11d of gifts would you like lo buy?
5) I recommend Thai silk.
6) Lei's have a walk to /he Pagoda 011 the hill.
7) Let'sgetojfrhebus,shal/we?
8) Haw many shirts wo1ild you like /o b11y?
9) Tired?
/OJ Could you tell me what lime it is? 
7.3. Modeling the Genre 
Exercise Imagine you are a tour guide welcoming tourists on a coach trip around 
Phitsanulok. Listen to the tape and then fill each blank using one of the following 
phrases. 
Tlte11 
Finally 
After that 
Ladies a11d genlle111e11 
May I also ask 
Please stay wit!, me 
Le/ me illtrod11ce myself 
Tl,a11k yo11 for yo11r at1entio11 
I wo11/d like to lake this opportunity 
Please fee/free to ask me any q11estio11s 
as I'm s11re some of you k11ow 
Good morning,-----� On behalf of Thai Tours, __ _
To welcome you aboard our coach to11r of Philsanulok. Firs/ q( all, 
. My name is Sonya Niran/mn. You can call me -----� 
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'Nil', 1 will be your guide for /oday. 1 am here to make yaur trip as 
pleasant as possible and give you some information aboul the 
hislory of the places we 'II be visiting. 
Before we star/ /he trip, _ _ ____ to tell you abou/ our 
ro111e. We will be visiling most of the main place.v of hi.vtoricai 
interest in the city, starling from Wal Phrasrira/anamalmthat. 
-----� we will be going lo Wal Nangpayu, which, 
--- -� hasfa111011s small baked Buddha images. 
______ we'll be going /o the Folk Museum, and we 'II 
be looking round Jhe museum for about one hour. 
_______ we will go to Wal Chulamrmi, which u.,ed lo be an 
import an/ temple during Ayullhaya period. 
The lrip is expected to take three hours, !10 we 'II be back here by 
noon. _________ tho.ve of you who wish to smoke to wail 
1111/i/ we get off ll1e bm. And also ____ __ until I tell you 
tu wander armmd yourselves. I hope Iha/ you have an e1y'oyab/e 
/rip, and ·-- --�· I will du my best lo answer them. 
What would you call this genre? 
• Read the following commentaries and find the parts that are examples of the
different genres we have studied.
l) descriptive genre
2) instruction genre
3) explanatory genre
4) narrative genre
so on your right-hand side over there inside the wall 
ii is the old city area I 1he old cily was surrounded b>; brick walls
and moats over there/ they are man-made moots/ so for Chiangmai 
In /he former time/ about 700 Jumdred years ogalwe had our own 
kingdom/we call Lanna Kingdom! Chiangmai was the cen/er of the 
kingdom at Iha/ lime/ King Mangrai/ the same king who built 
Chiang rail he firs/ built Chiangrai to be the cen/er of Lanna but 
ii didn '/ work be.:ause ii was no/ a good /ocalionf not good enrwgh! 
so he moved down here and then chose a new place la build his city! 
he named the new ciJy Cliiangmal became Chiangmai means new city/ 
and Chiangrai means city of King Mangrail the word chiang means cilyl 
so he built Chiangmai in the year 1296/ and he built the area/or the old 
city area and corporate with the brick walls in the /riangle shape lo 
protect from the army because this area i., the route of the Burmese army/ 
the murmc.�e went past I his area Iv Bangkok lo fighl again Thai army/ 
that's why we have strong walls and gale.fl There are five gmes aflogelherl 
one gate is that one/ it was used/or /aking dead bodies 011/ of/he cilyl ii 's 
no/ good fock lo .wmeone/ ii brings bad h1ck/ 
during Songkranfe;'/ival/ did you hear about it?/ Songkranfestivall 1he 
water festival/ that one/ people will cel ebra/e new year! it·., Thai new year/ 
in April people will r:elebra/e by splashing water ta each other/ people 
stand around here/ around /he mool,f and play with water/ /hey use water 
from this moat and throw it together/ 
now we are infronl of the wall this Is the main wall this en/ranee 
(how old is this temple?) 
I assume that it was b11ill during the Sukholhoi period! Sukhothai 
was the firs/ capilal o/Thoilandl 
(who/ are those people doing?) 
in Thailand! you know! we ore Buddhisls, right?land they come here 
lo pay respect lo the Lord Buddha/we have three slicks/ one represents 
lord Buddha/ the second represen{s his teaching/ /he third one represents 
his disciples/ so Iha/ you see three !i'1cense slicks/ ve1y ojienl like you see 
them 'wai'/ /hey call 'wai' 111 Tha'iland I the way they pay reJpect /o the 
-,,_ 
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Lord Buddha! we use /o/11sflowersl as you see/ in the legend/when our Lord 
Buddha slepped there would be a lows under hisfaerl wherever he sleppedl 
• Work in your· group. Compare your findings with your peers. Discuss the structures of
each genre including particular language features commonly found.
7,4. Construction of genre 
• Work in group of five. Prepare an itinerary cf a half·day trip in Phitsanulok. Then
write down ideas about what you are going to tell your tourists. You need to combine
the genres you have studied into your plan. After that take turns to talk about the
program with your group.
• The representative of each group presents your talk to the whole class.
7.4. Assessment 
• Assess your friends' performance using the given checklist.
• Discuss the results of the assessment.
i,' 
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Appendix Ii:, Class scores for the four genres 
or: " OD+L.F 
s,• 4{ " " 
s, " " "' "' " '" "' 
S4 • " " "' 
"' " '" "' " " " " 
s, " '" " 
s,• .. " " 
s, '" " " 
''" " '" " '" " " " "' " " " "' " '" "' "' " " " "' '" '" '" "' " " "' 
S17° " " " 
S18' '" '" "' 
319 " " " 
820 " " "" 
S21' .,, " " "' " '" " "' " " " '" " " '" "' " " " "' " " '" "' " " " 
"' " " " "' " " "' "" " " " 
"' " " "' "' " " so "' " " "" 
SJ4' " " " 
Note: OD = organization of ideas, LF = language features 
� These students' commentaries were chosen to be transcribed for intensive analysis. 
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Appendix III: Tourist Questionnaire 
Part 1:General Background Information. Please tick ..J one item for each of the 
following categories. 
I. I am from .... 
D An Asian country D A non-Asian country where English is not the first language D An 
English speaking country 
2. This is .... 
D My first trip to Asia 
3. I ama ..... 
D Male 
4. lam ...... 
D Female 
D Under ]O years o!d 
D 50-59 years-old 
D not my first trip to Asia 
D 30-39 years-old D 40-49 years-old 
D 60 and over 
Part 2: Fill out the following questionnaire, checking the box which best describes your 
response to each statement. You may add a comment for any item on the last page. 
Number your comments by the same numbers as the items in the questionnaire. 
SA=Strongly Agree, A=Agree, N=Neither agree nor disagree, D=Disagrec, SD=Slrongly 
Disagree 
SD 
1. l feel that the commentary
given by the 1liai tour guide was clearly
presented.
2. The commentary was too formal.
3. The commentary was relevant to the
itinerary ofthe tour.
SA A N D 
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4. The commentary was well organised.
5. The commentary was of appropriate length.
6. The tour guide seemed knowledgeable.
7. The tour guide seemed confident.
8. When [ asked a question, the tour guide
satisfactorily answered my questions.
9. lbe tour guide spoke English fluently.
10. The vocabulary used was suitable to
the subject of the commentary.
11. I understood the vocabulary used.
12.1 understood the tour guide's pronunciation. 
13. The tour guide spoke slowly and clearly.
14. The vocabulary used was appropriate.
15. Sometimes I didn't know what to do.
16. The instructions were given too quickly.
17. l couldn't hear the commentaries.
18. There weren't any opportunities for questions. __
19. The tour guide spent too much time
answering questions.
PART 3 Written Comments 
. ·( 
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Appendix IV: Tour Agency Manager Questionnaire 
Part 1:Gcneral Background Information, Please tick .J one item for each of 
the following categories. 
I. Sex
Male Female 
2. Work experience
_ less than 5 years 
_ 16-20 years 
__ 5-10 years 
__ over 20 years 
J. Number of tour guides employed
I !-15 years 
Temporary __ none _ _  I _  2 ___ 3 ___ 4 __ more than 4
Permanent none 2 3 __ 4 
4. Sources of information about Thai tour guide English.
�elf tourists others 
more than 4
Part 2: Fill out the following question nu.\; c, checking the box which best describes your response lo each
slalcmcnt. You may add a comment for a.1y item on the last page. Number your comments by the same 
numbers n; the items in the questionnaire. 
SA=Strongly Agree, A=Agree, N=Neither agree nor disagree, D=Disagree, 
SD=Strongly Disagree 
I. I feel that the commentaries
given by the Thai tour guides are clearly
presented.
2. The commentaries are too formal.
J. The commentaries arc well organized.
4. The commentaries arc ofappropriate
length.
5. The tour guides seem knowledgeable.
SA A N D SD 
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6. The tour guide seem confident.
7. When tourists ask questions, the tour guides
satisfactorily answer their questions.
8. The tour guide speaks English fluently.
9. The vocabulary used is suitable to
the subject of the commentary.
10. Thai Tour guides have strong Thai accent.
l I. The tour guides speak slowly and clearly. 
12. l11c vocabulary used is appropriate.
13. The instructions arc given too quickly ..
14. Thai tour guides make too many mistakes
in grammar
PART 3 Written Comments 
"' 
Appendix V: Tourist Agcney Manager lnlervlcw Schedule 
1. How long have you been in your position as a manager?
2. How many tour guides have you employed?
3. Have you received any complaints from your customers about your tour guides?
4. What do you think about your tour guides' command of English?
5. Do they have any problems using English to do their jobs?
6. What arc the areas of their English skills that should be improved?
It: 
:,-'.-'-
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Appendix VI: Student Altitude Questionnaire 
Directions: Read the following items and choose a response shown after each item. If 
you have more comments, please write them in the space under each item. 
SA= strongly Agree, A= Agree, N= Neither agree nor disagree, D"' Disagree, SD"" 
Strongly Disagree 
Attitude towards English 
I. lfl speak English, I will be praised by my family
and friends.
SA A N D SD 
Comments: __________________________ _ 
2. I wish that I could speak English fluently.
3.1 wish that could speak English accurately. 
Comments: _________________ _ _______ _ 
4. I believe I will continue to need good English
skills after I graduate.
Comments:. _________________ ___ _____ _ 
5. The ability to communicate in English is very
important for success in my future career.
Comments: __________________________ _ 
6. I feel uneasy and lack confidence when
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speaking English. 
Comments: _ __________________ ______ _ 
7.1 should not be forced to learn English. 
Comments;. _____________ ____________ _ 
8. I enjoy watching English language
TV and movies.
Comments: __________________________ _ 
9. The use of English is one of the most important factors
for Thailand's economic development today. ·-
Comments: ___ _ _____________ ____ __ _ _ 
10. Subjects should be taught in English at university,_
Comments: __________________________ _ 
11. I feel uncomfortable when hearing one Thai speaking
to another in English.
Comments: _________ ________________ _ 
13. English allows me to meet and talk with
more people.
Comments: _____________ __________ _ _ _ 
14. I can understand and appreciate other countries'
cultures and beliefs if! use English we!!.
Comments:. _________________ 
�
"
-
---------
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Attitudes towards tour guide English lessons. 
15. I like practicing the sounds ofEnglish.
-,, 
{ ', 
-1,
_ _ .,. 
._,_ 
16. I like my friends to correct me when I talk.
Comments: ______________ _____ _______ _ 
17. ! enjoy speaking in front of the class. 
Comments:·---------------------------
18. I prefer to prepare my talk by myself.
Comments:·------------------------------
19. I like my friends to assess my speech. 
Comments:. __________________________ _ 
20. I like listening to samples of talk in order to 
prepare my own talk. 
Comments: _____________________________ _ 
'}I. Analysing the samples ofta!ks is enjoyable. 
Comments: __________________________ _ 
14. By learning the rules of grammar, I can 
speak better. 
Comments: __________________________ _ 
23. I prefer talk/ng in Thai with my friends while
working with my peers. 
Comments: ______ _ 
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Attitudes towards the English teacher 
24. The teacher should teach vocabulary explicitly.
Comments: __________________________ _
25. I can do best when taught as a whole class
by the teacher.
Comments:. __________________________ _
26. The teacher should me teach
how to organise a talk.
27. The teacher should me feedback after my talk.
Comments.,_--------------------------
28. The teacher should cor ect all the grammar errors
students make.
Comments.,_------- ------------------
29. The teacher should talk more than students
do in class.
Commcn�·· ·---------------------------
30. Teacher should teach rules of language
appropriacy ..
Comments.I_--------------------------
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